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IEEE 802 Executive Committee Teleconference, 05 Oct 2021 
ec-21-0230-00-00EC 

05 Oct 2021 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ELECTRONIC MEETING 

MINUTES (Unconfirmed), Notes 
 

Prepared by John D’Ambrosia, IEEE 802 LMSC Recording Secretary 

Tuesday, 05 Oct 2021 
All times ET 
 
Location: Teleconference / online meeting 
 
EC Voting members (or their representatives) present: 
Paul Nikolich  Chair, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee  
James Gilb  1st Vice Chair, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee 
Roger Marks  2nd Vice Chair, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee 

Chair, IEEE 802.16 – Broadband Wireless Access Working Group (Hibernating)  
George Zimmerman Treasurer, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee  
Jon Rosdahl  Executive Secretary, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee  
John D’Ambrosia Recording Secretary, IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee 
 Chair, IEEE 802 Public Visibility Standing Committee 
Glenn Parsons Chair, IEEE 802.1 – HILI Working Group 
 Chair, IEEE / ITU Standing Committee  
David Law Chair, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 
Dorothy Stanley  Chair, IEEE 802.11 – Wireless LAN Working Group  
 Chair, IEEE / IETF Standing Committee 
 Chair, IEEE 802 Wireless Chairs Standing Committee 
Pat Kinney Chair, IEEE 802.15 – Wireless Specialty Networks Working Group  
Jay Holcomb    Chair, IEEE 802.18 – Regulatory TAG 
Steve Shellhammer Chair, IEEE 802.19 – Wireless Coexistence Working Group 
Tim Godfrey  Chair, IEEE 802.24 - Vertical Applications TAG 
 
EC Voting members not present:  
 
EC Non-voting members / Standing Committee Chairs present: 
Clint Chaplin Member Emeritus, Treasurer Advisor 
Geoff Thompson   Member Emeritus    
Subir Das  Chair, IEEE 802.21 – Media Independent Handover Working Group (Hibernating) 
 
Standing Committee Chairs (Non EC members) present: 
Andrew Myles  Chair, IEEE 802/ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC6 Standing Committee 
 
EC Non-voting members not present:  
Apurva Mody Chair, IEEE 802,22 - Wireless Regional Area Networks Working Group (Hibernating)  
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Other Attendees (as reported by IMAT, 10/05/2021) 
Alfvin, Richard Linespeed Events LLC 
Bahn, Christy IEEE STAFF 
Canchi, Radhakrishna Kyocera International Inc 
Chen, Evelyn Ericsson AB 
Grow, Robert RMG Consulting 
Healey, Adam Broadcom Inc. 
Ho Sang, Yvette IEEE 
Kerry, Stuart OK-Brit; Self 
Levy, Joseph InterDigital, Inc. 
Orlando, Christian ; IEEE STAFF 
Powell, Clinton Facebook 
Rolfe, Benjamin Blind Creek Associates 
 

Draft Agenda: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-06-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-
agenda.xlsx  

R6   DRAFT AGENDA  -  IEEE 802 LMSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
INTERIM TELECON 

      

    Tuesday 1900-2100 UTC, 05 Oct 2021       
            
Key:   ME - Motion, External, MI - Motion, Internal,  

DT- Discussion Topic, II - Information Item 
      

    Special Orders       
    Category  (* = consent agenda)       
            
1.00   MEETING CALLED TO ORDER Nikolich 2 03:00 PM  

 

Meeting called to order at 3:00 pm by Chair. 
Chair requested Recording Secretary do roll call of 802 EC meeting attendees.  All 802 EC voting members were in attendance. 
Chair requested that everyone sign into IMAT. 
   

2.00 MI APPROVE OR MODIFY AGENDA -  Nikolich 5 03:05 PM  
Chair asked if there were any corrections to the agenda.  
 
Discussion:  

• Item 3.01 should be II, not MI 
• Item 4.03 should be unconditional approval, not conditional. 
• Reverse order of 4.01 and 4.02. 
• Move Item 4.08 to 3.031 
• Modify agenda items to 3.03,  

 
* Motion #1 Move to approve the modified agenda (R7)  
Moved D’Ambrosia 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition 
Motion Passes 
Reference 2.00 

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-06-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-agenda.xlsx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-06-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-agenda.xlsx
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Approved Agenda: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-07-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-
agenda.xlsx 

 

R7   Approved AGENDA  -  IEEE 802 LMSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
INTERIM TELECON 

      

    Tuesday 1900-2100 UTC, 05 Oct 2021       
            
Key:   ME - Motion, External, MI - Motion, Internal,  

DT- Discussion Topic, II - Information Item 
      

    Special Orders       
    Category  (* = consent agenda)       
            
1.00   MEETING CALLED TO ORDER Nikolich 2 03:00 PM  
2.00 MI APPROVE OR MODIFY AGENDA -  Nikolich 5 03:02 PM  
2.01 II IEEE-SA Participation / Copyright Policies  

Reference - https://ieee802.org/sapolicies.shtml  
Nikolich 2 03:07 PM  

2.02 MI* Approve the following minutes 
• 07 Sept 2021 802 EC Monthly Meeting - 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0209-00-00EC-
sept-7-2021-ec-teleconference-minutes.pdf 

D'Ambrosia 0 03:09 PM  

            
3.00 II Announcements from the Chair Nikolich 5 03:09 PM  
3.01 II Future Venue Update  Rosdahl 10 03:14 PM  
3.02 II Treasurer's Update Zimmerman 10 03:24 PM  
3.03 ME Approve Liaison to JTC1 regarding PSDO 11ax comment responses Stanley 3 03:34 PM  
3.031 ME Approve Liaison to JTC1 regading comments from HK NB in WG1 

N289  
Stanley 3 03:37 PM  

3.04 DT Update - EC Action Item Summary 
See https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0085-51-00EC-
ec-action-items-ongoing.pdf 

D'Ambrosia 10 03:40 PM  

3.05 II 802 Restructuring Ad hoc Status Update Operating Efficiency, Co-
ordination of 802 Next Gen Activities, Mixed-mode transition, 
Long-term meeting strategy 

Nikolich 15 03:50 PM  

3.06 DT Updates to the Operations Manual Gilb 10 04:05 PM  
          04:15 PM  
4.00   Agenda Items from WG Chairs     04:15 PM  
4.01 ME To NesCom, P802.1ABcu PAR extension Parsons 3 04:15 PM  
4.02 ME To NesCom, P802.1ACct PAR extension  Parsons 3 04:18 PM  
4.03 ME To RevCom (Unconditional), P802.1ABcu  Parsons 3 04:21 PM  
4.04 ME To Revcom (Conditional), P802.1BArev  Parsons 3 04:24 PM  
4.05 II Liaison to IETF Parsons 3 04:27 PM  
4.06 ME Approve Liaison Response to ITU-R WP 1A on visible light 

communications 
Holcomb 3 04:30 PM  

4.07 ME To SA Ballot, P802.11az D4.0 Stanley 3 04:33 PM  
4.08   Moved to Agenda item 3.03 -  

Approve Liaison to JTC1 regarding PSDO 11ax comment responses 
    04:36 PM  

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-07-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-agenda.xlsx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0212-07-00EC-05-oct-2021-802-ec-teleconference-agenda.xlsx
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4.09 ME Moved to Agenda item 3.031 -  
Approve Liaison to JTC1 regading comments from HK NB in WG1 
N289  

Stanley 3 04:36 PM  

          04:39 PM  
5.00   Reports from WG and SC Chairs     04:39 PM  

          04:39 PM  
6.00   Other Business     04:39 PM  
6.01 II 2022 Electronic Media Update D'Ambrosia 2 04:39 PM  
6.02 MI Cancel  802 EC meeting scheduled for 2 Nov 2021 Marks 3 04:41 PM  
          04:44 PM  
9.00   EC Action Item Status review Nikolich / 

D'Ambrosia 5 
04:44 PM  

9.01 18 O Reminder - 802 / SA Task Force Meeting - 18 Oct 2021(4pm - 5pm 
ET) 

Nikolich 
2 

04:49 PM  
 

        04:51 PM  
10.00 MI  Adjourn Nikolich   05:00 PM  

 

2.01 II IEEE-SA Participation / Copyright Policies  
Reference - https://ieee802.org/sapolicies.shtml  

Nikolich 2 03:07 PM  

Chair displayed Slide 2 from attached presentation, ec-21-0233-00-00EC-05-oct-2021-ec-chair-s-deck.pdf 

2.02 MI* Approve the following minutes 
• 07 Sept 2021 802 EC Monthly Meeting - 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0209-00-00EC-
sept-7-2021-ec-teleconference-minutes.pdf 

D'Ambrosia 0 03:09 PM  

 

3.00 II Announcements from the Chair Nikolich 5 03:09 PM  
Chair displayed Slide 3 from attached presentation, ec-21-0233-00-00EC-05-oct-2021-ec-chair-s-deck.pdf 

3.01 II Future Venue Update  Rosdahl 10 03:14 PM  
Rosdahl displayed attached presentation, ec-21-0232-00-00EC-executive-secretary-report-for-2021-oct-interim-
telecon.pdf  

Straw polling of membership regarding March 2022 Plenary planned for IEEE 802 Nov Plenary. 

Concerns about Bangkok meeting  (Nov 22) were expressed, and Rosdahl noted that he is monitoring circumstances 
related to the meeting. 

3.02 II Treasurer's Update Zimmerman 10 03:24 PM  
Zimmerman presented attached presentation, ec-21-0231-00-00EC-october-2021-treasurer-s-update.pdf  
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3.03 ME Approve Liaison to JTC1 regarding PSDO 11ax comment responses Stanley 3 03:34 PM  
Stanley reviewed document under consideration.  Questions of clarifications and comments by 802 EC members were 
made. 

Mr.Parsons noted that he objected to this document, based on IEEE Patent Policy Slide #3, that it is considering 
essentiality of patents. 

Michael Lindsay noted that there is nothing in this document that is an interpretation of essentiality of patents, and 
addressed Mr. Parsons concerns.  Edits to the document initially proposed were made, and the document was updated 
to R04. 

During the discussion, Ben Rolfe noted in the chat window that he also is formerly objecting to this discussion. 

Glenn Parsons requested going back to the Orders of the Day.  Chair felt that conclusion of the agenda item was possible 
in time and non-motion items would be pre-empted by motion items. 

* Motion #2 Approve liaison of the following comment responses to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 under the PSDO agreement: 
IEEE Std 802.11ax-2021: https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-1400-03-0jtc-response-to-
comments-on-802-11ax-in-60-day-ballot.docx, including the modifications shown in the EC teleconference 
discussion (to be posted as r4). 

Moved Stanley 
Second Kinney 
Results Deferred to next 802 EC meeting Per Motion #3 
Motion  
Reference 3.03 

 

* Motion #3 Defer consideration of Motion #2 to the next 802 EC meeting. 
Moved Parsons 
Second Gilb 
Results (y/n/a) 8 - 4 - 0  
Motion Passes 
Reference 3.03 

 

3.031 ME Approve Liaison to JTC1 regading comments from HK NB in WG1 
N289  

Stanley 3 03:37 PM  

The liaison is from an expert from Innovation and Technology Commission of the Government of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region (ITCHKSAR, O-member).   

* Motion #4 Approve sending the response in 11-21-1450r2 to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 as a response to comments in WG1 
N289, with editorial privileges given to the EC Chair. 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 3031 
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4.01 ME To NesCom, P802.1ACcu PAR extension  Parsons 3 04:15 PM  
Reference: Slide #4 of attached presentation, ec-21-0220-00-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-oct-2021.pdf. 

* Motion #5 • Approve forwarding P802.1ABcu PAR extension  
documentation in  
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/cu-PARextension-0921-v01.pdf to NesCom 
• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in  
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD802-1abcu.pdf 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.01 

 

4.02 ME To NesCom, P802.1ABct PAR extension Parsons 3 04:18 PM  
Parsons presented Slide #5 of attached presentation, ec-21-0220-00-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-oct-2021.pdf. 

* Motion #6 • Approve forwarding P802.1ACct PAR extension  
documentation in  
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/ct-draft-PARextension-0921-v00.pdf to NesCom 
• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in   
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0155-00-ACSD802-1acct.pdf   

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.02 

 

4.03 ME To RevCom, P802.1ABcu  Parsons 3 04:21 PM  
Parsons presented Slides #6 - 8 of attached presentation, ec-21-0220-00-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-oct-2021.pdf. 

* Motion #7 • Approve sending P802.1ABcu to RevCom 
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802- 
ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.03 

 

4.04 ME To Revcom (Conditional), P802.1BArev  Parsons 3 04:24 PM  
Parsons presented Slides #9 - 11 of attached presentation, ec-21-0220-00-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-oct-2021.pdf. 

* Motion #8 • Conditionally approve sending P802.1BA-Rev to RevCom 
• [Maintenance PAR, no CSD] 
• P802.1BA-Rev D2.0 had 95% approval at the end of the last SA ballot 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.04 
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4.05 II Liaison to IETF Parsons 3 04:27 PM  
Parsons presented Slide #12 of attached presentation, ec-21-0220-00-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-oct-2021.pdf. 

4.06 ME Approve Liaison Response to ITU-R WP 1A on visible light 
communications 

Holcomb 3 04:30 PM  

Holcomb presented attached presentation, ec-21-0223-00-00EC-802-18-motion-05oct21-itu-r-wp1a-submission-on-
vlc.pdf 

* Motion #9 Approve ITU-R WP 1A Liaison response in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0109-06-0000-
liaison-response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx, For review and approval for submission to ITU-R 
WP 1A  before contribution deadline for WP 1As next meeting. With the Chair of 802.18 authorized to 
make editorial changes, as necessary. 

Moved Holcomb 
Second D'Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.06 

 

4.07 ME To SA Ballot, P802.11az D4.0 Stanley 3 04:33 PM  

Stanley presented attached presentation, 11-21-1501-05-00az-p802-11az-report-to-ec-on-approval-to-go-to-sa-
ballot.pdf 

* Motion #10 •  Approve sending P802.11az D4.0 to SA ballot 
•  Confirm the CSD for P802.11az in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0064-00-ACSD-p802-

11az.docx 
Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.07 

 

6.02 MI Cancel  802 EC meeting scheduled for 2 Nov 2021 Marks 3 04:41 PM  
 

* Motion #11 Move to cancel 802 EC Teleconference of 02 Nov 2021 
Moved Marks 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.09 

 

Chair instructed presenters of non-motion items (DT and II) not covered during the meeting to conduct their DT or II 
business off line via the EC reflector. 

3.06 DT Updates to the Operations Manual Gilb 10 04:05 PM  
Gilb gave verbal update regarding updates to the Operations Manual.  Reference attached presentation, ec-21-0229-00-
00EC-october-rules-report-and-om-changes.pdf 
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6.01 II 2022 Electronic Media Update D'Ambrosia 2 04:39 PM  
D'Ambrosia noted that the 2022 Electronic Media edition would be delivered remotely starting with the March 2022 
Plenary and will include all standards published as of Dec 31, 2021.  Method of remote delivery may change from this 
year's distribution. 

The chair announced he intends to hold the November closing EC meeting in person at IEEE HQ as well as remotely, that 
is the closing meeting will be mixed mode. 

Rosdahl gave update on recent reflector problems. 

10.00 MI  Adjourn Nikolich   05:00 PM  
Meeting adjourned @ 5:05 pm 

Action Items 
None 

Motions 
Consent Agenda  

2.02 MI* Approve the following minutes 
• 07 Sept 2021 802 EC Monthly Meeting - 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/21/ec-21-0209-00-00EC-
sept-7-2021-ec-teleconference-minutes.pdf 

D'Ambrosia 0 03:09 PM  

 

* Motion #1 Move to approve the modified agenda (R7)  
Moved D’Ambrosia 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition 
Motion Passes 
Reference 2.00 

 

* Motion #2 Approve liaison of the following comment responses to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 under the PSDO agreement: 
IEEE Std 802.11ax-2021: https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-1400-03-0jtc-response-to-
comments-on-802-11ax-in-60-day-ballot.docx, including the modifications shown in the EC teleconference 
discussion (to be posted as r4). 

Moved Stanley 
Second Kinney 
Results Deferred to next 802 EC meeting Per Motion #3 
Motion  
Reference 3.03 

 

* Motion #3 Defer consideration of Motion #2 to the next 802 EC meeting. 
Moved Parsons 
Second Gilb 
Results (y/n/a) 8 - 4 - 0  
Motion Passes 
Reference 3.03 
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* Motion #4 Approve sending the response in 11-21-1450r2 to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 as a response to comments in WG1 
N289, with editorial privileges given to the EC Chair. 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 3031 

 

* Motion #5 • Approve forwarding P802.1ABcu PAR extension  
documentation in  
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/cu-PARextension-0921-v01.pdf to NesCom 
• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in  
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD802-1abcu.pdf 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.01 

 

* Motion #6 • Approve forwarding P802.1ACct PAR extension  
documentation in  
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/ct-draft-PARextension-0921-v00.pdf to NesCom 
• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in   
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0155-00-ACSD802-1acct.pdf   

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.02 

 

* Motion #7 • Approve sending P802.1ABcu to RevCom 
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802- 
ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.03 

 

* Motion #8 • Conditionally approve sending P802.1BA-Rev to RevCom 
• [Maintenance PAR, no CSD] 
• P802.1BA-Rev D2.0 had 95% approval at the end of the last SA ballot 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.04 
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* Motion #9 Approve ITU-R WP 1A Liaison response in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0109-06-0000-
liaison-response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx, For review and approval for submission to ITU-R 
WP 1A  before contribution deadline for WP 1As next meeting. With the Chair of 802.18 authorized to 
make editorial changes, as necessary. 

Moved Holcomb 
Second D'Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.06 

 

* Motion #10 •  Approve sending P802.11az D4.0 to SA ballot 
•  Confirm the CSD for P802.11az in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0064-00-ACSD-p802-

11az.docx 
Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.07 

 

* Motion #11 Move to cancel 802 EC Teleconference of 02 Nov 2021 
Moved Marks 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection. 
Motion Passes 
Reference 4.09 
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doc.: IEEE 802.11-21/1501r5


Introduction


• This document contains the report to the IEEE 802 Executive Committee in 
support of a request for unconditional approval to send IEEE P802.11az 
D4.0 to SA Ballot.


• The r3 document was approved during the interim session of the 802.11 
working group on September 21, 2021. 
• WG motion results: Y/N/A 77-0-7


• R4 adds motion results, unchanged recirculation ballot information.
• R5 adds LB256 (unchanged recirculation) results


Slide 2 Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)


October 2021
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Status Summary


• The TGaz Draft went through 4 WG Letter Ballots (plus unchanged 
recirculation). Draft 1.0 was the first to achieve > 75% needed for an 
approved draft


• The TG has resolved over 3000 comments received on drafts 1.0 to 4.0.


Slide 3 Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)


October 2021
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802.11 WG Letter Ballot Results – P802.11az


B
allot ID


Ballot Close 
Date Title Ballot Type


Pool


R
eturn


%
R


eturn


A
bstain


%
A


bstain


A
pprove


D
isapprove


%
A


pprove


LB240 09 March 
2019


Technical Letter Ballot for 
TGaz Draft 1.0


Technical 329 264 80% 29 8.8% 186 49 79%


LB249 03 Jan. 2020 First Recirculation Ballot for 
TGaz draft 2.0


Recirculation 329 279 84% 28 8.5% 219 32 87%


LB253 10 Feb. 2021 Second Recirculation Ballot 
for TGaz draft 3.0


Recirculation 329 288 87% 25 7.6% 231 32 87%


LB255 07 Sep. 2021 Third Recirculation Ballot 
for TGaz draft 4.0


Recirculation 329 290 91% 24 7.3% 252 14 94%


LB255.1 Post ballot vote change 329 290 91% 24 7.3% 259 7 97%


LB256 01 Oct 2021 Fourth Recirculation Ballot 
for P802.11az D4.0


Recirculation –
unchanged draft


329 290 91% 24 7.3% 262 5 98%
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802.11 WG Letter Ballot Comments – P802.11az


October 2021


Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)Slide 5


B
allot ID


Ballot Close 
Date Title Total Number of Comments 


received (Yes and No votes)


240
09 March 2019


Technical Letter Ballot for TGaz Draft 1.0 1525 (785 T, 694 E, 46 G)


249
03 Jan. 2020


First Recirculation Ballot for TGaz draft 2.0 1022 (460 T, 546 E, 16 G)


253
10 Feb. 2021


Second Recirculation Ballot for TGaz draft 3.0 476 (256 T, 218 E, 2 G)


255
07 Sep. 2021


Third Recirculation Ballot for TGaz draft 4.0 77 (33 T, 41 E, 3 G)


256 01 Oct 2021 Fourth Recirculation Ballot for TGaz draft 4.0 No comments received


Total 3100 (1534 T, 1499 E, 67 G)
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Unsatisfied Technical comments by commenter
October 2021


Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)Slide 6


Voter name LB240 LB249 LB253 LB 255 Total


Chris Hartman (Apple, inc) 1 0 0 0 1
Chunyu Hu (Facebook) 0 0 7 0 7
John Buffington (Self) 1 0 0 0 1
Mark Hamilton (Ruckus/CommScope) 0 0 0 1 1
Mark Rison (Samsung) 150 211 0 0 361
Total 152 211 7 1 371
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Unsatisfied comments


The composite of all unsatisfied comments and 
the resolutions approved by the comment 
resolution committee received during working 
group ballot may be found in the embedded 
document on the right:


Double click on the icon to the right to open this.


October 2021


Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)Slide 7


Unsatisfied for LB 240 through LB255





LB240 Unsatisfied Tech


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			1386			Chris Hartman			240			1			9.4.2.279			48			16			T			Y			48.16			16			9.4.2.279						V			Dibakar Das			1461r3			916			"...when included in the Initial Fine Timing Measurement frame indicates that the RSTA requires a LMR report from the ISTA at the end of each ranging exchange..." The RSTA should not be able to require an ISTA to share privacy sensitive information.			Change "the RSTA requires a LMR report" to "the RSTA requests a LMR report"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:26:36Z)

Revise

Refer to submission 11-19-481r6 for a complete description of the ISTA2RSTA LMR functionality.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:26			EDITOR


			1809			John Buffington			240			1			11.22.6.3.1			83			8			T			Y			83.08			8			11.22.6.3.1									Debashis Dash									Incorrect sub-clause name.			The Sub-Clause name is "General" but should be "Range Measurement Negotiation".						EDITOR																					2019/4/3 16:23			EDITOR


			1921			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.4									T			Y									11.22.6.3.4									Qi-Wang									It is not clear what attack models secure ranging is attempting or succeeding to guard against, or what the receiver needs to do in order to achieve the security. All there seems to be is a statement in 11.22.6.3.4 Secure LTF Measurement Setup that "With the preceding construction, an attacker not knowing Secure-LTF-Key-Seed, would not be able to predict the SAC that would be used for given measurement." It would be helpful to have something similar to 12.7.6.8 4-way Handshake Analysis to guide implementers and users.			As it says in the comment.  Need informative text analysing the security mechanisms, the threat models that they address, and limitations on their effectiveness (e.g. not preventing the range being spoofed as further than it actually is).						EDITOR																					2019/4/3 18:57			EDITOR


			1922			Mark RISON			240			1			27.3.21									T			Y									27.3.21						J			Feng-Jiang			1479r2			920			Security for ranging could mean either confidentiality (privacy; not being able to locate other users) or integrity (not being able to spoof the location of legitimate devices). The Secure HE-LTFs don't help with the former since it is possible for an attacker to make the timing measurement using the (non-secure) L-LTF. That leaves spoofing attacks, e.g.
1) An attacker transmitting a signal at the same time as the HE-LTF symbols from the legitimate peer in an attempt to introduce a phase shift and hence change the apparent distance.
2) A relay attack introducing a phase shift on the relayed HE-LTF symbols to spoof the distance.
3) An attacker generating its own HE Ranging NDP instead of relaying from a legitimate peer.

If the Secure HE-LTF generation produces a uniform distribution of phases then one would expect all of these attacks to reduce the correlation quality by varying degrees, and for the timing measurement to vary as follows:
1) The phase on each subcarrier would be shifted towards that of the attacker's signal, with the average across all subcarriers being zero. Hence, I would not expect this to have a significant effect on the measured range.
2) A cyclic shift of a significant proportion of the symbol time could be introduced. Given that even a 1 us shift would be equivalent to a 300 m reduction in the round trip range this would appear to be an effective attack.
3) The generated symbols would have a random phase relationship to the expected symbol, so this would result in the measured timing varying by a significant proportion of the symbol duration. This would vary for each symbol measured.

Is the receiver expected to do more than just find the earliest correlation peak, such as applying a threshold to the correlation magnitude or performing the correlation independently per sub-carrier and looking at the spread of timings? Something should be added in clause 27.3.21 HE Receive Procedure about this, even if it is just a note saying that implementations may choose to apply additional checks.			As it says in the comment.  Need a description of the receiver processing that is expected to be performed (e.g. verifying that the channel estimate is similar for each HE-LTF).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:48:00Z)

Rejected

The commenter didn’t identify the new transmitter waveform to address the security concern.

The commenter describes some of the attacks and challenges the security support of 11az protects from at both MAC and PHY level.

These are fully described in the SFD document where a threat model was specified and the standard was develop according to.

However the standard itself is limited to describing normative behavior of the interoperable part and the threat model is not part of which.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:48			EDITOR


			1923			Mark RISON			240			1			11.3.3			86			4			T			Y			86.04			4			11.3.3						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			466r4			709			A document with a "TBD" is not suitable for letter ballot			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 11:24:14Z)

Revise, incorporate the changes identified in submission 11-19-466r3.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 11:24			EDITOR


			1924			Mark RISON			240			1			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1587r1			928			The MIB does not compile			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-25 02:38:19Z)

Revised- 
Agree in principle. 
Annex C is written according IEEE styple guidline. 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1587r1.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/25 2:38			EDITOR


			1926			Mark RISON			240			1			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1587r1			928			Capability variables cannot have a DEFVAL, obviously			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-25 02:40:44Z)

Revised- 
Agree in principle. 
Annex C is written according IEEE styple guidline. 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1587r1.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/25 2:41			EDITOR


			1928			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																		Editor									Non-existent Figures are referred to			Fix "Figure 11-35d" (2x)						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1929			Mark RISON			240			1						117			5			T			Y			117.05			5												Editor									No such thing as Equation (xx)			Refer to an equation that exists						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1931			Mark RISON			240			1						126			17			T			Y			126.17			17												Editor									Equation numbers should be at the right of their equation			Move 126.17 to 126.16 and clarify which of the two equations it pertains to						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1932			Mark RISON			240			1						126			21			T			Y			126.21			21												Editor									Equation numbers should be at the right of their equation			Move 126.21 to 126.20 and clarify which of the two equations it pertains to						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1937			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																		Editor									Equation numbers should be at the right of their equation			Fix at 63.3, 64.22, 79.9, 121.37						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1942			Mark RISON			240			1			12.2.11			137			12			T			Y			137.12			12			12.2.11									Jerome Henry									"The Info field is a fixed string unique to this protocol: For example: "IEEE 802.11az ranging"" -- it shouldn't be an example, and it should have sexy quotes on both sides			Change to "The Info field is "IEEE 802.11az ranging" without a trailing null" with both the double quotes being sexy						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 18:58			EDITOR


			1954			Mark RISON			240			1						170						T			Y			170.00												V			Assaf Kasher			1507r2			925			"GIe^1_64*NCB  as defined in section 29.10;" appears twice here, but "GIe" appears nowhere else, so is clearly not defined in 29.10			Define "GIe^1_64*NCB" in 29.10			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 09:33:47Z)
Revise: already fixed in D1.3			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 9:34			EDITOR


			1958			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V			Jerome Henry			1466r1			913			It is not clear whether the things after "Note:" are normative or not			If they are informative (i.e. do not express normative behaviour that is not normatively stated elsewhere) change them to start "NOTE---".  If they are in fact normative delete the "Note:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 05:24:47Z)

Revised: incorporate the changes as shown in submission 11-19-1466r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 5:25			EDITOR


			1966			Mark RISON			240			1						96			22			T			Y			96.22			22									V			Jerome Henry			1466r1			913			No such thing as an "NDP-A frame"			Change to "NDP Announcement frame".  Also at 96.23/26.  In F11-36i, 101.26 change "NDP-A" to "NDPA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 05:26:18Z)

Revised: incorporate the changes as shown in submission 11-19-1466r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 5:26			EDITOR


			1967			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V			Jerome Henry			1466r1			913			No such thing as an "NDP-A frame"			Change to "NDP Announcement frame" and change "NDP-A" where it is an abbreviation in a figure to "NDPA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 05:27:19Z)
Revised: incorporate the changes as shown in submission 11-19-1466r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 5:27			EDITOR


			1968			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																		Jerome Henry									There's a luxurious variety of "Specific Parameters" elements, half of which are not defined or are defined with random words			Fix this grotesque mess:
DMG Direction Measurement Parameters (sometimes referred to as DMG Direction Measurement Specific Parameters)
PDMG Specific Parameters not defined, sometimes referred to as PDMG Specific Parameter subelement (note singular)
PEDMG Specific Parameters defined in Figure 9-619c
PDMGz Specific Parameters not defined
Non-TB Specific Parameters (or "non-TB-specific subelement" in T9-1000 or sometimes "Non-TB Specific subelement" or "non-TB Ranging Specific subelement") defined but with wrong name in 9-1007
TB Specific Parameters (or "TB-specific subelement" in T9-1000 or sometimes "TB Specific subelement" or "TB-Specific subelement" or "TB-specific subelement" or "TB Specific Parameters field") defined
"One or more of the Non-TB specific or the TB specific subelements are included in the initial
FTM Request. Only one of the Non-TB specific or the TB specific subelement shall be included" is wrong too
HEz specific subelement not defined						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 18:58			EDITOR


			1969			Mark RISON			240			1						102			6			T			Y			102.06			6									V			Jerome Henry			1466r1			913			"nominally" is unclear			Change to "normally"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 05:28:25Z)

Revised: incorporate the changes as shown in submission 11-19-1466r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 5:28			EDITOR


			1970			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.6a			119			1			T			Y			119.01			1			11.22.6.4.6a						V			Feng-Jiang			1208r1			711			"its ranging peer's clock drift considering its local clock" -- what does this mean?			Change to match the wording elsewhere: "the transmit center frequency offset between the ISTA and the RSTA exceeds the allowed tolerance from the values specified in"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-06 05:07:48Z)


Revised

In sections 20.3.3.2.1, 21.3.17.3, 27.3.18.3, the transmit center frequency tolerance is defined for DMG PHY, VHT PHY and HE PHY. The term “clock drift” is not an accurate description and it should be changed to “transmit center frequency”.   

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1026r0 for CID 1970.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/10/6 5:08			EDITOR


			1974			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V			Jerome Henry			1466r1			913			There are references to "device"s but these are not defined			Change "device" to "STA" throughout (6.20, 63.13/19, 65.8/14, 109.1, 127.1)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 05:29:21Z)

Revised: incorporate the changes as shown in submission 11-19-1466r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 5:29			EDITOR


			1977			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.2			95			17			T			Y			95.17			17			11.22.6.4.3.2						V			Dibakar Das			702r3			513			"subvariant  Poll  ("TF  Ranging  Poll",  see  9.3.1.23.9  Ranging  Trigger  variant)" -- (1) "TF  Ranging  Poll" is not a variant (2) the xref is not a hyperlink so will go stale			Delete the material in scare quotes and fix the xref			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:17:35Z)

See text change is 702r3			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:18			EDITOR


			1978			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																		Jonathan Segev									There are 3 references to "measurement phase" but no explanation of when it occurs			Reword as "measurement sounding part"						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:02			EDITOR


			1979			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																		Editor									There are still references to "Location Sound" and "Location Poll"/"Location Polling"			Get rid of them per CID 360						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 19:05			EDITOR


			1980			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.10.3			134			20			T			Y			134.20			20			11.22.6.4.10.3						J			Erik Lindskog			1621r2			931			"An  ISTA  addressed  by  the  LMR  Sub-variant  Ranging  Trigger  Frame  shall  20
transmit an ISTA Passive Location Measurement Report frame a SIFS time after the LMR Sub- 21
variant Ranging Trigger Frame transmission." is standard HE triggering behaviour and hence just duplication			Delete the cited text.  Also at 133.25 "An ISTA addressed by the RID in the Passive Location Sounding Sub-variant Ranging Trigger  25
Frame shall transmit an HE Ranging NDP a SIFS time after the reception of the Passive Location  26
Sounding Sub-variant Ranging Trigger Frame.  " delete "a SIFS time "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:02:44Z)

Rejected. This behavior is unique to 11az measurement sequence and the use of TF subvariant Passive Location Sounding, unlike for 11ax, the ISTA has to transmit a specific frame type.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:02			EDITOR


			1984			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			106			10			T			Y			106.10			10			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Dibakar Das			1454r1			914			The round-trip time is the time for the round trip.  What is shown here is not the round-trip time but the total time of flight			At 106.10 change "The Round-Trip Time (RTT) is defined as
RTT " to "The total time-of-flight (TToF) is defined as
TToF ".  Change "RTT" to "TToF" at 88.35, 117.5/7/8, 126.13/15/16/19/20, 130.15/19/25			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:17:58Z)

Rejected.

The term RTT as used for TB Ranging is similar in principle to the term RTT as defined for legacy FTM in the sense that both use round trip time for over the air PPDUs to perform ranging. Replacing this term here with a similar sounding term will likely create more confusion.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:18			EDITOR


			1990			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9.5			37			17			T			Y			37.17			17			9.3.1.23.9.5						V			Dibakar Das			1234r2			722			"UL Target RSSI" in  Table 9-25l caption and heading -- no such subfield			Delete the "UL "s			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-08-08 20:22:32Z)

Revised. 

This field is the same field as described in Table 9-31H of 11ax draft 4.0 to which we added  11az specific text. We clarify this by using the correct Table number and location.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/8/8 20:22			EDITOR


			1991			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															J						1608r1			930			100.28 "If the PHY of an RSTA issues a PHY-RXEND.indication (IntegrityCheckError) primitive, the  28
RSTA shall set  the  Invalid  Measurement field in  the  RSTA-to-ISTA  LMR frame  carrying  the  29
TOA  measured  from  the  UL  NDP  to  1.  Similarly,  if  ISTA-to-RSTA  LMR  was  negotiated  30
between  the  ISTA  and  RSTA  and  the  PHY  of  an  ISTA  issues  a  PHY-RXEND.indication  31
(IntegrityCheckError) primitive, the ISTA shall set the Invalid Measurement field in the ISTA-to- 32
RSTA LMR carrying the TOA measured from the DL NDP to 1.  " duplicates 104.28 "If  the  PHY  of  an  RSTA  issues  a  PHY-RXEND.indication(IntegrityCheckError)  primitive,  the  28
RSTA shall set  the  Invalid Measurement field in  the  RSTA-to-ISTA  LMR frame  carrying  the TOA measured from the UL NDP to 1. Correspondingly, if ISTA-to-RSTA LMR was negotiated  1
between  the  ISTA  and  RSTA  and  the  PHY  of  the  ISTA  issues  a  PHY- 2
RXEND.indication(IntegrityCheckError) primitive, the ISTA shall set the Invalid Measurement  3
field in the ISTA-to-RSTA LMR carrying the TOA measured from the DL NDP to 1 "			Remove one of the cited blocks of text			Reject, the first reference and 2nd references are in different contexts. The first deal with ISTA2RSTA LMR the other with RSTA2ISTA LMR			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:37			EDITOR


			1993			Mark RISON			240			1						59						T			Y			59.00															Jerome Henry									Duplication is bad, m'kay?			Delete "is  one  octet  wide  and " at 59.4/8 (and change "indicate" to "indicates") and "is four Bits wide and " at 59.15						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 18:58			EDITOR


			1997			Mark RISON			240			1						24			15			T			Y			24.15			15									V						697r2			514			"MinProcessingTime" is undefined			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-28 05:13:27Z)

Delete the material in scare quotes and fix the xref			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/28 5:13			EDITOR


			1998			Mark RISON			240			1						111			16			T			Y			111.16			16									V						1608r1			930			"sounding sequence" is undefined			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 13:37:53Z)

Revised, agree in principal with the commenter. refer to submission 11-19-1483 which aligns the terminology. Sounding sequence is replaced by measurement exchange, either EDCA Based, TB or NTB.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:38			EDITOR


			1999			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.2									T			Y									11.22.6.1.2									Jerome Henry									"may not" is ambiguous			Change to "is not required to"						EDITOR																					2019/8/11 18:58			EDITOR


			2000			Mark RISON			240			1						59			19			T			Y			59.19			19									V						1608r1			930			"The range of valid values for MaxToAAvailableExp  19
is  0  to  15  with  corresponding  maximum  time  duration  values  ranging  from  256  msec  to  140  20
minutes.  " -- since it's a 4-bit field this sentence adds nothing of value			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 13:38:53Z)

Revise, 
Refer to D1.4 section 9.4.2.279 Ranging Parameters element, where the parameter no longer exists for NTB. For TB
a valid range with a 4 bit field can vary e.g only value 1..12 are used, in addition the encoding of the field needs to be provided. This practice is part of good interoperability spec development.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:39			EDITOR


			2001			Mark RISON			240			1						81			16			T			Y			81.16			16									J						1608r1			930			"the current valid
Passive Location LCI Table.  " -- what's an invalid Passive Location LCI Table?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 13:39:54Z)

Reject,
This is an invalid comment.
 The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording".			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:40			EDITOR


			2002			Mark RISON			240			1						118			16			T			Y			118.16			16									V						1608r1			930			"Invalid Measurement Indication subfield" -- no such subfield			"Invalid Measurement subfield"?  Also 2x on p.123			Revise, agree with the commenter, this is a duplicate of CID 1686. fixed in D1.4			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:40			EDITOR


			2003			Mark RISON			240			1						146			26			T			Y			146.26			26									J						1608r1			930			"Otherwise, if the validation is successful, the AP " is missing some words			Add some words			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 13:41:24Z)

Reject,
This is an invalid comment.
 The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording". It is not clear what kind of “additional words” does the comment refers to? Is it what constitutes a successful validation is it what is the validation itself?			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:41			EDITOR


			2005			Mark RISON			240			1						123			16			T			Y			123.16			16									J						1608r1			930			"the
RSTA shall not use the ToA value of the  HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement  18
Indication subfield to 1 in the ToA Error field in the Location Measurement Report carrying the  19
ToA value of the HE TB Ranging NDP. " is ambiguous.  Is it "the
RSTA shall not use the ToA value of the  HE Ranging NDP and [shall not] set the Invalid Measurement  18
Indication subfield to 1 in the ToA Error field in the Location Measurement Report carrying the  19
ToA value of the HE TB Ranging NDP. " or "When a RSTA receiving an HE TB Ranging NDP sets the LTFVECTOR parameter in the PHY- 16
RXLTFSEQUENCE.request primitive to Secure HE-LTF with predetermined sequence, the  17
RSTA shall not use the ToA value of the  HE Ranging NDP and [shall] set the Invalid Measurement  18
Indication subfield to 1 in the ToA Error field in the Location Measurement Report carrying the  19
ToA value of the HE TB Ranging NDP. " or "When a RSTA receiving an HE TB Ranging NDP sets the LTFVECTOR parameter in the PHY- 16
RXLTFSEQUENCE.request primitive to Secure HE-LTF with predetermined sequence, the  17
RSTA shall not [both] use the ToA value of the  HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement  18
Indication subfield to 1 in the ToA Error field in the Location Measurement Report carrying the  19
ToA value of the HE TB Ranging NDP. " or what?			Clarify.  Also two paras down			Reject,
The receiving STA is either an ISTA or an RSTA, when it uses the LTF Vector 
This is an invalid comment.
It fails to locate and identify the issue.  Fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes can be determined. Specifically it is not clear what is not			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 13:42			EDITOR


			2009			Mark RISON			240			1			3.1			3			4			T			Y			3.04			4			3.1						A			Assaf Kasher			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
802.11 is only concerned with 802.11			Delete "802.11" in "802.11 association" (also in 4.5.4.2; also in "802.11 authentication" in 12.13.1)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-28 06:20:56Z)


Resolved per 11-18-2152r2 (Accept)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/28 6:21			EDITOR


			2010			Mark RISON			240			1			3.1			3			10			T			Y			3.10			10			3.1						V			Assaf Kasher			622r1			717			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
It's not clear what a "Secure TRN Sequence" is, with capitals.  Is it a field name?			Either append "field" or lowercase			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-28 06:22:14Z)

Resolved per 11-18-2152r2 (Revise)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/8/30 0:04			EDITOR


			2013			Mark RISON			240			1			4.3.19.19			4			7			T			Y			4.07			7			4.3.19.19									Ganesh-Venkatesan									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Shouldn't have a TBD			Replace the TBD with some text						EDITOR																					2019/4/3 17:24			EDITOR


			2016			Mark RISON			240			1			6.3.5.2.2			5			17			T			Y			5.17			17			6.3.5.2.2						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			1402r2			917			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The SAP should not be described in terms of frame contents but in terms of atomic parameters (typically one per frame field/subfield)			As it says in the comment.  Ditto in other 6.3.5 subclauses			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:43:47Z)

Revised.
TGaz Editor: Revise as specified in document 11-19/1402r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:44			EDITOR


			2017			Mark RISON			240			1			6.3.5.2.2			5			15			T			Y			5.15			15			6.3.5.2.2						J			Nehru-Bhandaru			718r3			526			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Missing comma			Add comma after "FILS_PUBLIC_KEY".  Ditto in other 6.3.5 subclauses			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-09 17:44:33Z)

 



Rejected. Not able to find FILS_PUBLIC_KEY in the 11az D1.0			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/9 17:44			EDITOR


			2019			Mark RISON			240			1			6.3.58.2.2			8			14			T			Y			8.14			14			6.3.58.2.2																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
No new parameter is apparent			Use standard 802.11 change-tracking																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2020			Mark RISON			240			1			6.3.58.4.1			11			10			T			Y			11.10			10			6.3.58.4.1						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
No new parameter is apparent (except strange comma at 12.5)			Use standard 802.11 change-tracking.  Also in 6.3.70 subclauses			Reject,
This is an invalid comment.
It fails to locate and identify the issue.  Fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes can be determined.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:05			EDITOR


			2022			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The LTFVECTOR needs to be added to Table 8-3			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:06:10Z)

Revised, agree with the commenter. Refer to 11-19-1504 which removes the LTFVECTOR from table 8-4 and adds it to table 8-3.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:06			EDITOR


			2025			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y																											[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE needs to be added to Table 8-2			As it says in the comment																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2026			Mark RISON			240			1			8.3.5.19.2			16			26			T			Y			16.26			26			8.3.5.19.2						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" make  the  randomized  LTF  sequence" -- what does "make" mean here?			Use a clearer verb			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:28:50Z)


Rejected- 
The text changes for the CID 202 that is cited by the commenter had been applied in D1.0. 
Please refer the below related submission. https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-0093-01-00az-cc28-cr-mac-miscellaneous.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:29			EDITOR


			2027			Mark RISON			240			1			8.3.5.20.2			17			10			T			Y			17.10			10			8.3.5.20.2						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
As lines 11 and 12 say, there are no parameters			Copy the wording for other parameter-less primitvies from the baseline			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:30:33Z)


Rejected- 
The text changes for the CID 202 that is cited by the commenter had been applied in D1.0. 
Please refer the below related submission. https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-0093-01-00az-cc28-cr-mac-miscellaneous.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:30			EDITOR


			2030			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			20			12			T			Y			20.12			12			9.3.1.20						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is TBD?  Who selects it?  Or whether it is used?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:07:08Z)

Reject, the referred text and TBD references does not exists in D1.0, the commenter failed to identify a problem and a solution of sufficient detail.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:07			EDITOR


			2031			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			20			12			T			Y			20.12			12			9.3.1.20						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Sounding Dialog Token Number field in the Sounding Dialog Token field contains a value in  10
the range of 0 to 31; the MSB (B7) of the Sounding Dialog Token Number field is reserved"  -- b7 is not the MSb of the SDTN field, since that field only has 5 bits			Delete "; the MSB (B7) of the Sounding Dialog Token Number field is reserved" or change "B7" to "B5"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:07:57Z)

Reject, the sounding dialog token as shown in D1.0 is in the range of 0-63 and not 0-31. This makes the 8bit field range used completely. There is no reserved or unused values.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:08			EDITOR


			2034			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			20			23			T			Y			20.23			23			9.3.1.20																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The RID11/AID11 subfield contains  the 11 least  significant bits of the RID  or AID of a STA " -- well, which is it?  It can't contain both			Clarify																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2036			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			21			23			T			Y			21.23			23			9.3.1.20						J						1068r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Don't make informative stuff normative			Make " to  prevent  a  non-HE  VHT  STA  from  wrongly determining its AID in the NDP Announcement frame. The Disambiguation subfield coincides with the MSB of the AID12 subfield of an expected VHT NDP Announcement when the Ranging NDP Announcement field is parsed by a non-HE VHT STA. The MSB of the AID12 subfield is always 0 for a non-HE VHT STA due to the limitation of the AID to a maximum of 2007. " into a NOTE			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:15:41Z)

Reject,
The resolver performed couple of searches through the D1.4 and failed to identify the text referred to, as references are to CC version it is not clear what the commenter is referring to. As a result the comment fails to identify a problem and is thus invalid comment.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:15			EDITOR


			2037			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			21			1			T			Y			21.01			1			9.3.1.20						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The HEz-LTF field offset subfield, Number of space-time streams subfield and repetition of HEz-LTF field subfield  are  used  to  indicate  the  HEz-LTF field  allocation for  the  ISTAs  in the  DL sounding NDP of secured HEz ranging.  " -- and what are they set to for VHTz?			State that these fields are reserved for VHTz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:16:31Z)

Reject,
The resolver performed couple of searches through the D1.4 and failed to identify the text referred to, as references are to CC version it is not clear what the commenter is referring to. As a result the comment fails to identify a problem and is thus invalid comment.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:16			EDITOR


			2038			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.20			20			6			T			Y			20.06			6			9.3.1.20																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
It is not clear how a VHTz Ranging NDPA is distinguished from an HEz Ranging NDPA			Add a bit to the RNDPA format to distinguish these																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2041			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9			22			12			T			Y			22.12			12			9.3.1.23.9						J			Dibakar Das			1234r2			722			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
There's a blank field			Delete the middle cell in F9-52??			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-08-08 20:23:02Z)



Rejected. 

This has already been fixed in draft 1.2 Fig 9-61d.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/8/8 20:23			EDITOR


			2045			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9.1			23			1			T			Y			23.01			1			9.3.1.23.9.1						V			Dibakar Das			676r2			531			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Per User Info field in the HE Poll Trigger sub-variant is identical to the format of the Per User Info field in the Basic Trigger Frame (see Section 9.3.1.23.1)" -- all Trigger frames have the same User Info field.  9.3.1.23.1 is about the Trigger
Dependent User Info subfield			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:14:06Z)

Revised

We add a line in the spec proposing exception to User Info field for Ranging Trigger frames similar to NFRP TFs.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:14			EDITOR


			2047			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9.2			23			10			T			Y			23.10			10			9.3.1.23.9.2						V			Dibakar Das			1234r2			722			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The User Info field for the HEz Uplink Sounding sub-variant is defined in Figure 9-52??." -- the baseline defines the format for all Trigger frames in Figure 9-52g so you can't just change this here			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-08-08 20:23:30Z)



Revised. 

This has been resolved per the resolution in document: 11-19-0676-02-00az-cr-for-cids-on-trigger-frame-format.docx
for CIDs 1391, 2045, 2260, 2263, 1393, 1394, 2261, 2421, 2048.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/8/8 20:23			EDITOR


			2048			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9.3			23			17			T			Y			23.17			17			9.3.1.23.9.3						V			Dibakar Das			676r2			531			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Per User Info field in the HE Poll Trigger sub-variant is identical to the format of the Per User Info field in the Basic Trigger Frame (see Section 9.3.1.23.1)" -- all Trigger frames have the same User Info field.  9.3.1.23.1 is about the Trigger
Dependent User Info subfield			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:19:45Z)

Revised. 

We keep the same User Info field format as used in 11ax for Ranging Trigger frames of subvariant Poll. For Ranging Trigger frames of subvariants Sounding and Secured Sounding we reuse 3 bits of the UL MCS field to signal UL REP and mark other unused fields as reserved. We add a line in the spec proposing exception to User Info field for Ranging Trigger frames similar to NFRP TFs.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:20			EDITOR


			2049			Mark RISON			240			1			9.3.1.23.9.4			23			33			T			Y			23.33			33			9.3.1.23.9.4						J			Dibakar Das			1234r2			722			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The CS Required subfield in the Common Info field is set as described in 27.5.3.5 (UL MU CS  33
mechanism).  " is already in the baseline.  Do we need to say this again?  Similar for lines around this			If we do need to say it again, we need to say it again for all the other subtypes/subvariants			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-08-08 20:24:04Z)



Rejected. 

This line is not present in draft 1.0.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/8/8 20:24			EDITOR


			2053			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.166			30			6			T			Y			30.06			6			9.4.2.166						J			Assaf Kasher			646r1			510			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
It would be better to make the field positions the same for DMG and EDMG			Put Direction
Measurement
Density before L-RX and then say that L-RX's top two bits are unused for DMG, then have a single figure			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 16:02:11Z)

Reject: Resolved in D1.0 per 11-18-1728-04.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 16:02			EDITOR


			2055			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.166			30			12			T			Y			30.12			12			9.4.2.166						J			Assaf Kasher			646r1			510			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What about non-single-carrier EDMG modes?			Add these to the table, or state that they cannot be used for 11az			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 16:03:09Z)

Reject: Resolved in D1.0 per page 4 of 11-19-145			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 16:03			EDITOR


			2056			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.166			32			1			T			Y			32.01			1			9.4.2.166						V			Assaf Kasher			646r1			510			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Secure  ToF  Measurement field is  set  to 1  to  enable a secure  ToF  measurement  exchange between an ISTA and an RSTA. Otherwise the Secure ToF Measurement field is set to 0.  " -- specify that it is not set to 1 unless both ISTA and RSTA have set Secure  ToF  Supported  field  to 1			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 16:03:58Z)


Discussion: 
This has been resolved in 11-18-2003, However, this has not made it into the draft.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 16:04			EDITOR


			2060			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			32			27			T			Y			32.27			27			9.4.2.246						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Status Indication field indicates the responding STA's response to the Fine Timing Request. " -- huh?  There will be two Status Indication fields, one in the Fine Timing Measurement Parameters field of the Fine Timing Measurement Parameters element and one in the Ranging Parameters field of the Ranging Parameters element			Delete "Status Indication" and "Value" from Figure 9-610b and surrounding text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:17:18Z)


Reject, it is not clear why there should be in view of the comment distinction between NDPA for purpose of NTB sounding and NDPA for purpose of TB sounding as they are part of separate measurement exchanges and hence negotiated mode of operation. The comment fails to locate and identify the issue.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:17			EDITOR


			2062			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			33			6			T			Y			33.06			6			9.4.2.246						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
How do these Secure LTF bits relate to the Secure LTF bits in a different structure a couple of pages back?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:18:19Z)

Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:18			EDITOR


			2075			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			23			T			Y			35.23			23			9.4.2.246						V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"One or more of the  VHTz specific or the HEz specific subelements are included in the initial  FTM Request." is not clear.  Does it mean you can have one of each, or one or more of one of them but not the other, or one or more of both?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:19:01Z)


Revised,
Agree in principal with the commenter, changes are reflected in D1.4 to limit the instances of each to 1 at most. Refer to p71L17.
Also note the comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:19			EDITOR


			2076			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			35			30			T			Y			35.30			30			9.4.2.251						J						718r3			526			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Secure LTF Parameters element contains a set of fields." is impressively useless			Delete			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-09 17:48:06Z) -

Cannot find the text in Draft 1.0. No further action needed.			EDITOR						motion passed			The resolution assignment is wrong.												2019/6/9 17:48			EDITOR


			2077			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			8			T			Y			35.08			8			9.4.2.246																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" and is similar  to  AID " -- how similar?  What does this mean?			Just delete																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2078			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			9			T			Y			35.09			9			9.4.2.246																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Ranging ID and the AID are derived the same space and are non-conflicting. " is behaviour and needs to be in Clause 10			As it says in the comment																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2079			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			21			T			Y			35.21			21			9.4.2.246																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"that an RSTA transmit.   " -- which RSTA?			Change to "transmitted by the RSTA."																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2080			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			21			T			Y			35.21			21			9.4.2.246						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"that an RSTA transmit.   " -- so the RSTA has to be an AP?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:19:49Z)

Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:20			EDITOR


			2081			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.246			35			4			T			Y			35.04			4			9.4.2.246																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Element ID and Length fields are defined in 9.4.3 (Subelements). " -- there's no Element ID field in a subelement			Use the wording from the baseline for subelements																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2084			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			36			12			T			Y			36.12			12			9.4.2.251						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"followed after a Ranging NDPA frame" is not clear.  Does it mean "followed by"?  Or "following after"?  Ditto "followed after a Location variant HEz Uplink Sounding Trigger frame"			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:20:40Z)

Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”. The sentence does not exists.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:21			EDITOR


			2086			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			36			16			T			Y			36.16			16			9.4.2.251						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"(The keys or cipher sequence (if needed) for LTF Sequence Generation  are  the  result  of  the  FTM  negotiation)".  It's not clear how this is relevant to either the LTF  Sequence  Generation  Information  field, and how this is format rather than behaviour			Clarify.  If behaviour, move to Clause 10			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:21:31Z)

Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:21			EDITOR


			2087			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			36			18			T			Y			36.18			18			9.4.2.251						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"This  field  is  present  in  the  Location Measurement Report frame transmitted from an RSTA to an ISTA and is reserved otherwise. " -- what does it mean for the field to be reserved as opposed to be present?  Ditto at 37.1			Change to "This  field  is  present  in  the  Location Measurement Report frame transmitted from an RSTA to an ISTA and is not present otherwise. "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:22:27Z)

Reject, a reserved field means it is not in use and bits are reserved for possibly other purposes whereas present means the field value need to satisfy protocol behavior.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:22			EDITOR


			2088			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			36			26			T			Y			36.26			26			9.4.2.251																		[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"Number of Secure
LTF Sequence  " -- bad grammar			Change to "... Sequences"																											2019/3/9 21:12


			2089			Mark RISON			240			1			9.4.2.251			36			30			T			Y			36.30			30			9.4.2.251						V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" a  reliable  LTF  Sequence  Generation  Information" -- spurious caps and broken grammar.  Ditto spurious caps at line 31			Change to "reliable  LTF  sequence  generation  information"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:23:16Z)

Revised, refer to resolution of CID 2289 in 9.4.2.280 Secure LTF Parameters element.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:23			EDITOR


			2091			Mark RISON			240			1			9.6.7.32			39			35			T			Y			39.35			35			9.6.7.32						V			Assaf Kasher			646r1			510			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Adding the "if" appears to restrict the presence in retransmissions, but legacy devices have no such restriction			Make the "if" only apply to 11az devices.  Also change "Ranging protocol(s)" to "ranging protocol(s)" (also at 40.7)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 16:08:50Z)


Discussion:
This has not been resolved in D1.0.

TGaz Editor: Modify the text in P67L16-21 (9.6.7.32) as follows:
 as in 646r1

TGaz Editor: Modify the text in P68L33-36 (9.6.7.33) as follows: as in 647r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 16:09			EDITOR


			2093			Mark RISON			240			1			9.6.7.32			40			20			T			Y			40.20			20			9.6.7.32						V			Assaf Kasher			646r1			510			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Adding the "if" appears to restrict the presence in retransmissions, but legacy devices have no such restriction			Make the "if" only apply to 11az devices			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 16:10:09Z)

Discussion:
This has not been resolved in D1.0.

TGaz Editor: Modify the text in P67L16-21 (9.6.7.32) as follows:
 as in 646r1

TGaz Editor: Modify the text in P68L33-36 (9.6.7.33) as follows: as in 647r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 16:10			EDITOR


			2095			Mark RISON			240			1			9.6.7.33			41			19			T			Y			41.19			19			9.6.7.33						V			Assaf Kasher			1507r2			925			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The  Invalid  Measurement  field  contains  an  invalid  indication  for  the  TOA  field.  " has no value			Delete			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 09:26:28Z)

Revised as in 11-19-1507			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 9:26			EDITOR


			2097			Mark RISON			240			1			9.6.7.37			41			28			T			Y			41.28			28			9.6.7.37						J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Location Measurement Report frame is an Action No Ack frame of category Ranging" -- no such category exists, and the figure below says the category is in fact Public Action			Either make this and  Passive Location Measurement Report frames Public Actions, or define the new Category and fix the figures			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:24:29Z)

Reject, the comment refers to changes to baseline 802.11-2016 text which is out of scope of the 11az protocol modifications.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:24			EDITOR


			2098			Mark RISON			240			1			9.6.7.37			42			15			T			Y			42.15			15			9.6.7.37						V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The Secure LTF Parameters field is present if an ISTA and RSTA activates a secure LTF  15
measurement exchange mode of the 802.11az ranging protocols for the ranging phase. If present, " -- shouldn't refer to the amendment name.  And anyway this is behaviour			Change to just "The Secure LTF Parameters field, if present, "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 14:25:14Z)

Revised, the relevant text no longer exists in D1.4			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 14:25			EDITOR


			2099			Mark RISON			240			1			11.3.4.2			43			15			T			Y			43.15			15			11.3.4.2						V			Assaf Kasher			1507r2			925			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"in an infrastructure BSS" -- so PASN cannot be used for pre-association ranging?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 09:22:31Z)

Revised as in D1.3			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 9:22			EDITOR


			2100			Mark RISON			240			1			11.3.4.3			43			23			T			Y			43.23			23			11.3.4.3						A			Assaf Kasher			1507r2			925			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
This should be added after d), not at the end			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 09:23:15Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 9:23			EDITOR


			2105			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1			44			37			T			Y			44.37			37			11.22.6.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Why is it "FTM Measurement Exchange" but "$blah Ranging" for all the others?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:18:20Z)

Revise. Submission 11-19-1483 includes editor instructions that the measurement exchange corresponding to the three mechanisms as follows:
EDCA based ranging measurement exchange, TB ranging measurement exchange and non-TB ranging measurement exchange.

No text changes required.Revise. Submission 11-19-1483 includes editor instructions that the measurement exchange corresponding to the three mechanisms as follows:
EDCA based ranging measurement exchange, TB ranging measurement exchange and non-TB ranging measurement exchange.

No text changes required.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:18			EDITOR


			2108			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.1			45			26			T			Y			45.26			26			11.22.6.1.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
If "burst instance" is being changed to "availability window instance", it should be changed everywhere (including in the baseline)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:19:06Z)

Revise. Burst Instance is not replaced by Availability Window. Burst Instance is defined for the EDCA based ranging measurement exchange while Availability Window is defined for TB ranging measurement exchange. The subtle distinction is that in the Burst Instance two or more Fine Timing Measurement frames are exchanged while within an Availability Window only one measurement exchange is executed (with each peer that is part of the subset to which the Availability Window was assigned during negotiation).			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:19			EDITOR


			2111			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The concept "legacy" is not clear and should not be used			Delete all instances of "legacy"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:46:53Z)

Revised, agree with the commenter the term Legacy device was replaced with EDCA Based Ranging and no longer exists in D1.4			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:47			EDITOR


			2113			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.1			46			13			T			Y			46.13			13			11.22.6.1.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1658r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What's "an FTM Request"?  If it's a frame, say which and say "frame"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:24:37Z)

REVISE. Editor to incorporate the editorial instructions corresponding to CID 2113 in 11-19-1659.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:24			EDITOR


			2114			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.1			46			10			T			Y			46.10			10			11.22.6.1.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"In HEz" should be "In trigger based channel access"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:25:17Z)

REVISE. Editor to incorporate the editorial instructions corresponding to CID 2113 in 11-19-1659.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:25			EDITOR


			2115			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.1			46			12			T			Y			46.12			12			11.22.6.1.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Duplicate of sentence at line 14			Delete sentence starting at line 12			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:25:57Z)


REVISE. Editor to incorporate the editorial instructions corresponding to CID 2113 in 11-19-1659.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:27			EDITOR


			2116			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.1			46			14			T			Y			46.14			14			11.22.6.1.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The FTMR is sent at the start of the burst instance (or whatever that's called now)			Say so, as is said for TBCA			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:26:35Z)

REVISE. Editor to incorporate the editorial instructions corresponding to CID 2113 in 11-19-1659.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:26			EDITOR


			2118			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.2			47			4			T			Y			47.04			4			11.22.6.1.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"ISTA centric scheduling FTM operation is called VHTz operation" is not clear.  Is this trying to say that the only ISTA centric mode is one used with VHTz (I note VHTz can also use RSTA centric mode, per 46.9)			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:27:42Z)

Revise. This clause has been rewritten in D1.4, and later amended by 11-19-1483, removing “ISTA Centric Scheduling”

No text changes required.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:28			EDITOR


			2119			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
There are three references to a "measurement instance".  This term is not used in the baseline, and is not defined here			Define the term			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:48:01Z)

Reject, this is common use of technical English language. Same as 802.11-2016 FTM usage of "The sessions’ burst instance periodicity" a burst instance is an instantiation of the group of bursts, same way measurement instance is an instantiation of the group of measurements composing the measurement part. defining the measurement instance to be an element of the set composed from  measurement will not yield a more understandable std.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:48			EDITOR


			2121			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.1.2			47			9			T			Y			47.09			9			11.22.6.1.2						J			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
F11-35a seems to suggest that FTM frames cannot be sent at times where both RSTAs are available, but there is no justification and indeed the text below suggests either RSTA would be available if addressed during those times			Show one double-ended arrow overlapping with one dotted bubble			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:28:38Z)

REJECT.  Agree that two RSTAs may be available to initiate measurement exchange with an ISTA. However, an ISTA at any point in time can initiate measurement exchange with one (and only one) RSTA (and when two or more RSTAs become available, the ISTA will have to make a determination to choose one and send the FTMR to initiate the measurement exchange). 
In addition, the referred figures in Clause 11 are exemplary illustrations and are not intended to address all possible scenarios.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:28			EDITOR


			2122			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is the difference between an "availability window" and an "availability window instance"?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:49:04Z)

Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:49			EDITOR


			2123			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.2			48			1			T			Y			48.01			1			11.22.6.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			1659r2			933			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"Single User Range Measurement field of the Extended Capabilities element" -- no such field.  Ditto "Multi User"			Add to EC element			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 06:29:19Z)

Revise. Cl. 11.22.6.3.2 in D1.4 has removed references to Single User Range Measurement and Multi User Range Measurement fields of the Extended Capabilities element.

No text changes required.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/27 6:29			EDITOR


			2124			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.2			48			8			T			Y			48.08			8			11.22.6.2									Assaf Kasher									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" DMGz Ranging, it shall set the DMG Range Measurement field of the Extended
Capabilities element to 1. Otherwise it shall set the Multi User Range Measurement field of the Extended Capabilities element to 0" -- wrong field			Change "Multi User Range Measurement field" to "DMG Range Measurement field".  Ditto at line 15 for EDMG						EDITOR																					2019/10/13 23:22			EDITOR


			2129			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.2			48			20			T			Y			48.20			20			11.22.6.2									Ganesh-Venkatesan									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Two things look suspect with e).  It's for the same case as d).  The subfield referred to does not exist			Refer to the EDMG Ranging Supported subfield, and merge with d)						EDITOR																					2019/6/12 2:59			EDITOR


			2131			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.1			48			39			T			Y			48.39			39			11.22.6.3.1						J			Debashis Dash			1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is a "range  measurement  parameter"?  Also missing preposition			Clarify, and prepend "of"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:49:59Z)


Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”. Range measurement parameters are defined in D1.4 "a set of scheduling parameters in a Fine Timing Measurement Parameters element or a set of 34 range measurement parameters in…			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:50			EDITOR


			2132			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.1			49			1			T			Y			49.01			1			11.22.6.3.1									Debashis Dash									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"FTM  parameters  element"			"Fine Timing Measurement Parameters" element						EDITOR																					2019/4/3 16:23			EDITOR


			2137			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.2			50						T			Y			50.00						11.22.6.3.2						J			Debashis Dash			1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"in the Ranging Parameters field" -- but there might not be such a field.  Ditto "the Ranging Parameters field" below.  Ditto next page			Maybe change "the" to "a", or say "if present"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:50:44Z)


Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”. Range measurement parameters are always present in the negotiation for TB and NTB measurement exchanges.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:50			EDITOR


			2138			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.2			51			3			T			Y			51.03			3			11.22.6.3.2						J			Debashis Dash			1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" when one of the following conditions is met:" -- what if both are?			Change to "when at least one of the following conditions is met"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:51:40Z)

Reject,
The comment refers to an unofficial draft (CC), could not identify the sentence "when one of the following conditions is met:" in D1.0 or D1.4.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:51			EDITOR


			2142			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is the difference between "RTT", "TOF" and "ToF"?			Clarify			Reject,
The comment is asking a question.  It is not proposing a change that can in any sense be interpreted as “specific wording”.
On top of that, the use of RTT and FTM was introduced as part of 802.11-2016, and a similar comment discussed then. RTT is a term used widely in the industry and is well defined (redefined) in the spec.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:52			EDITOR


			2143			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.3			51			29			T			Y			51.29			29			11.22.6.3.3						J			Debashis Dash			1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"shall not be set by both the ISTA and RSTA" -- I don't think that's what's actually intended			Change to "shall not be set by either the ISTA and RSTA", and also delete the preceding comma			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:53:14Z)


Reject,
The comment refers to an unofficial draft (CC), could not identify the sentence in D1.0 or D1.4.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:53			EDITOR


			2144			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.3			51			19			T			Y			51.19			19			11.22.6.3.3						J			Debashis Dash			1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Do lines 19 to 34 only apply to EDMG STAs?  The fact that "EDMG" is not used, but it is used from line 35, suggest that they apply to non-EDMG STAs			Add "EDMG" before every "STA" or "ISTA" or "RSTA"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:54:00Z)

Reject,
The referencing of CC revision makes it impossible to identify where that text. The comment fails to identify the relevant text.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:54			EDITOR


			2145			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.4			52			9			T			Y			52.09			9			11.22.6.3.4						J			Qi-Wang			1460r1			915			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"a DMGz/EDMGz Specific Parameters subelement" -- no such subelement is defined			As it says in the comment (a few lines down it's an element -- make that consistent too)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:20:14Z)

Revised.
Agreed in principle.Reject. 

"a DMGz/EDMGz Specific Parameters subelement" no longer exists in 11az_D1.0 and 11az_D1.2 due to spec revisions since the comment collecting time. In 11az_D1.0 and 11az_D1.2, the term “The EDMGz Specific Parameters subelement” is used instead.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:20			EDITOR


			2146			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.3.4			52			12			T			Y			52.12			12			11.22.6.3.4						J			Qi-Wang			1460r1			915			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"a DMGz/EDMGz/ Specific Parameters subelement" -- spurious /			Delete the last /			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:21:09Z)

Revised.
Agreed in principle.Reject. 

"a DMGz/EDMGz Specific Parameters subelement" no longer exists in 11az_D1.0 and 11az_D1.2 due to spec revisions since the comment collecting time. In 11az_D1.0 and 11az_D1.2, the term “The EDMGz Specific Parameters subelement” is used instead.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:21			EDITOR


			2148			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.1			53			5			T			Y			53.05			5			11.22.6.4.1									Girish-Madpuwar									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"RSTA centric EDCA based" is confusing -- is there any EDCA-based mode that is not RSTA-centric?			Change to "FTM, DMGz and EDMGz scheduling mode".  Ditto heading for 11.22.6.4.2						EDITOR																					2019/4/3 18:48			EDITOR


			2154			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is "TF"?			Assuming this is "Trigger frame", expand to this everywhere			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:54:45Z)


Revised, agree with the commenter in principal. This is a duplicate of CID 1977. "The Ranging Trigger Frame of subvariant Sounding is called the
22 TF Ranging Sounding (#1977)." also The Ranging Trigger Frame of subvariant Poll is called
14 the TF Ranging Poll (#1977).			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:55			EDITOR


			2155			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															J						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What's a "poll rsp"?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:55:26Z)

Reject,
The comment refers to an unofficial draft (CC), could not identify the the term "Poll rsp" in D1.0 or D1.4			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:55			EDITOR


			2156			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3z.1			54			7			T			Y			54.07			7			11.22.6.4.3z.1						V			Dibakar Das			1454r1			914			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" Measurement resources and results are made available" -- what are measurement resources?  If answer is "For normative behaviour please refer to section 11.22.6.4.3.3 and 11.22.6.4.3.4." then give a xref in the standard			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:15:24Z)


Revised.

Agreed in principle with the commenter. The statement here is simply an overview with the normative behaviour described in Section 11.22.6.4.3.3 and 11.22.6.4.3.4. We have revised the text as below to add cross-reference: 
“ During the availability window, measurement resources and results are made available to each
ISTA whose poll response was received at the RSTA (see subclause 11.22.6.4..3.3 and 11.22.6.4..3.4 for normative behaviour).” See document 11-19-1454			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:15			EDITOR


			2158			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			3			T			Y			55.03			3			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" The  Location  Measurement  part  is
composed by one or more TF of type Location subtype Sounding allocating uplink resources to
one or more ISTAs." -- is it Location Measurement of Range Measurement Sounding?			Pick one term, make it lowercase, and use it consistently everywhere.  Oh, and "composed of" not "composed by"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:05:01Z)

Revised
The three parts of the TB Ranging, Measurement Phase, are
1.	Polling Part
2.	Measurement Sounding Part
3.	Measuremetn Reporting Part			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:05			EDITOR


			2159			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			28			T			Y			55.28			28			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is "Code" in the Figure?			Clarify.  Oh, and "Freqeuncy" -> "Frequency" on the vertical axis			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:05:36Z)

Revised
Fixed typo in figures, changed “Code” to “Spatial”, as in dimension.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:05			EDITOR


			2160			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			3			T			Y			55.03			3			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" The  Location  Measurement  part  is
composed by one or more TF of type Location subtype Sounding allocating uplink resources to
one or more ISTAs. Each TF Location Sounding frame shall be (#Ed) followed by one or more
uplink NDP multiplexed in the frequency (the detail is TBD) and/or spatial stream domain (#Ed).
SIFS time after the last UL sounding, the RSTA shall transmit an NDPA frame followed by a DL  7
NDP  sounding  frame. " is not clear.  What is "the last UL sounding"?  "is composed by" -- it contains other things			Say something like "The location measurement part consists of a SIFS-separated sequence of one or more location measurement subparts.  Each location measurement subpart consists of a Location Sounding Trigger frame [will need to explain somewhere this means type Location subtype Sounding] transmitted by the RSTA, followed by UL NDPs from the ISTAs, followed after SIFS by an NDP Announcement frame from the RSTA, followed after SIFS by DL NDPs from the RSTA."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:06:06Z)

Rejected
This part has been rewritten prior to Draft 1.0. It is clearer now.			EDITOR																					2019/5/29 23:07			EDITOR


			2161			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			8			T			Y			55.08			8			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"a DL NDP sounding frame" -- what is this?			Clarify (and is it a frame or an NDP?)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:07:14Z)

Revised
This has been clarified prior to Draft 1.0
“and the DL NDP is an HE Ranging NDP, see subclause 28.3.16”
Removed any descriptions of NDPs as a frame.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:07			EDITOR


			2162			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			31			T			Y			55.31			31			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" Using P-matrix " -- the surrounding text makes no reference to this			Clarify what this means for the location measurement part, and what other things could be used instead			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:08:06Z)

Reject
This has been removed prior to Draft 1.0			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:08			EDITOR


			2163			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			11			T			Y			55.11			11			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The DL NDP is used by all ISTA taking part in the exchange. " -- but the figure shows more than one DL NDP, so which is "the DL NDP"?  On the other hand it says "the RSTA shall transmit an NDPA frame followed by a DL NDP  sounding  frame" which suggests only one DL NDP			Clarify.  It seems to me that each ISTA has its own dedicated DL NDP, no?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:08:33Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:08			EDITOR


			2164			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			31			T			Y			55.31			31			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r2			512			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The figure shows a sequence of SIFS-separated transmissions.  Will they fit within the TXOP limit?			Clarify what to do if the sequence does not fit within the TXOP Limit, and which AC's TXOP Limit is used.  Also add a SIFS arrow between the first two transmissions			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:12:49Z)

Reject
As with any transmission during an TXOP, the AP will have to ensure they do in fact fit within the allowed duration. See also “Any extra polling /sounding/ reporting triplets can either be transmitted in the same TXOP (see example in Figure 11-36a) or a new TXOP (see example in Figure 11-36b) depending on the
maximum allowed TXOP duration and the predicted length of the extra instances of
10 polling/sounding/reporting triplets.”

In TB operation, an AP can already choose any AC (see 26.5.3.2.5 AP access procedures for UL MU operation)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:13			EDITOR


			2165			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			56			1			T			Y			56.01			1			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"the time at which the DL NDP arrives (t3) " -- nope			"the time at which the DL NDP is transmitted (t3) "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:09:03Z)

2165	56.01	11.22.6.4.3.3	[Re-raising ...]
"the time at which the DL NDP arrives (t3) " -- nope	"the time at which the DL NDP is transmitted (t3) "	Rejected
Already addressed in Draft 1.0			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:09			EDITOR


			2166			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			31			T			Y			55.31			31			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The figure is missing the RSTA to
ISTA4 LMR			Add to figure			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:09:34Z)

Reject
Addressed before Draft 1.0. Figures now simply show RST-to-ISTA LMR (which is an HE MU PPDU)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:09			EDITOR


			2167			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			7			T			Y			55.07			7			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"an NDPA frame" -- it's actually a Ranging NDP Announcement frame			As it says in the comment.  Also fix in 11.22.6.4.3.4, 11.22.6.4.4.3  (2x)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:10:11Z)

Reject
Addressed before Draft 1.0. Now there is a clear descprition that the term NDP-A refers to a Ranging NDP Announcement frame.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:10			EDITOR


			2168			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			15			T			Y			55.15			15			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r1			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"set the TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH to be the same value as the BW subfield" -- TXVECTOR params do not come from the same space as subfields so should not be assumed to have the same values/encoding			Change to say that the same bw is indicated.  Same in sentences below			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:10:39Z)
Reject
Addressed before Draft 1.0.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:10			EDITOR


			2169			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			55			18			T			Y			55.18			18			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r2			512			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"An RSTA transmitting a Ranging NDP Announcement frame and a DL NDP after receiving an UL NDP as a response of a Location variant HEz Uplink Sounding Trigger frame shall" makes it sound as if the NDPA/DL NDP are only sent if the UL NDP is received.  But the text above suggests they are always sent			Clarify whether the RSTA shall not send the NDPA/DL NDP if it doesn't receive an UL NDP from some/all of the ISTAs, or whether it may send them blind			Reject
The text is as intended, if no UL NDP is received, NDP-A is not transmitted after SIFS, but regular recovery procedures for medium access with one TXOp according to 11ax trigger based transmission will apply, after medium access is reaquired, AP can choose to continue sequence.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:14			EDITOR


			2172			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			56			18			T			Y			56.18			18			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r2			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"with  respect  to a time base" -- needs to be the same as the one for the TOA, else it's useless			Change to "with respect to the same time base"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:15:22Z)


Reject
Addressed in Draft 1.0.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:15			EDITOR


			2173			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			57			3			T			Y			57.03			3			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r2			511			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The UL power control and timing and frequency synchronization requirements in the HEz mode  3
of associated and unassociated STAs shall follow the same rules as those of any other HE STA in  4
associated mode (8). " -- so need not be stated (and what's "(8)"?)			Delete			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:15:52Z)

Reject
Addressed in Draft 1.0. Now reads “The UL power control, timing and frequency synchronization requirements of associated and unassociated STAs performing TB ranging shall follow the same rules as those of any associated HE STA.” – points out new behaviour for unassociated STAs.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:16			EDITOR


			2174			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.3			56			22			T			Y			56.22			22			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			702r2			512			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"If  the  Range  Measurement  Sounding  phase  instance  includes  more  than  a  single  TF  Location  22
Sounding frame, the  ISTA and RSTA shall refer the t1 and t2 to the UL NDP frame instance  23
associated with their (#Ed) HEz FTM procedure, refer to figure 11-35e.  " -- the figure shows a single t2			Show the other t2			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 23:16:25Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 23:16			EDITOR


			2175			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57			10			T			Y			57.10			10			11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"and if negotiate from ISTA to RSTA" -- what does this mean?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:56:03Z)

Rejected
See first paragraph of new text: “LMR frames shall carry measurement results from the RSTA to the ISTA, and if negotiated also from the ISTA to the RSTA” and compare Fig 11-36h			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:56			EDITOR


			2176			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57			15			T			Y			57.15			15			11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"the  successive  availability  window  that  includes  medium allocation for sounding to the ISTA" -- how does this work for the last set of results?  There will be no sounding phase for those			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:57:10Z)

Rejected
Now rewritten as “delayed (i.e., from the last availability window in which the ISTA responded to the TF Ranging Poll and the RSTA allocated resources to that ISTA during the measurement sounding part)”.
And yes, if it is delayed feedback, you’ll never get the last measurement (assuming you even know that this will be your last).			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:57			EDITOR


			2180			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57			26			T			Y			57.26			26			11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"the ISTA shall response with the ISTA-to- 26
RSTA LMR using the HE TB PPUD format" -- this is normal TF behaviour so need not be stated			Delete			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:57:57Z)

Rejected
Now rewritten as “In response to the TF, each addressed ISTA shall respond by transmitting an ISTA-to-RSTA LMR frame”.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:58			EDITOR


			2181			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57			20			T			Y			57.20			20			11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Should also illustrate the case with no ISTA-to-RSTA			Add a figure, or say it is the same as the figure except no TF and no UL			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:58:26Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:58			EDITOR


			2182			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57						T			Y			57.00						11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What if not all the reports to the ISTAs can be fitted into a single DL MU PPDU?			Clarify how this is handled			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:58:53Z)

Rejected
This case does not exist, since any STA that was allocated UL resources during the measurement sounding part, needs to have sent a CTS-to-self in the polling part. Since the maximum number or RU allocatioins in the polling limits the number of ISTA, there will always be enough RU allocations in the DL MU PPDU for LMR too.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:59			EDITOR


			2183			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57						T			Y			57.00						11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What if not all the reports from the ISTAs can be fitted into a single TF response?			Clarify how this is handled			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:59:24Z)

Rejected
See explanation for #2182. Same number oF RU allocations.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 17:59			EDITOR


			2184			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57						T			Y			57.00						11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What if not all the reports from the ISTAs are received by the RSTA?			Clarify how this is handled			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 17:59:52Z)

Rejected
As stated “Each LMR is a unicast frame. It is carried in Action No Ack frames (see 9.6.7.37) and are therefore neither acknowledged nor retransmitted.”, therefore any lost frames will translate into lost measurements. 
The logic behind this is that a retransmission protocol would not save much compared to simply doing another measurement.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 18:00			EDITOR


			2185			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.3.4			57						T			Y			57.00						11.22.6.4.3.4						J			Christian Berger			701r1			513			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What if not all the reports to the ISTAs are received by the ISTAs?			Clarify how this is handled			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-29 18:00:26Z)
Rejected
See explanation for #2084. Same logic.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/29 18:00			EDITOR


			2186			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.1			59			2			T			Y			59.02			2			11.22.6.4.4.1						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"for which the responder retains the computed ToA value. " -- what does this mean?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:38:01Z)

Reject
This sentence is removed in 11az_D1.0 from section 11.22.6.4.4.1
The text means the max time duration RSTA stores the time stamps (t1,t4) before its flushed 

Refer to 18/1741r3 for resolution			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:38			EDITOR


			2188			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.3			60			4			T			Y			60.04			4			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The direction(s) of LMR feedback(s) is
(are)  negotiated  at  service  establishment." -- so can be ISTA-to-RSTA only (unlike HEz)?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:38:51Z)

Reject
This sentence was removed from 11az_D1.0 

RSTA-to-ISTA feedback is mandatory and ISTA-to-RSTA feedback is negotiated 
Refer to section 9.4.2.279 (Ranging parameters) in 11az_D1.0			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:39			EDITOR


			2189			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.3			60			9			T			Y			60.09			9			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"LMR feedback is reported in the next sounding sequence. " but the Figures 11-xx indicate the LMR feedback is after the sounding sequence, not part of it			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:39:35Z)

Reject
Section 11.22.6.4.4 was rewritten in 18/1741r3

Refer to figure 11-36j and 11-36k for corrected figures			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:39			EDITOR


			2190			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.3			60			9			T			Y			60.09			9			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is the "sounding sequence" for VHTz?  Is it the NDPA NDP NDP from Figure 11-xx in 11.22.6.4.4.2?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:40:23Z)


Reject
Section 11.22.6.4.4 was rewritten in 18/1741r3

Refer to figure 11-36j and 11-36k for corrected figures
Reject

Refer to figure 11-36j in 11az_D1.0 for sounding sequence			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:40			EDITOR


			2193			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.3			61			61			T			Y			61.61			61			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"TOA  and  TOD  format " -- what is this?			Change "format" to "reporting".  Ditto line 14			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:40:54Z)

Reject


Two types of ToA feedback are supported 
1.	First path based
2.	Phase shift based (based on average linear phase across subcarriers)

Refer to Section 9.4.2.279 in 11az_D1.0 for ToA types			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:41			EDITOR


			2196			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.5			62			2			T			Y			62.02			2			11.22.6.4.4.5						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
NUM_STS cannot indicate less than 1 STS			Delete this line. Also line 16 and line 37			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:41:25Z)

Reject

See section 11.22.6.4.5 in 11az_D1.0 for new definition of N_STS (Page 105, line 25)			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:41			EDITOR


			2201			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.5			62						T			Y			62.00						11.22.6.4.4.5						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
What is the point of the "to  a  peer  STA"/" to one or more peer STAs " in this subclause?  NDPs are not addressed, and it's obvious that the intent is to send them so some peer(s)			Delete all of them			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-27 22:42:01Z)


Reject
This text has been removed in 11az_D1.0

Refer to section 11.22.6.4.5 & 11.22.6.4.6 for definition of LTF_SEQUENCE			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:42			EDITOR


			2202			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.5			63			7			T			Y			63.07			7			11.22.6.4.4.5						J			Christian Berger			708r1			527			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"addressed to itself" sounds like it's an RNDPA-to-self like a CTS-to-self, but I don't think that's what's intended here			Change "itself" to "it"			Reject
This text has been removed in 11az_D1.0

Refer to section 11.22.6.4.6.1 (Page 109, line 14) which describes the behaviour of RSTA upon receving a Ranging NDPA			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/5/27 22:42			EDITOR


			2203			Mark RISON			240			1			8.3.5.20			17			1			T			Y			17.01			1			8.3.5.20						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.confirm  is not used anywhere so has no value (nothing is on hold until it comes back)			Delete this subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:29:52Z)

Rejected- 
The CID 441 that is cited by the commenter had been rejected with the following reason. 

One or more PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.request primitives can be issued in a secure TB ranging mode. 
In such case, the confirm primitive is needed. 

Please refer the PHY-DATA.confirm primitive in the baseline.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:30			EDITOR


			2204			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.4.5			63			8			T			Y			63.08			8			11.22.6.4.4.5						J			Dibakar Das			1454r1			914			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"provides  the  LTF  sequence  8
generation information associated with the LTF Generation SAC subfield" is a bit vague?  What exactly is passed in the LTFVECTOR parameter?  The contents of the field?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-24 06:16:25Z)

Reject.

The draft on which this comment was made has been revised to address this comment.

This sentence is no longer present in Draft 1.2. However, the content of the LTFVECTOR in this particular case is described in P114L37 and P118L10 for NTB and TB Ranging respectively in draft 1.2.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/24 6:16			EDITOR


			2206			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.6.1			63			29			T			Y			63.29			29			11.22.6.4.6.1						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The LTF sequence of an UL NDP transmitted a  SIFS  after  the  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  frame  and  the  LTF  sequence  of  a  DL  NDP received a SIFS after the UL NDP" -- is not specific enough			Change the "an"s to "the"s.  Ditto next paras			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:32:05Z)


Rejected- 
The text changes for the CID 445 that is cited by the commenter had been applied in D1.0. 
Please refer the below related submission.
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1781-03-00az-cc28-cr-secure-non-tb-ranging-measurement-exchange-protocol.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:32			EDITOR


			2208			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.6									T			Y									11.22.6.4.6						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
Most if not all of the "a value of"s are not specifc enough			Change them to "the value of".  Similar problem with "keep a current" -> "keep the current"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:40:23Z)


Rejected- 
The text changes for the CID 451 that is cited by the commenter had been applied in D1.0. 
Please refer the below related submission.
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1781-03-00az-cc28-cr-secure-non-tb-ranging-measurement-exchange-protocol.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:40			EDITOR


			2210			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.6.1			64			17			T			Y			64.17			17			11.22.6.4.6.1						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
" The  17
RSTA shall respond with the DL NDP and a Location Measurement Report frame a SIFS after  18
the  DL  NDP" -- huh?  A DL NDP afer a DL NDP?			Reword to cmake it clearer			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:32:38Z) - 

Rejected- 
The text changes for the CID 456 that is cited by the commenter had been applied in D1.0. 
Please refer the below related submission.
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1781-03-00az-cc28-cr-secure-non-tb-ranging-measurement-exchange-protocol.docx
.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:32			EDITOR


			2211			Mark RISON			240			1												T			Y															V						1608r1			930			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
VHTz does not require the RSTA to be an AP (unlike HEz, but like FTM).  But in that case, what do "DL" and "UL" mean in the context of VHTz?			Clarify.  Maybe say DL means to RSTA and UL means to ISTA?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-26 22:56:15Z)

Revised, agree in principal. This is a duplicate of CIDs 2337 and 2338. refer to fixes in the draft. DL NDP and UL NDP replaced with R2I NDP and I2R NDP to reflect this.			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/26 22:56			EDITOR


			2212			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.9.2			70			1			T			Y			70.01			1			11.22.6.4.9.2									Erik Lindskog									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The HEz passive range measurement sounding part commences a SIFS time after the HEz polling  2
part and is the 2
nd
 part of the HEz passive range measurement sequence. " but what's the first part?			Make sure that for all the techniques all three parts are covered (by having a subclause for each, even if to say e.g. that the passive HEz polling part is the same as the active HEz polling part).  And include a figure showing all the parts/phases/whatever you end up deciding to call them						EDITOR																					2019/10/13 23:24			EDITOR


			2213			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.9			69						T			Y			69.00						11.22.6.4.9									Erik Lindskog									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
There needs to be some information on how passive ranging works, i.e. how you can passively determine ranges from the information in certain frames you overhear			As it says in the comment						EDITOR																					2019/10/13 23:23			EDITOR


			2215			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.9.2			70			8			T			Y			70.08			8			11.22.6.4.9.2						V			Assaf Kasher			1507r2			925			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"An  RSTA  shall  transmit  one  or  more  HEz  PUS  Sub-variant  Location  Trigger  frames  each  of which is addressed to a single ISTA a SIFS time after the HEz polling part.  " is not achievable.  Only the first one can be sent a SIFS after the polling part			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-25 01:46:14Z)

Revised: Already resolved in D1.3			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/9/25 1:46			EDITOR


			2218			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.9.3			71			2			T			Y			71.02			2			11.22.6.4.9.3									Erik Lindskog									[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
"The RSTA shall send two broadcast Passive Location Measurement Report frames a SIFS time
after receiving the Location Measurement Report frame " -- does this mean an MU transmission has to be used?			Clarify.  I think this is trying to say that following the LMR frame rx the RSTA sends one LMR frame after SIFS, then another LMR frame SIFS after the first						EDITOR																					2019/10/13 23:24			EDITOR


			2219			Mark RISON			240			1			11.22.6.4.6									T			Y									11.22.6.4.6						J			Yongho-Seok			602r1			518			[Re-raising this comment from the comment collection, as it is not possible to determine from 18/1544r8 whether/how it was addressed.  References are to the CC draft and hence may be wrong against D1.0.]
The description of the secure measurement mechanism is extremely opaque			Add a general description outlining the general principles, i.e. what the LTF carries, how this is set at the transmitted and verified at the receiver			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 15:40:56Z)


Rejected- 
Based on the comments received in Comment Collection 28, the sub-clause 11.22.6.4.6 (Secure Non-TB and -TB Ranging Measurement Exchange Protocol) has been rewritten for more clarification. 
Please refer the below submissions.
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1781-03-00az-cc28-cr-secure-non-tb-ranging-measurement-exchange-protocol.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1782-02-00az-cc28-cr-secure-tb-ranging-measurement-exchange-protocol.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2019/6/10 15:41			EDITOR
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			3467			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			149			18			T			Y			149.00			18			11.22.6.4.4.3						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"LMR  feedback  is  carried  in  Action  No  Ack  frames  (see  9.6.7.37)  and  are  therefore  neither  acknowledged nor retransmitted.  " -- grammar, and also this should be a NOTE since it's just duplication of normative material			Change to "NOTE---LMR  feedback  is  carried  in  Action  No  Ack  frames  (see  9.6.7.37)  and  is  therefore  neither acknowledged nor retransmitted.  "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:35:41Z)


Agreed in principle
TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:35			EDITOR


			3470			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			140			19			T			Y			140.00			19			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			This is not the RTT observed by ISTA, it's the ToF observed by ISTA			Change "The Round-Trip Time (RTT) observed by ISTA" to "The time of flight observed by ISTA"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:51:34Z)


Rejected
The equation as shown is the sum of two ToF (round-trip), compared to other definitions of RTT the processing delay is removed, but we stick here with previously used notation in the FTM protocol.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/31 6:15			EDITOR


			3477			Mark RISON			249			2												G			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			Not clear what the amendment is based on.  19.9 says "IEEE P802.11REVmd(TM)/D2.0, as amended by IEEE  9
P802.11ax(TM)/D4.0, and IEEE P802.11ay(TM)/D4.0" but 1.2 says "IEEE P802.11REVmd(TM)/D3.0,
IEEE P802.11ax(TM)/D6.0
 IEEE P802.11ay(TM)/D5.0
and IEEE P802.11ba(TM)/D5.0"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:43:09Z)


Revised 
TGaz editor will have correct revision as appropriate to the relevant draft in the next revision.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:31			EDITOR


			3478			Mark RISON			249			2			3.2			20			17			T			Y			20.00			17			3.2						V			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			Only EDMG secure ranging PPDUs are defined, but the spec also refers to PEDMG and PDMG secure rangin PPDUs			Add definitions for those PPDUs too			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:59:16Z)

 Revised: PDMG and PEDMG are no longer in use D2.4 and references to them are removed.
TGaz Editor – no further action needed.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3482			Mark RISON			249			2			3.4			21			14			T			Y			21.00			14			3.4						V			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			"non-TB" does not need to be defined; its meaning is obvious			Delete the "non-TB" line			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:43:48Z)


Revised.
TGaz editor make changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:31			EDITOR


			3483			Mark RISON			249			2			4.3.19.19			22			6			T			Y			22.00			6			4.3.19.19						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			The change tracking seems wrong.  As far as I can tell, the baseline text for this subclause is just "Fine timing measurement allows a STA to accurately measure the round trip time (RTT) between it and
another STA. With the regular transfer of Fine Timing Measurement frames it is possible for the recipient
STA to track changes in its relative location with other STAs in the environment."			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:26:48Z)


Revise. Incorporate editor instructions corresponding to CID #3483 in submission 11-20/0126.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:27			EDITOR


			3489			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			159r1			20506			It is not clear what "device" means			Change to "STA" in 4.3.19.19 Fine timing measurement, 11.22.6.4.2.1.1 General , 11.22.6.4.3.4 TB Ranging measurement reporting phase			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:09:50Z)


Revised.
The commenter is correct, DMG device has 0 occurrences in REVmd and 11ay D5.0. 
TGaz editor make the changes identified in 11-20-0159 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:10			EDITOR


			3490			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.296			75			9			T			Y			75.00			9			9.4.2.296						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			198r2			20110			"The  Device Class  and  Full  Bandwidth  I2R  MU-MIMO  subfields  are defined in Table 9-322b,  9
Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field." -- no such table, and the table caption should be in parens, not after a comma.  There is a Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, but it doesn't contain a "Full  Bandwidth  I2R  MU-MIMO  subfield" (for obvious reasons)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:37:32Z)


Revise.
Incoporte the editor instructions corresponding to CID #3490 in submission 11-20/0126.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:37			EDITOR


			3503			Mark RISON			249			2			9.3.1.19			42			9			T			Y			42.00			9			9.3.1.19						V			Christian Berger			366r2			20510			This para is incompatible with "The  HE  subfield  in  the  Sounding  Dialog  Token  field  is  set  to  0  to  identify  the  frame  as  a  VHT  NDP
Announcement frame and set to 1 to identify the frame as an HE NDP Announcement frame." in the baseline			Delete the cited text from the baseline			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:24:34Z)



Revised
The cited baseline text is changed but formatting does not make this clear.
TGaz Editor see document11-20/0366			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:25			EDITOR


			3504			Mark RISON			249			2			9.3.1.19			42			17			T			Y			42.00			17			9.3.1.19						A			Christian Berger			366r2			20510			"Ranging Announcement frame" -- no such frame			Change to "Ranging NDP Announcement frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:25:16Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:25			EDITOR


			3507			Mark RISON			249			2			10.23.2.2			100			10			T			Y			100.00			10			10.23.2.2						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			I don't think bullet f) should be added.  Bullet e) is there to give a special case of handling tx failure in the middle of a TXOP (the NOTE gives other options) but this new bullet f) is just standard ending of a TXOP, and hence is covered by other text			Do not insert the proposed f)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:59:40Z)


Revised- 
The bullet f is added for the clarification of the non-TB ranging behavior.
The text of the bullet f is moved under the 11.21.6.4.4.2 (Measurement Sounding phase of Non-TB Ranging).

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-20/1354r1 for CID 3507.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 6:14			EDITOR


			3511			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			Expressions like " Ack frames with PACKET-TYPE equal to TRN-T-PACKET " should referto this being a *VECTOR parameter			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:00:07Z)


Revised.
The commenter is correct that the PACKET-TYPE is a RxVector parameter.
TGaz editor make changes identified below in submission 11-20-256.			EDITOR						motion passed			Motioned twice, 506 and 507. The database update is based on 507.												2020/8/16 23:16			EDITOR


			3514			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.3			104			27			T			Y			104.00			27			11.3.3						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			"If STA A in an infrastructure BSS receives a Class 2 or Class 3 frame from STA B when in State  27
1 that is not authenticated with STA A" makes no sense: a state is not authenticated with a STA			Revert the changes to this para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:38:53Z)


 Revise.

This change was made to allow for protected Class 2 frames in State 1a. Perhaps it can be clearer.

TGaz Editor: Make changes as specified in this document – 11-20/0255r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:39			EDITOR


			3515			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.3			104			33			T			Y			104.00			33			11.3.3						A			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			"PASN Authenticated State 1a" -- no such state			Delete "PASN Authenticated "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:39:44Z)


 Accept.

TGaz Editor: Make change as indicated in the comment – 104.33 – shown below

when in PASN Authenticated State 1a, STA A shall discard the frame			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:39			EDITOR


			3517			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.2			103			12			T			Y			103.00			12			11.3.2						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			There are references to "Robust Unicast Class 2 Frames" but these are not defined.  Ditto "protected Class 2 frames" in 11.3.4			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:37:59Z)


Revise

Add definition of protected Class 2 frames and replace text in figure.

TGaz Editor: Make changes as specified in this document – 11-20/0255r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:38			EDITOR


			3519			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.4.2			105			3			T			Y			105.00			3			11.3.4.2						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			"PASN authentication is disallowed in states other than State 1" is vague			Change to "the state shall remain unchanged if it was other than State 1".  In 11.3.4.3 change "PASN authentication is disallowed in states other than State 1" to "the state shall remain unchanged if it was other than State 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:45:18Z)


 Revise.

The current text is more useful in that it states PASN authentication is disallowed in states other than State 1. Replacement as suggested by the commentor seems to imply that PASN is allowed in other states and they will remain unchanged after PASN procedure. A different semantics.

It might be clearer to have a shall statement as opposed to the current test.

TGaz Editor: Change the sentence to the following

“PASN authentication shall be disallowed in states other than State 1.”			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:45			EDITOR


			3520			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.2									T			Y									11.3.2						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			1225r4			20908			There doesn't seem to be any benefit to State 1a, since in any case a non-PASN auth is needed to go to State 2, per Figure 11-16			At the end of the bullet describing state 1a at 103.5 add "Used by STAs that wish to perform secure ranging but do not wish to exchange MSDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 04:31:10Z)

Revise.

Agree with the commenter. Some clarification might help, but secure ranging is a first example of PASN use.

TGaz Editor : change as specified in 11-20-1225			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 4:31			EDITOR


			3521			Mark RISON			249			2			6.3.5			24			3			T			Y			24.00			3			6.3.5						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			The AuthenticationType parameter of the MLME-AUTHENTICATE primitives needs to be extended to allow for PASN authentication			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:55:29Z)


 Revise.

Agree. In addition to the content row, Authentication Type needs to be extended with PASN in MLME-Authentication tables

TGaz Editor change the Valid range column, Authentication Type row in tables for the authentication primitives as specified in 11-20/0255r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:55			EDITOR


			3522			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.3			104			7			T			Y			104.00			7			11.3.3						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			"A STA shall not transmit Class 2 frames unless in State 1a or State 2 or State 3 or State 4. " -- in State 1a only "Robust Unicast Class 2 Frames" / "protected Class 2 frames" are allowed, per other text			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:40:25Z)

 Revise.

This could be clarified in the text.

TGaz Editor: make changes to 11.3.3 p104.7 as below

"A STA shall not transmit Class 2 frames unless in State 1a or State 2 or State 3 or State 4. In State 1a, A STA shall not transmit Class 2 frames other than Unicast Protected Dual of Public Action frames."

Editor's note: the quoted text is different from the resolution text due to fomating			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:42			EDITOR


			3524			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.5			106			7			T			Y			106.00			7			11.3.5						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			530r0			20602			"In order to associate or reassociate, a  7
STA in State 1a must perform a IEEE Standard 802.11 non-PASN authentication or FILS  8
authentication and transition to State 2." is already covered by the previous sentence			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:34:03Z)


Revise

The section is about association/reassociation. There is no need to talk about authentication here.

TGaz Editor: Change as specified in this document 11-20-0530r0			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:34			EDITOR


			3525			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.5			106			7			T			Y			106.00			7			11.3.5						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			530r0			20602			"Association and reassociation are allowed only in State 2." -- not true.  You can reassociate to the same AP, in which case you'll be in State 3 or 4			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:34:48Z)

Revise

There is no intent to change association behavior for existing states.

TGaz Editor: Change as specified in this document 11-20-0530r0			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:35			EDITOR


			3526			Mark RISON			249			2			11.3.5			106			27			T			Y			106.00			27			11.3.5						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			20602			20602			"Disassociation notification *when not in State 1* sets a non-FILS(11ai) STA's state to State 2. " -- the stuff between asterisks should not be deleted, because if for whatever reason (e.g. confusion by peer as to the current state) a STA is sent a Disassociate frame in State 1 it should not consider itself promoted to State 2			Do not delete the stuff between asterisks			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:35:39Z)

Revise

There is no intent to change association behavior for existing states.

TGaz Editor: Change as specified in this document 11-20-0530r0			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:35			EDITOR


			3529			Mark RISON			249			2												G			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			Change tracking seems dodgy.  Here 11md/D3.0 says "being available at the beginning of the burst instance determined by the responding STA" but the unmodified text shown is "being available at the  scheduled time window(s) for executing the ranging measurement exchange(s).." (also note double full stop)			Ensure change tracking is accurate throughout.  If material is not shown as changed it will probably (a) not be reviewed and (b) not be incorporated by TGm			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:44:33Z)


Revise.
This is a style issue and as such outside the scope of the ballot.

The editor instruction is replace the REVmd subclause not modify it, hence underline is not appropriate. 
There are couple of lines at the end of the clause that has underline and should be removed.

TGaz make changes as depicted below in 11-20-1437.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:31			EDITOR


			3532			Mark RISON			249			2			11.10.10.2			107			30			T			Y			107.00			30			11.10.10.2						V			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			"Neighbor  DMG/EDMG  APs  field  with " -- no such field			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 02:06:09Z)

 Revised, TGaz Editor, make changes as depicted in 11-20-1590r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3533			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			159r1			20506			EDMG STAs are DMG STAs, right?			Delete "/EDMG" after "DMG" when not followed by _ (8x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:16:26Z)


Revised.
Duplicate of 3535
See discussion below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:16			EDITOR


			3534			Mark RISON			249			2			11.10.10.3			108			1			T			Y			108.00			1			11.10.10.3						A			Assaf Kasher			1687r3			201105			" DMG  location  supporting  APs  information  field" -- no such field			Change to "DMG/ location supporting
APs in the area field" (sic)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-30 20:57:05Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/4 0:52			EDITOR


			3535			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			159r1			20506			EDMG STAs are DMG STAs, right?			Delete the PEDMG definition in 3.4.  Change "PEDMG" to "PDMG" when stand-alone; change "PDMG/PEDMG" to "PDMG"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:17:17Z)

Revised.
PDMG and PEDMG definitions were removed from the spec on an earlier version, some occurrences are leftovers. Refer to 11-19-1674 as well.
TGaz editor make the changes identified by 11-20-0159 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:17			EDITOR


			3536			Mark RISON			249			2			11.13			108			14			T			Y			108.00			14			11.13						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			I'm not sure this is correct (though SA queries always get me extremely confused).  This means an SA query will be sent if a PTKSA was established with PASN, but per earlier 11.3 text any association should have gone via non-PASN authentication, so there is no situation where we could be associated but have a PASN-based PTKSA (which is when SA queries are used, per 11.3.5.3/5)			Revert the changes to this para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:51:35Z)


 Revise.

SA query is used to determine if there is a PTKSA security association. The intent is to have this be available in State 1a. Since SA Query is a robust management frame (Table 9-53), we need to declare it as a class 2 frame in 11.3.3 (Frame filtering based on STA state)

TGaz Editor: Change the modification p104.16 as follows

iv) Unicast SA Query (11.13) and Protected Dual of Public Action frames (9.6.10) when PTKSA from PASN authentication exists.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:51			EDITOR


			3537			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1			108			21			T			Y			108.00			21			11.22.6.1						J			Dibakar Das			1394r1			20915			"The FTM procedure allows a STA to determine its range (#1699), relative range and its direction  21
to or from another STA" -- FTM does not give direction			Delete "and its direction "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:21:35Z)



Reject. 

As clarified in P22L10 the FTM procedure allows a STA to find its relative position with respect to a peer STA: “A STA executes the Fine Timing
Measurement procedure with multiple peers and uses the resulting relative location estimates
along with the absolute position of each of the peers to determine its position in geo-spatial
coordinates”.  Please also refer to Figure 9-1005 Ranging parameters element and Table 9-547a DMG Direction measurement Capabilities field.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:21			EDITOR


			3543			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.1			109			6			T			Y			109.00			6			11.22.6.1.1						V			Dibakar Das			1394r1			20915			"the  negotiation phase" -- this is the first time the notion of phases has been mentioned in this clause.  Above there's "An
FTM session is composed of a negotiation, measurement exchange and termination. " but these are not referred to as phases			Introduce the concept of phases first			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:19:27Z)



Revised. 

We remove the word “phase”. See 11-20-1394.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:19			EDITOR


			3544			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1									T			Y									11.22.6.1						V			Dibakar Das			1394r1			20912			11.22.6.1 suggests that there are three phases: negotiation, measurement exchange and termination.  However, other phases are mentioned elsewhere:  measurement sounding phase, ranging phase, measurement reporting phase, polling phase and possibly some exrta DMG phases: setup phase, receive training phase, BRP TXSS phase			Enumerate the phases (including any subphases; it seems per e.g. Figure 11036a that the Polling phase, Measurement Sounding Phase and Measurement Reporting Phase are at least sometimes subphases of a Measurement
phase?) and make sure they are always referred to with one of the enumerated (sub)phase names			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:23:00Z)

Revised. 

We remove reference to “phase” in 11.22.6.1. See 11-20-1394.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:23			EDITOR


			3547			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			111			26			T			Y			111.00			26			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			A list of "example exceptions" is not useful			Give the full list of exceptions			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:08:55Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:09			EDITOR


			3548			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			111			26			T			Y			111.00			26			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			A list of "example exceptions" is not useful			Change to a "NOTE--Examples of cases where passive TB ranging where does not follow the rules for TB ranging are: "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:09:51Z)



Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:10			EDITOR


			3554			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			112			43			T			Y			112.00			43			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"Passive TB Ranging opportunity" -- this notion is not defined			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:54:35Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:54			EDITOR


			3555			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			113			10			T			Y			113.00			10			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"a  RSTA  Availability  Window  10
element for Passive TB Ranging" -- nothing in the element indicates what its purpose is, so this cannot be done			Delete "for Passive TB Ranging".  Also in next sentence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:55:54Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:56			EDITOR


			3556			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			113			16			T			Y			113.00			16			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"blocked LOS" -- not defined			Change to "non-LOS"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:56:39Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:56			EDITOR


			3557			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			113			10			T			Y			113.00			10			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1502r3			200106			"Each of the access points operating as RSTA1, RSTA2, and RSTA3, announces the timing and  9
bandwidth  of  its  ranging  availability  window  in  its  beacon  in  a  RSTA  Availability  Window  10
element for Passive TB Ranging. By listening to the AP's beacons, the PSTA is informed about  11
the timing and bandwidth of the different RSTA availability windows for Passive TB Ranging.  " duplicates text above			Delete the cited para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:39:00Z) 

Revised. 

Agree in principle with the commenter. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1502.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:39			EDITOR


			3558			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.3			112			38			T			Y			112.00			38			11.22.6.1.3						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"In addition to the ranging exchanges between the ISTAs and RSTA1, the Passive TB Ranging  38
protocol also allows  the  ISTAs  to  measure  time  of arrivals  of  each  other's ranging NDPs.  An  39
example of one such occurrence is depicted in Figure 11-35b in form of the dotted double arrow  40
between ISTA1 and ISTA2. " is not clear as to what "the ISTAs" refers to, i.e. the ISTAs that are doing a Passive TB Ranging exchange, or the STAs that are listening in to these			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:53:44Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:54			EDITOR


			3561			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.2			114			30			T			Y			114.00			30			11.22.6.2						A			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"A  DMG  STA,  that  have  set  to  1  either  the  Fine  Timing  Measurement  Responder  or  the  Fine  30
Timing  Measurement  Initiator  subfields  of  the  DMG  Fine  Timing  and  Range  Measurement  31
Capability Information field, Non-TB Ranging Responder, TB Ranging Responder, Passive TB  32
Ranging  Responder  Measurement  Support  and  Passive  TB  Ranging  Initiator  Measurement  33
Support fields of the Extended Capabilities element to 0. (#2126, #2127, #2129) " makes no sense (seems a verb is missing) and even if it did the "either" seems suspect (it suggests the condition does not hold if both sides are true)			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:10:09Z)


Accept. The resolution CID #3163 includes deleting the cited text.

No further changes needed to the specification.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:10			EDITOR


			3562			Mark RISON			249			2												G			Y															J			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			Aaargh!  This document is just a car crash of inconsistent field names, inconsistent capitalisation and non-adherence of the style guide and the baseline style!			Sigh			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:58:27Z)


 REJECTED The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3563			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.2			114			35			T			Y			114.00			35			11.22.6.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"An EDMG STA that have set to 1 either the Fine Timing Measurement Responder or the the Fine  35
Timing Measurement Initiator subfields of the DMG Fine Timing and Range Measurement  36
Capability Information may set one or more of the following fields to 1:  " -- what's more important is what they must be set to in other circumstances.  Also not clear about the "either" and bad grammar			Change to "An EDMG STA that has set to 0 the Fine Timing Measurement Responder and Fine
Timing Measurement Initiator subfields of the DMG Fine Timing And Range Measurement
Capability Information field shall set all of the following fields to 0:  ".  Delete "if  it
supports ranging based on EDMG OFDM PPDUs" at line 44			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:10:48Z)


Revise.

The referred text is deleted as a result of resolving CID #3163.

No further changes needed to the specification.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:11			EDITOR


			3564			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.2			114			44			T			Y			114.00			44			11.22.6.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			I'm guessing this was supposed to be part of the list			Prepend "- The"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:11:29Z)



REVISE. The referred text is deleted as part of resolving CID 3163.
No further specification changes needed.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:11			EDITOR


			3565			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.2			115			4			T			Y			115.00			4			11.22.6.2						J			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"If the STA in which dot11FineTimingMsmtRespActivated is true supports Passive TB Ranging.  4
It  shall  set  the  Passive  TB  Ranging  Responder  Measurement  Support  field  of  the  Extended  5
Capabilities element to 1. Otherwise it shall set the Passive TB Ranging Responder Measurement  6
Support field of the Extended Capabilities element to 0. " -- if support for RSTA implies support for PSTA (and lack of support for RSTA implies lack of support for PSTA), then there's no need to signal the latter			Get rid of the Passive  TB  Ranging  Responder  Measurement  Support  field and Passive  TB  Ranging  Initiator  Measurement  Support  field			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-25 06:43:13Z)


Reject. 

The repetition of the field name for both cases (when it is set to 1 and when it is set to 0) may sound redundant. However, the usage “Otherwise it shall be set to 0” is ambiguous in the context since it is not clear what ‘it’ refers to.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/25 6:44			EDITOR


			3566			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			159r1			20506			Use of "either X or Y" is ambiguous as to whether it is exclusive or inclusive			Delete "either" throughout in "either X or Y" constructs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:21:41Z)


Rejected.
REVmd includes 832 occurrences of the structure either X or Y, 11ax includes 165 instances of the same structure. 
As a result this is a standard practice for 802.11, if the commenter believe this should be fixed, the recommendation is to take it at the TGm (maintenance TG).			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:21			EDITOR


			3570			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.1			115			28			G			Y			115.00			28			11.22.6.3.1						J			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			Not clear what is new text and what is existing (possibly moved) text			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:45:22Z)

Reject
The comment failed to identify an error in the draft, is asking for information.
The editor instruction are clear to insert a new subclause heading and move text. The new subclause heading is identified as new text.
“Insert a new subclause heading 11.22.6.3.1 and move the first two and the fourth paragraph (along with the note) of 11.22.6.3 to 11.22.6.3.1”			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:32			EDITOR


			3572			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.1			116			7			T			Y			116.00			7			11.22.6.3.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"using Format and Bandwidth  7
in the range 31 through 41" -- magic numbers are a bad idea			"using a Format And Bandwidth field value that indicates DMG or EDMG format".  Also in last para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:15:12Z)


Revise.

Incorporate editor instructions in 11-20/0126 corresponding to CID 3572.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:15			EDITOR


			3573			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.167			63			3			T			Y			63.00			3			9.4.2.167						V			Assaf Kasher			388r2			20508			Table 9-281--Format And Bandwidth field  has two 42s and has broken change tracking			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 18:42:02Z)


0388			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 18:42			EDITOR


			3574			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.167			63			3			T			Y			63.00			3			9.4.2.167						V			Assaf Kasher			388r2			20508			There is no such thing as "EDCA-based HE" format			Delete "EDCA-based " throughout the table			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 18:43:04Z)


Revise as in 11-20-0388			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 18:43			EDITOR


			3575			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.167			63			3			T			Y			63.00			3			9.4.2.167						V			Assaf Kasher			388r2			20508			So what is used for "TB-based HE" format (sic)?			Change "EDCA-based HE" throughout the table to "HE SU" and then add rows for the same bandwidths for "HE TB", and add a table "NOTE---The bandwidth for HE TB format refers to the smallest bandwidth that covers the RU size."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 18:43:56Z)


See 388r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 18:44			EDITOR


			3577			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.1			116			25			T			Y			116.00			25			11.22.6.3.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"An ISTA shall not initiate a Fine Timing Measurement  Negotiation for a session that is not a  25
Trigger-Based,  non-Trigger-Based  or  Fine  Timing  Measurement  session  with  a  Format  and  26
Bandwidth  not  in  the  range  31  through  41  with  Protected  Dual  of  Fine  Timing  Measurement  27
Request frame. (#2523, #2524) " -- the triple negative with unclear precedence is impossible to decipher			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:15:51Z)

Revise. 

Incorporate instructions in submission 11-20/0126 corresponding to CID #3577.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:16			EDITOR


			3578			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.1			116						T			Y			116.00						11.22.6.3.1						V			Jonathan Segev			1719r5			201109			There are various references to types of session being "Trigger-Based,  non-Trigger-Based  or  Fine  Timing  Measurement  session", but these types of session are not defined anywhere.  Also, surely a vanilla/legacy FTM session is a non-TB session?			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:45:35Z)


Revised 
Agree in principle with the commenter, there are defined measurement exchanges not sessions, these are names of measurement exchange types. 
TGaz editor make changes as depicted in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1719-04-00az-tgaz-lb240-comment-resolution.docx.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:13			EDITOR


			3579			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.2			117			7			T			Y			117.00			7			11.22.6.3.2						A			Jonathan Segev			1719r5			201109			"the BSS operation BW ." not defined (and spurious space)			Change to "the BSS bandwidth"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:46:11Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:14			EDITOR


			3580			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.2			117			25			T			Y			117.00			25			11.22.6.3.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			"A STA that supports TB or Non-TB Ranging is not required to support EDCA-based HE. " -- a STA that doesn't support TB or non-TB randing is not required to support EDCA-based HE either, so this statement has no value			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:19:46Z)


Revise. Incorporate the editor instructions corresponding to CID #3580 in submission 11-20/0183.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:20			EDITOR


			3581			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.2			117			20			T			Y			117.00			20			11.22.6.3.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			"at least one of  20
the  STAs  does  not  support  TB  or  Non-TB  Ranging" not clear: might mean does not support either, or does not support at least one of them			Change to "at least one of  20
the  STAs  does  not  support  TB  ranging and does not support Non-TB  Ranging"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:22:38Z)


Revise. Incorporate the editor instructions corresponding to CID #3581 in submission 11-20/0126.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:23			EDITOR


			3583			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.1			116			7			T			Y			116.00			7			11.22.6.3.1						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			126r2			20106			"range 31 through 41" or "range 31 through 41 (inclusive)" -- magic numbers are a bad idea.  Also "(inclusive)" is not necessary given 1.4 in the baseline			Say "using a Format And Bandwidth field value that indicates DMG or EDMG format" for all 8 instances			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:16:30Z)


Revise. 
Duplicate of CID #3572.

No further specification changes required.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:16			EDITOR


			3585			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.2			117			26			T			Y			117.00			26			11.22.6.3.2						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			"For EDCA based ranging where the value of the corresponding Format and Bandwidth subfield is  26
in the range 31 through 41 (inclusive), the initiating STA shall indicate, in the Ranging Priority  27
subfield  of  the  Fine  Timing  Measurement  Parameters  field  of  the  Fine  Timing  Measurement  28
Parameters element in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame, its ranging priority  29
according to Table 9-281c Definition of EDMG Ranging Priority Subfield" -- as the xref indicates, this is only defined for EDMG so is not defined when the FaB is 31.  Also no idea what "corresponding" is trying to say here			Change to start "For EDCA based ranging where the Format and Bandwidth subfield indicates EDMG format,".  Change next sentence to "Otherwise, the Ranging Priority subfield of the Fine  32
Timing Measurement Parameters field of the Fine Timing Measurement Parameters element is  33
reserved. (#1801) "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:23:28Z)


Revise. Incorporate editor instructions corresponding to CID #3585 in submission 11-20/0126.

Clarification to the commenter: “corresponding” refers to the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request and intial Fine Timing Measurement frames which include a Fine Timing Parameters element that has Format And Bandwidth subfield. The value of this subfield in these frames dictate if the Ranging Priority subfield is reserved or otherwise.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:23			EDITOR


			3586			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.2			119			28			T			Y			119.00			28			11.22.6.3.2						A			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			"ISTA shall indicate, in the Ranging Priority subfield of the Fine Timing  28
Measurement Parameters field of the Fine Timing Measurement Parameters element in the initial  29
Fine Timing Measurement Request frame, its ranging priority according to Table x1 in 9.4.2.167.   30
The" duplicates 117.26			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:25:27Z)


Accept.

Resolution to CID #3169 in submission 11-20/0186 includes the action proposed by the commenter.

No further specification changes required.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:25			EDITOR


			3592			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			159r1			20506			11ax/D6.0 shows some FTM-related changes (about the format of PPDUs containing acks to FTM frames).  These should be handled in 11az, since they are in scope of 11az and are not in scope of 11ax			Copy the material from P802.11ax/D6.0 related to FTM (a comment on P802.11ax/D6.0 is requesting that material be deleted from there)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:22:22Z)


Rejected. This is a repetition of the same comment made to an earlier draft of 11ax. Comment was rejected. TGaz has no authority over activity  of 11ax. It is recommended for the commenter to take the issue with TGax.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:22			EDITOR


			3594			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			121			15			T			Y			121.00			15			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"Otherwise it is set to 1." needs to be normative			CHange to "Otherwise it shall be set to 1." and deunderline the full stop			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:45:12Z)


Revised. 

Agreed in principle. Please see changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3599			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			121			40			T			Y			121.00			40			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"NOTE 2--Because the FTM procedure executes at the PHY/MAC layer, an RSTA accepting a  40
ranging request despite the ISTA having set the ISTA2RSTA LMR Feedback subfield in the  41
Ranging Parameters field in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 0 enables use  42
cases where the ISTA may share its location information at a higher layer.  " not clear.  I guess it's trying to say that layers above might exchange the location, even if the MAC doesn't			Change to "NOTE 2---An ISTA's location might be shared by layers above the MAC, even if the ISTA set the ISTA2RSTA LMR Feedback subfield in the Ranging Parameters field in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 0."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:50:36Z)

Revised. 

The group has discussed the text extensively and reached no consensus for a change. However, the text is modified per 11-20-1392. 

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3600			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			1			T			Y			122.00			1			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"If the ISTA indicated for AOA feedback in the Initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame,  1
the  RSTA may  set  the  I2R  AOA  Requested  subfield in the  corresponding  Initial Fine Timing  2
Measurement frame to 1, or it is set to 0 otherwise. " bleargh			Change to "If the ISTA set the  R2I  AOA  Requested subfield  to 1  in the initial Fine Timing  Measurement  Request frame,
the  RSTA may  set  the  I2R  AOA  Requested  subfield in the  corresponding  initial Fine Timing
Measurement frame to 1.  Otherwise, the  RSTA shall  set  the  I2R  AOA  Requested  subfield in the  corresponding  initial Fine Timing
Measurement frame to 1.".  At 73.35 change "AOA feedback field" to "AOA Feedback field"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:51:31Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3601			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			12			T			Y			122.00			12			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"For  Non-TB  Ranging,  the  Ranging  Priority  subfield  of  the  Ranging  Parameters  field  of  the  12
Ranging Parameters element in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame is reserved. " should be in Clause 9			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:54:06Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle. This is a duplicate text that is already present in Clause 9. See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3603			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			27			T			Y			122.00			27			11.22.6.3.3						J			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"If the Secure LTF Required subfield of the Ranging Parameters field is equal to 1, the RSTA shall  27
set the Max R2I Rep subfield to a value equal to the corresponding value in the IFTMR" -- so the Mex R2I Rep subfield in the IFTM serves no purpose			Make the subfield reserved in that case instead			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:54:50Z)

Reject.

While the information in the field is indeed redundant, the presence of the information may simplify parsing of the Ranging Parameters field in an IFTM at some ISTA implementations.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3605			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			31			T			Y			122.00			31			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"An ISTA and an RSTA may negotiate a phase shift feedback mode of the Non-TB Ranging and  31
TB ranging measurement exchange, for either the RSTA2ISTA LMR and/or ISTA2RSTA LMR.  32
In this case, instead of the TOA t2 of the I2R NDP, the RSTA2ISTA LMR carries the phase shift  33
tp2  of  I2R  NDP.  For  the  ISTA2RSTA  LMR,  instead  of  the  TOA  t4  of  the  R2I  NDP,  the  34
ISTA2RSTA LMR carries phase shift tp4 of R2I NDP. The ISTA and RSTA can use Equations  35
(11-xx) and (11-yy) to derive the RTT.  " -- well, for these equations to work it seems to me that tp2 and tp4 need to me measured in units of time (rather than something like angle, which is how I'd expect a phase to be measured in).  But there is no specification of the units of tp2 and tp4 in the LMR			Add "NOTE---tp2 and tp4 are reported in the same units of time (not angle) as for the TOA (see 9.6.7.48 (Location Measurement Report frame format))."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:55:28Z)

Revised.

Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3606			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			39			T			Y			122.00			39			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1666r7			201117			Why is this a bullet?			Debulletise			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 23:59:13Z)


Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1666r6.

TGaz editor make the changes identified in doc:11-20-1666r6.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/11 0:17			EDITOR


			3607			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			39			T			Y			122.00			39			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1666r7			201117			" When  an  RSTA  has  set  the  Phase  Shift  Feedback  Support  field  to  1  in  the  Extended  39
Capabilities  element,  an  ISTA  may  set  the  R2I  TOA  Type  subfield  in  the  Ranging  40
Parameter field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 1 to activate the  41
phase shift feedback mode for the RSTA2ISTA LMR. The RSTA may set the R2I TOA  42
subfield in the Ranging Parameter field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement frame to 1 to confirm phase shift feedback in the RSTA2ISTA LMR." -- constructs of the form "may set to x to do y" are ambiguous (might mean "sets to x to do y" or "does y and might or might not choose to indicate this by setting x").  Also no "R2I TOA subfield"			Change to "To activate the
phase shift feedback mode for the RSTA2ISTA LMR when  an  RSTA  has  set  the  Phase  Shift  Feedback  Support  field  to  1  in  the  Extended Capabilities  element,  an  ISTA  shall  set  the  R2I  TOA  Type  subfield  in  the  Ranging Parameter field in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 1. The RSTA shall set the R2I TOA Type subfield in the Ranging Parameter field in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame to 1 to confirm phase shift feedback in the RSTA2ISTA LMR."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-06 00:01:17Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1666r7.

TGaz editor make the changes identified in doc:11-20-1666r7.
Agreed in principle. See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/11 0:17			EDITOR


			3608			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			42			T			Y			122.00			42			11.22.6.3.3						J			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"The RSTA may set the R2I TOA  42
subfield in the Ranging Parameter field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement frame to 1 to confirm phase shift feedback in the RSTA2ISTA LMR." -- as a "may" this is useless, since the ISTA then can't rely on the field.  Even if "shall" was intended, it's useless, since then the ISTA will know the answer without being told (since it asked for it)			Make the R2I TOA Type subfield reserved in the IFTM frame			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:58:49Z) 


Reject.

The R2I TOA Type field being set to 1 is needed to confirm that for this particular session the RSTA will enable the phase shift feedback mode.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3611			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.296			73			26			T			Y			73.00			26			9.4.2.296						V			Ganesh-Venkatesan			47r2			210102			"The I2R TOA Type subfield in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame is set to 1 to  26
indicate that the ISTA supports phase shift type TOA feedback and is set to 0 to indicate that the  27
first  path  reporting  in  the  ISTA2RSTA  LMR.  The  I2R  TOA  type  in  the  initial  Fine  Timing  28
Measurement frame is set to 1 to indicate that the TOA feedback type in the ISTA2RSTA LMR  29
to be phase shift type of TOA, corresponding to the average linear phase across the subcarriers  30
and is set to 0 to indicate that, and the ISTA2RSTA LMR TOA feedback type to be the first path  31
reporting. " -- as far as I can tell in the IFTMR it's a capability indication and in the IFTM it's the request			Change to "The I2R TOA Type subfield in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame is set to 1 to
indicate that the ISTA supports phase shift type TOA feedback in the ISTA2RSTA LMR and is set to 0 to indicate that it does not.  The  I2R  TOA  type  in  the  initial  Fine  Timing
Measurement frame is set to 1 to request that the TOA feedback in the ISTA2RSTA LMR
be the phase shift type TOA feedback, corresponding to the average linear phase across the subcarriers,
and is set to 0 to request that the ISTA2RSTA LMR TOA feedback type be first path
reporting. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-13 06:12:55Z)

Revised
 The text in draft 2.6 has been clarified to indicate that the value of the I2R TOA subfield indicates a capability when included in IFTMR and its an assignment when included in IFTM. See the redline version from D2.6 compared to D2.0: 
“The I2R TOA Type subfield in the initial Fine Timing Measurement RequestIFTMR frame is set to 1 to indicate that the ISTA supports phase shift type TOA feedback and is set to 0 to indicate that the support of only first path reporting in the ISTA2RSTA LMR. The I2R TOA type subfield  in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame is set to 1 to indicate that the TOA feedback type in  the ISTA2RSTA I2R LMR to be phase shift type of TOA, corresponding to the average linear phase  across the subcarriers and is set to 0 to indicate that, and the feedback type in the ISTA2RSTA LMR TOA feedback type towill be of  the first path reporting.”



TGaz editor: no further action needed.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/13 6:15			EDITOR


			3614			Mark RISON			249			2			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			There are two definitions of dot11ISTA2RSTALMRFeedbackPolicy!			Delete the first			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 06:00:38Z)


Revised- 
Agree in principle. 
The redundant definition of  dot11ISTA2RSTALMRFeedbackPolicy is deleted. 

But, this change is already applied in TGaz Draft 2.5. 
 
TGaz Editor no further action is needed for this CID.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 6:00			EDITOR


			3615			Mark RISON			249			2			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			There are two definitions of dot11ISTA2RSTALMRFeedbackPolicy!			Delete the second			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 06:01:31Z)


Revised- 
Agree in principle. 
The redundant definition of  dot11ISTA2RSTALMRFeedbackPolicy is deleted. 

But, this change is already applied in TGaz Draft 2.5. 
 
TGaz Editor no further action is needed for this CID.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 6:01			EDITOR


			3616			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			123			9			T			Y			123.00			9			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1666r7			201117			Why is this a bullet?			Debulletise			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-06 00:02:02Z)


Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1666r7.

TGaz editor make the changes identified in doc:11-20-1666r7.
Agreed in principle. 
See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/11 0:18			EDITOR


			3618			Mark RISON			249			2						123			21			T			Y			123.00			21									V			Jonathan Segev			1189r3			20902			"An  ISTA  and  an  RSTA  may  activate  a  secure  LTF  measurement  exchange  of  the  Non-TB  21
ranging and TB Ranging measurement exchange for using randomized LTF sequences in an I2R  22
NDP and a R2I NDP in which case, the ISTA and the RSTA follow the rules described in the  23
subclause 11.22.6.4.6 (Non-TB and TB ranging measurement exchange for secure LTF).  " is a bit confusing			Change to "An  ISTA  and  an  RSTA  may  activate  a  secure  LTF  measurement  exchange for  non-TB ranging and TB ranging that uses randomized LTF sequences in the I2R
NDP and R2I NDP (see 11.22.6.4.6 (Non-TB and TB ranging measurement exchange for secure LTF))."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 05:49:19Z)


Resolution:
Revised
Agree in principal with commenter, minor fixes to stale references of the proposed resolution were required.

TGaz Editor please make the changes depicted in submission 11-20-1189 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 5:49			EDITOR


			3620			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			39			T			Y			122.00			39			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1666r7			201117			" When  an  RSTA  has  set  the  Phase  Shift  Feedback  Support  field  to  1  in  the  Extended  39
Capabilities  element,  an  ISTA  may  set  the  R2I  TOA  Type  subfield  in  the  Ranging  40
Parameter field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 1 to activate the  41
phase shift feedback mode for the RSTA2ISTA LMR. The RSTA may set the R2I TOA  42
subfield in the Ranging Parameter field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement frame to 1 to confirm phase shift feedback in the RSTA2ISTA LMR." -- constructs of the form "may set to x to do y" are ambiguous (might mean "sets to x to do y" or "does y and might or might not choose to indicate this by setting x").  Similarly "an ISTA  29
with dot11SecureLTFImplemented equal to true may set the Secure LTF Required subfield in the  30
Ranging Parameters field in an initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame to 1 to activate a  31
secure LTF measurement exchange mode between the ISTA and the RSTA." at 123.29			Reword in a form like "may do X; it does so by doing Y (e.g. setting blah to 1)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-06 00:02:49Z)

Revised. 

See the changes as per 11-20-1666r7.

TGaz editor make the changes identified in doc:11-20-1666r7			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/11 0:20			EDITOR


			3621			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			124			1			T			Y			124.00			1			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"The Secure LTF Parameters field in initial Fine Timing Measurement frame contains a new LTF  1
Generation SAC  and  a  new  Secure  LTF Counter" -- it's not clear how these fields can be "new".  They're ither present or not (and they are not optional, so they are present)			Delete "new " (2x).  Also delete "associated  with the LTF Generation SAC"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 16:59:38Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle. See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3622			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			124			9			T			Y			124.00			9			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			"Measurement result SAC in Secure LTF parameter field is reserved in this initial Fine Timing  9
Measurement frame. " -- there's no such thing as a Measurement result SAC			Delete the cited sentence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:00:16Z)


Revised. 

Agreed in principle. The field should be Range Measurement SAC. See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3624			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			124			11			T			Y			124.00			11			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			MFP can't be negotiated on a per-frame basis.  Also need to call frames frames			Change "When Management Frame Protection is negotiated for TB and Non-TB Ranging negotiation, a STA
shall use Protected Dual of Public Action frames for an initial Fine Timing Measurement Request,
an initial Fine Timing Measurement, and a Location Measurement Report.   " to "When management frame protection is negotiated, a STA shall use Protected Dual of Public Action frames for initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frames, initial Fine Timing Measurement frames, and Location Measurement Report frames.  "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:01:08Z)


Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
 See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3625			Mark RISON			249			2			11									T			Y									11						J			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			All the stuff on Secure-LTF-Key-Seed should be in Clause 12			Move from 11.22.6.3.4 Negotiation for Secure LTF in the TB and Non-TB Ranging measurement  19
exchange, 11.22.6.4.6.3 Secure LTF Generation Information,			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:30:31Z)


[Editor] The submitter does not provide reason!			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3627			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.297			79			15			T			Y			79.00			15			9.4.2.297						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			"reliable  Secure  LTF  Counter" -- what's an unreliable counter?			Change "The  LTF  Generation  SAC  field  is  used  to  authenticate  that  the  randomized  LTF  sequence  is  14
generated  from  a  reliable  Secure  LTF  Counter" to "The  LTF  Generation  SAC  field  is  used  to  authenticate the  randomized  LTF  sequence against the  Secure  LTF  Counter"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:54:28Z)


Revised- 
Agree in principle. 

The reliable secure LTF Counter is meant to validate the Secure LTF Sequnce. 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-20/1354r1 for CID 3627.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 5:54			EDITOR


			3628			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			124			23			T			Y			124.00			23			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			" The  Secure- 23
LTF-Counter is included as part of Secure LTF Counter (#2289) conveyed to the ISTA." suggests the SLC conveyed to the ISTA includes other stuff, but I can't see how that makes sense			Change to "The Secure LTF Counter is conveyed to the ISTA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:02:24Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle. 
 See the changes as per 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3629			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			124			15			T			Y			124.00			15			11.22.6.3.3						A			Dibakar Das			759r3			20608			It is confusing to have a Secure-LTF-Counter and a Secure LTF Counter.  I suspect the latter is the field and the former is a MAC variable, but this is never stated			Change spaces to hyphens in "Secure-LTF-Counter" throughout and at 124.15 change "a monotonically increasing 48-bit counter " to "a monotonically increasing 48-bit MAC variable "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 05:58:28Z)


Accepted 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-20/0759r1 for CID 3629			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 5:58			EDITOR


			3630			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			If the thing being measured for legacy FTM is called "RTT" then so should what is measured for the new ToF-based mechanisms			Change "ToF" to "RTT" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:00:59Z)


Revised.
Agree with commenter the 11az draft uses the terms interchangeably.
Refer to discussion depicted in submission11-20-0159 below.

TGaz editor replace all occurrences of TOF with RTT.

Note:
DTOF_PRI and TOF_PR, TOF_PI should remain as is the current draft.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:01			EDITOR


			3634			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.5			125			3			T			Y			125.00			3			11.22.6.3.5						A			Assaf Kasher			1687r3			201105			" The ISTA" is confusing because the previous sentence was about an ISTA that does not use secure ranging			Change to " An ISTA that sets the Secure ToF Measurement subfield to 1" and in the previous sentence add " to 1" after "subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-30 20:58:38Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/4 0:52			EDITOR


			3635			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.5			125			6			T			Y			125.00			6			11.22.6.3.5						J			Assaf Kasher			1287r3			201116			" An RSTA that supports Secure ToF  6
measurement shall acknowledge a request for Secure ToF measurement by setting the Secure ToF  7
Measurement subfield in the Measurement Parameters field in the initial (#1449) Protected Dual  8
of the Fine Timing Measurement frame. " -- why?  The ISTA won't make the request unless the RSTA supports it (above in same para), so the ISTA knows it will be used			Delete the cited sentence			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 23:51:26Z)


Reject.
The group prefers that the RSTA acknowledges the use of secure RTT (ToF) as it is specified in the definition of the field.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 23:52			EDITOR


			3638			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.250.2			68			8			T			Y			68.00			8			9.4.2.250.2						A			Assaf Kasher			388r2			20508			"A STA sets the Secure ToF Supported field to 1 if it supports Secure Time of Flight (ToF)  8
Measurement exchange as defined in 11.22.6.4.8 (Secure EDMG Measurement Exchange  9
Protocol). " -- this is behaviour not format			Change to "The Secure ToF Supported field is set to 1 to indicate that the EDMG STA supports Secure Time of Flight (ToF)
Measurement exchange (see 11.22.6.4.8 (Secure EDMG Measurement Exchange
Protocol)). "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 18:46:53Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 18:47			EDITOR


			3639			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.5			124			32			T			Y			124.00			32			11.22.6.3.5						V			Assaf Kasher			1787r3			201116			"A  STA  that  supports  secure  ToF  measurement  as  described  in  11.22.6.4.8  (Secure  EDMG  32
Measurement  Exchange  Protocol)  shall  set  the  Secure  ToF  Supported  field  in  the  EDMG  33
capabilities element to 1." is duplicated at 125.41			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-30 20:54:51Z)


Revise: TGaz Editor make the changes as in 11-20-1787r3
These changes superceed the changed proposed in 11-20-1687r3 – in motion 202011-05


Revise: TGaz Editor make the changes as in 11-20-1687r3
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1687-03-00az-lb249-some-dmg-cids-part-iii.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 23:54			EDITOR


			3643			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.6			126			25			T			Y			126.00			25			11.22.6.3.6						J			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			Why can't I request all four things, for example?			Add a row with Y in each cell			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:46:41Z)


Reject
The reason for not having an all “Y” (all measurement type) row is that this is conflicting behavior to the protocol, hence not valid.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:13			EDITOR


			3644			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.6			126			30			T			Y			126.00			30			11.22.6.3.6						V			Assaf Kasher			1509r2			201012			"The  30
requested AOA/AOD  I2R/R2I parameters in the initial Fine Timing Measurement shall  be the  31
same as those requested in the initial Fine Timing Measurement request." -- then they don't carry any useful information			Change to "The fields corresponding to the AOA/AOD  I2R/R2I parameters in the initial Fine Timing Measurement are reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:36:42Z)


 Revise : TGaz Editor make the changes as in 11-20-1590r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3645			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.6			126			35			T			Y			126.00			35			11.22.6.3.6						V			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			"The  AOA  and  AOD  requests  parameters  in  the  FTM  request  and  the  initial  Fine  Timing  35
Measurement frame shall be compatible with the corresponding AOA/AOD TX/RX capabilities  36
as shown in Table 11-1000. " is grammatically broken and is unclear			Change to "The  AOA  and  AOD  parameters requested in  the  Fine Timing Measurement Request frame shall be compatible with the corresponding AOA/AOD TX/RX capabilities as shown in Table 11-1000. "  Delete "Valid combinations of AOA and AOD requests and the  19
corresponding required capabilities are shown in Table 11-1000" above			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:37:32Z)

 Revise : TGaz Editor make the changes as in 11-20-1590r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3646			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.7			127			7			T			Y			127.00			7			11.22.6.3.7						A			Assaf Kasher			1950r2			201012			"LOS Assessment FTM Ack PPDU" - no such PPDU			Delete "FTM "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:38:56Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3648			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.127.9			61			8			T			Y			61.00			8			9.4.2.127.9						V			Assaf Kasher			388r2			20508			"The LOS Assessment TX subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the STA can participate in a LOS  8
Assessment exchange by transmitting a LOS Assessment FTM PPDU (see 11.22.6.4.7.3 LOS  9
assessment FTM exchange).    10
  11
The LOS Assessment RX subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the STA can participate in a LOS  12
Assessment exchange as an RSTA by switching polarization at receiving an Ack with TRN field  13
and responding with channel measurement feedback by transmitting a LOS Assessment FTM  14
PPDU. " -- first para should be about ISTA, and second para should be about Ack PPDU, presumably (see 132.1)			Change to "The LOS Assessment TX subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the STA can participate in a LOS
Assessment exchange as an ISTA by transmitting a LOS Assessment FTM PPDU (see 11.22.6.4.7.3 LOS
assessment FTM exchange).

The LOS Assessment RX subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the STA can participate in a LOS
Assessment exchange as an RSTA by switching polarization at receiving an Ack with TRN field
and responding with channel measurement feedback by transmitting a LOS Assessment Ack
PPDU. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 18:38:11Z)

See 388r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 18:39			EDITOR


			3649			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.7			127			21			T			Y			127.00			21			11.22.6.3.7						A			Assaf Kasher			1950r2			201012			" The  RSTA  may  set  to  1  the  LOS  21
Assessment TX capability subfield. " -- well, only if it's so capable.  And this is already defined in the previous para			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:39:39Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3650			Mark RISON			249			2												G			Y															J			Nehru-Bhandaru			1225r4			20908			Running the ballot over the end-of-year holiday period leaves insufficient time for proper review			Extend the ballot duration			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 04:31:47Z)

Reject.

This is not an actionable comment as it does not propose any changes to the draft under consideration.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 4:32			EDITOR


			3652			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.7			127						T			Y			127.00						11.22.6.3.7						V			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			"initial ... frame in the session" -- by definition, the initial ... frame is in the context of a session			Delete "in the session" (2x) in the para at line 24, and change "request" to "Request frame" at line 25			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:49:04Z)


Revise as in 11-20-1559r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3653			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.7			127			19			T			Y			127.00			19			11.22.6.3.7						V			Assaf Kasher			1590r2			201012			"A  EDMG  STA  in  ISTA  role  for  which  the  dot11LOSassessmentTXImplemented  is  true  may  19
establish  the  FTM  session  that  contain  LOS  assessment  exchanges  with  other  EDMG  STA in  20
RSTA  role  if  the  STA's  LOS  Assessment  TX  is  set  to  1." -- but by para two up the LATX field is guaranteed to be 1.  Also wording is wacky			Delete the cited text and then change the first sentence of the next para to "An  ISTA  requests  LOS assessment by  setting  to  1  the  LOS  Assessment  field  in  a  DMG
Direction Measurement Parameters subelement in the initial Fine Timing Measurement Request frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 01:50:13Z)

 Revise, TGaz editor, make changes as in 11-20-1590r2			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 19:12			EDITOR


			3654			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.8			127			33			T			Y			127.00			33			11.22.6.3.8						J			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			In another subclause (11.22.6.1.3) there was an explicit list of subclauses to refer to, and an informative list of exceptions.  Why not here?			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:58:20Z)

Reject. We have that list of subclauses and exceptions appear in the overview section. No need to repeat it.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:58			EDITOR


			3655			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.8			127			32			T			Y			127.00			32			11.22.6.3.8						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			It's not "Section" it's "Subclause"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:57:28Z)


Revised. Agree in principal with the commenter. 
TGaz editor delete the word Section from D2.0 P127L32.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:57			EDITOR


			3656			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.8			127			36			T			Y			127.00			36			11.22.6.3.8						V			Erik Lindskog			1502r3			2001006			Something in Extended Capabilities is not dependent on whether the STA is an ISTA or RSTA			Change "An RSTA" to "A STA"; next para change "an RSTA" to "a STA" and "the RSTA" to "that STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 05:26:56Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1502.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:12			EDITOR


			3657			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			143			7			T			Y			143.00			7			11.22.6.4.3.4						A			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"Each  LMR  is  a  unicast  frame.  It  is  carried  in  Action  No  Ack  frames  (see  9.6.7.37)  and  are
therefore neither acknowledged nor retransmitted.  " -- grammar, and also this should be a NOTE since it's just duplication of normative material			Change to "NOTE---LMR  feedback  is  carried  in  Action  No  Ack  frames  (see  9.6.7.37)  and  is  therefore  neither acknowledged nor retransmitted.  "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:54:41Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:54			EDITOR


			3658			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.8			127			43			T			Y			127.00			43			11.22.6.3.8						V			Erik Lindskog			1581r2			201010			"In Passive TB Ranging, the transmission of the ISTA Passive TB Ranging Measurement Report
frame  is  mandatory.  Therefore,  the  ISTA2RSTA  LMR  Feedback  subfield  in  the  Ranging Parameters  field  of  the  Ranging  Parameters  element  in  the  initial  Fine  Timing  Measurement
Request frame, and in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame is reserved. " -- the justification is not normative			Change to "The  ISTA2RSTA  LMR  Feedback  subfield  in  the  Ranging Parameters  field  of  the  Ranging  Parameters  element  in  the  initial  Fine  Timing  Measurement
Request frame and in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame is reserved.
NOTE---This is because in Passive TB Ranging, the transmission of the ISTA Passive TB Ranging Measurement Report
frame  is  mandatory."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 16:43:05Z)

Revised. 
Agree in principle with the commenter. 
TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1581.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:50			EDITOR


			3659			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.8			128			11			T			Y			128.00			11			11.22.6.3.8						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"unsolicited LCI Report " not defined.  Also I think it's "report" per the rules on what "$foo report" is to be understood as meaning			Change to "LCI report"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:59:05Z)


Revised. Agree in principal with the commenter. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:59			EDITOR


			3664			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1			135			20			T			Y			135.00			20			11.22.6.4.3.1						A			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"An RSTA  20
and ISTA participating in TB ranging shall perform any measurement sounding and measurement  21
results reporting activities only within the availability windows." suggests the polling (sub)phase can be outside the window			Change to "An RSTA
and ISTA participating in TB ranging shall perform any polling, measurement sounding and measurement
results reporting activities only within the availability windows."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:42:48Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:43			EDITOR


			3669			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1			136			17			T			Y			136.00			17			11.22.6.4.3.1						A			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"An RSTA shall not transmit a Ranging Trigger frame as part of an A-MPDU.  " -- I don't think that's what's intended, since everything in VHT and HE is transmittted as part of an A-MPDU.  I think what is intended is non-A-MPDU (see definition in baseline)			Change to "An RSTA shall transmit a Ranging Trigger frame as a non-A-MPDU.  "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:44:04Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:44			EDITOR


			3671			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1			136			20			T			Y			136.00			20			11.22.6.4.3.1						V			Christian Berger			1219r3			20907			"An  ISTA  shall  only  transmit  any  Fine  Timing  Measurement  Request  frame  outside  an  20
Availability Window allocated to itself. (#1170, #1566) " is extremely unclear.  Seems to be saying that FTMR frames must be transmitted outside AWs, but I think it's trying to say that the only kind of FTM-related frame that may be sent outside an AW is an FTMR frame			Change to "An  ISTA  shall  may  transmit  a Fine  Timing  Measurement  Request  frame  outside  an
Availability Window allocated to it.  Other frames involved in TB  ranging shall not be transmitted outside this window."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 20:52:03Z)

Revised
Agree in principle. See changes made in response to CID 3672 and changes in document DCN 11-20/1219			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 20:52			EDITOR


			3672			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1			136			20			T			Y			136.00			20			11.22.6.4.3.1						V			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"An  ISTA  shall  only  transmit  any  Fine  Timing  Measurement  Request  frame  outside  an  20
Availability Window allocated to itself. (#1170, #1566) " is extremely unclear.  Seems to be saying that FTMR frames must be transmitted outside AWs, but I think it's trying to say that the only kind of FTM-related frame that may be sent outside an AW is an FTMR frame.  But isn't that covered by 135.20?			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:44:36Z)

Revised
The reason for indicating a negation as to the possibility to transmit an FTMR within the window is due to the intent to minimize the power consumption of other ISTAs.
Change to 
“An ISTA shall only transmit any Fine Timing Measurement Request frame  outside an Availability Window allocated to itself”
See 11-20/0154			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:44			EDITOR


			3675			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1			136			22			T			Y			136.00			22			11.22.6.4.3.1						V			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"A RSTA, in which dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented is true, that transmits a Ranging Trigger frame  22
or a Ranging NDP Announcement frame to a set of ISTAs in which at least two ISTAs have a TB  23
Ranging Measurement exchange with different BSSIDs in the Multiple BSSID set of the RSTA  24
shall set the TA field of the frame to the transmitted BSSID. Otherwise, the RSTA shall set the  25
TA  field  of  the  Ranging  Trigger  frame  or  a  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  frame  to  its  MAC  26
address." -- first sentence might be duplication of 9.3.3.1 in baseline (depends on what RA is set to, which is not specified) and second definitely is			Change to "A RSTA in which dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented is true and that transmits a Ranging Trigger frame
or a Ranging NDP Announcement frame to a set of ISTAs in which at least two ISTAs have a TB
Ranging Measurement exchange with different BSSIDs in the Multiple BSSID set of the RSTA
shall set the RA field of the frame to the broadcast address."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:45:14Z)


Revised
Setting the RA field to broadcast when sending to multiple STAs is also baseline behavior. Removed “Otherwise …” sentence.
See 11-20/0154			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:45			EDITOR


			3676			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			137			17			T			Y			137.00			17			11.22.6.4.3.2						A			Dibakar Das			607r1			20603			"In the CTS-to-self frame, the Duration/ID field is set  17
to the value obtained from the Duration/ID field of the TF Ranging Poll that preceded the CTS- 18
to-self frame minus the time, in microseconds, between the end of the PPDU carrying the Trigger  19
frame and the end of the PPDU carrying the CTS-to-self frame. " -- the rules for the Duration field should be in Clause 9, with all the existing rules			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:26:56Z)

Accept.

See 11-20-0607.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:27			EDITOR


			3677			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			137			17			T			Y			137.00			17			11.22.6.4.3.2						A			Dibakar Das			607r1			20603			"In the CTS-to-self frame, the Duration/ID field is set  17
to the value obtained from the Duration/ID field of the TF Ranging Poll that preceded the CTS- 18
to-self frame minus the time, in microseconds, between the end of the PPDU carrying the Trigger  19
frame and the end of the PPDU carrying the CTS-to-self frame. " -- the rules for the Duration field should be in Clause 9, with all the existing rules			Delete the cited text and add anything missing to Clause 9			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:27:55Z)


Accept.

See 11-20-0607.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:28			EDITOR


			3678			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			137			10			T			Y			137.00			10			11.22.6.4.3.2						J			Dibakar Das			607r1			20603			The polling phase should use NFRP triggers, since these are more efficient (allow more STAs to respond more quickly) than using CTS-to-selfs			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:28:40Z)


Reject

The group discussed multiple possibilities and selected CTS-to-self frame as the response frame because of low overhead and ability to reuse an existing widely implemented frame.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:28			EDITOR


			3679			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			137			15			T			Y			137.00			15			11.22.6.4.3.2						V			Dibakar Das			641r0			20605			"responding with a CTS-to- 15
self in an S-MPDU within an HE TB PPDU (#1336) in its designated RU allocation" suggests that UL OFDMA has to be used, and UL MU-MIMO cannot be used (or cannot be used without UL OFDMA too).  And Figure 11-36d/e show that UL MU-MIMO, apparently without UL OFDMA, can be used			Delete "in its designated RU allocation"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 06:00:40Z)


Revised.

The intention behind this text is to only support UL OFDMA for polling. For Figure 11-36d/e UL MU-MIMO is shown to be used for sounding and not polling. Note that only full Bandwidth UL MU-MIMO support is signalled during negotiation. We have revised the text to clarify this further. See 11-20-0641.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 6:01			EDITOR


			3680			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			137			15			T			Y			137.00			15			11.22.6.4.3.2						J			Dibakar Das			697r1			20603			"responding with a CTS-to- 15
self" -- there are various baseline rules on transmission of a CTS in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame; these need to be extended to cover transmission of a CTS in response to a Ranging Trigger frame			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:29:48Z)

Reject.
The poll response is not part of a MU RTS/CTS presented by 11ax but a simple control frame transmission in an UL-OFDMA of the legacy CTS format.
 
Hence, the rules of transmitting this frame are same as transmission of HE TB PPDUs in response to 11ax Basic Trigger frame. This is already clarified in P128L10 of draft 2.1: “An ISTA shall follow the rules defined in subclause 26.5.2 (UL MU Operation) when
transmitting any HE TB PPDUs for TB Ranging with the exceptions defined in 11.22.6.4.3.2
(Polling Phase of TB Ranging), 11.22.6.4.3.3 (Measurement Sounding Phase of TB Ranging) and
 11.22.6.4.3.4 (Reporting phase of TB Ranging measurement)”			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:30			EDITOR


			3683			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.2			138			1			T			Y			138.00			1			11.22.6.4.3.2						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			The More TF subfield is only defined in the context of TWT, in the baseline			Delete " The More TF subfield is set as defined in 26.8.2 (Individual TWT agreements)
and 26.8.3.2 (Rules for TWT scheduling AP)." from the baseline (in 9.3.1.22.1 General)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:03:07Z)

Revised. 

Instead of deleting we propose to add 11.22.6.4.3 TB Ranging measurement exchange as another instance where the use of More TF is defined. Please see 11-20-1392

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3685			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3									T			Y									11.22.6.4.3						A			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			It seems that Nss in Figure 11-36d--TB Ranging availability window with two ISTAs  and Figure 11-36e--TB Ranging availability window with multiple TF Ranging Sounding is not the number of spatial streams but the spatial stream index			Change Nss to i_SS in both figures			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:52:50Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:53			EDITOR


			3686			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3									T			Y									11.22.6.4.3						J			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			Figure 11-36d--TB Ranging availability window with two ISTAs  and Figure 11-36e--TB Ranging availability window with multiple TF Ranging Sounding show UL MU-MIMO operation, but UL OFDMA should also be possible			In both figures change "Spatial" to "MU" and delete the "Nss = <n>"s			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:53:24Z)


Rejected
It is specifically limited to MU-MIMO only and no OFDMA			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:53			EDITOR


			3688			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			138			23			T			Y			138.00			23			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			" Each TF Ranging Sounding shall allocate uplink resources for one or  23
more ISTA's I2R NDP multiplexed in the spatial stream domain" -- not clear if can also be multiplexed in the frequency domain			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-02-17 04:47:53Z)

Rejected
“Not clear” is not an actionable comment.
Furthermore, specifying that a frame is multiplexed in spatial domain does not imply it could alternatively or additionally be multiplexed in the frequency domain.
Lastly, the TF Ranging Sounding User Info field does not have an RU allocation subfield.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/2/17 4:49			EDITOR


			3689			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			138			26			T			Y			138.00			26			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"the RSTA shall transmit an NDP Announcement frame followed by a  26
R2I NDP (#2161); the NDPA is a Ranging NDP Announcement frame, see subclause 9.3.1.19 " is a very roundabout way to say this.  Also the subclause xref is not of any significant benefit			Change to "the RSTA shall transmit an Ranging NDP Announcement frame followed by an
R2I NDP (#2161)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:46:43Z)


Revised
Added editor instructions to change all occurences of NDPA to Ranging NDP Announcement.
See 11-20/0154			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:47			EDITOR


			3692			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			138			31			T			Y			138.00			31			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"The  NDPA  is
addressed to and the R2I NDP is used by all ISTA taking part in the exchange." is not clear			Change to "The Ranging NDP Announcement frame is broadcast and the R2I NDPs are transmitted to each of the ISTAs taking part in the exchange."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:47:23Z)


Revised
Chage to “The NDPA’s STA INFO fields specify all the ISTA that will use the R2I NDP, which are all the ISTA that were allocated uplink resources in this Measuerment Sounding Phase.”
See 11-20/0154			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:47			EDITOR


			3693			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			138			26			T			Y			138.00			26			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"the RSTA shall transmit an NDP Announcement frame followed by a  26
R2I NDP" but F11-36d should multiple R2I NDPs			Change to "... followed by concurrent transmission of an R2I NDP to each ISTA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:48:02Z)


Revised
Added a caption to the figure, see 11-20/0154.
The text is correct, although the figure is maybe not clear. In the figure UL-MIMO separated in spatial domain (HE-MU format) and DL using NSS>1 (HE-SU format) are shown with different shades of grey (the former) vs. same gray (the latter). The multiple NSS of the R2! NDP are processed by all the ISTAs (so they don’t get one each).			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:48			EDITOR


			3695			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			139			12			T			Y			139.00			12			11.22.6.4.3.3						A			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"--  Any ISTA that transmits an I2R NDP as a response to the TF Ranging Sounding shall set  12
the TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH to the value defined in the BW subfield  13
of the Common Info field of the soliciting TF. " is duplication of the baseline rules			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:48:50Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:49			EDITOR


			3697			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			139			7			T			Y			139.00			7			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			164r2			20111			"The RSTA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH of the TF Ranging  7
Sounding  to  that  same  bandwidth  and  use  the  same  value  for  the  BW  subfield  of  the  8
Common Info field of said TF. " is I think duplication of the baseline rules, and if it isn't it's unclear			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:49:27Z)


Revised
This is not baseline, since it describes how to use the bandwidth value negotiated between ISTA and RSTA(s), see also text right above.
To clarify, change
“This bandwidth shall be equal to or smaller than the bandwidth indicated by the RSTA in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame. It may be different from the bandwidth used in the polling phase, but shall adhere to the rules of multiple”
See 11-20/0154			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:49			EDITOR


			3698			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			139			7			T			Y			139.00			7			11.22.6.4.3.3						J			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"The RSTA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH of the TF Ranging  7
Sounding  to  that  same  bandwidth  and  use  the  same  value  for  the  BW  subfield  of  the  8
Common Info field of said TF. " is I think duplication of the baseline rules, and if it isn't it's unclear			Change to "The RSTA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH of the TF Ranging
Sounding  to  the value indicated in the  BW  subfield  of  the Common Info field."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:50:02Z)

Rejected
For once, this is contradictory to CID 3697, but also the point here is that the TF is transmitted using  this bandwidth *and* the allocation in the UL uses the same bandwidth			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:50			EDITOR


			3699			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			139			15			T			Y			139.00			15			11.22.6.4.3.3						A			Christian Berger			154r2			20111			"In  the  Sounding  subvariant  of  the  Ranging  Trigger  frame,  the  RSTA  shall  set  the  I2R  Rep  15
subfield of the User Info fields corresponding to each AID/RSID of the ISTAs triggered by the  16
Trigger frame to a value in the range 0 to RSTA Assigned I2R Rep.  17
Similarly, in the Ranging NDP Announcement frame, the RSTA shall set the R2I Rep subfield of  18
the STA Info fields corresponding to each AID/RSID of the ISTAs, addressed by that frame, to a  19
value in the range 0 to RSTA Assigned R2I Rep. " -- why the references to AID/RSID?			Change to "In  the  Sounding  subvariant  of  the  Ranging  Trigger  frame,  the  RSTA  shall  set  the  I2R  Rep
subfield of the User Info fields corresponding to each of the ISTAs triggered by the
Trigger frame to a value in the range 0 to RSTA Assigned I2R Rep, as indicated by each ISTA.
Similarly, in the Ranging NDP Announcement frame, the RSTA shall set the R2I Rep subfield of
the STA Info fields corresponding to each of the ISTAs addressed by that frame to a
value in the range 0 to RSTA Assigned R2I Rep, as indicated by each ISTA. "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:50:54Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:51			EDITOR


			3700			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.3.3			122			19			T			Y			122.00			19			11.22.6.3.3						V			Dibakar Das			1666r7			201117			"--  maximum number of LTF repetitions it is capable of transmitting in the preamble of the  19
R2I NDP frames, (referred to as RSTA Assigned R2I Rep), which shall be no greater than  20
the  value  in  the  corresponding  IFTMR,  in  the  Max  R2I  Rep  subfield  of  the  Ranging  21
Parameters field. " is not clear: is the thing in "the  Max  R2I  Rep  subfield  of  the  Ranging
Parameters field" the "maximum number of LTF repetitions it is capable of transmitting" or is it "the  value  in  the  corresponding  IFTMR"?  Ditto next bullet			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-06 00:04:32Z)

Revised. 

We clarify that it is a function of the value carried in the IFTMR frame. See the changes as per 11-20-1666r7.

TGaz editor make the changes identified in doc:11-20-1666r7			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/11 0:21			EDITOR


			3701			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			141			1			T			Y			141.00			1			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"RSTA shall  consider the  CFO as reported  in  the  CFO  Parameter field  in  I2R
LMR." -- OK, and after carefully considering it over a cup of tea, what does it do with it?			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:43:26Z)

Revised
Moved the text to a note and changed to:
”When using CFO in the conversion from the ISTA’s time basis to the RSTA’s, the RSTA uses the CFO reported in the CFO Parameter field of the I2R LMR.”
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:43			EDITOR


			3702			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			140			24			T			Y			140.00			24			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"from  the  TOD  and  TOA fields  of  the relevant LMR" -- but Figure 11-36f--Timing diagram of a Measurement Sounding phase in TB Ranging  doesn't show any LMRs			Add LMRs from ISTA to RSTA and back in Figure 11-36f--Timing diagram of a Measurement Sounding phase in TB Ranging			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:44:33Z)

Revised
The definition of which LMR is relevant is not in section 9, but in the reporting phase, change the reference to TB Ranging reporting phase
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:44			EDITOR


			3703			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			141			8			T			Y			141.00			8			11.22.6.4.3.3						A			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"The TOA field contains" -- the TOA field of what?  Nothing discussed above in this subclause has a TOA field			Prefix "In an LMR,"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:46:10Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:46			EDITOR


			3705			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			141			13			T			Y			141.00			13			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"If the measurement sounding phase includes more than a single TF Ranging Sounding frame (see  13
Figure 11-36e TB Ranging availability window with multiple TF Ranging Sounding), the ISTA  14
and RSTA shall refer to the t1 and t2 of the I2R NDP frame transmitted by that ISTA (see Figure  15
11-36g Measurement Sounding Phase with I2R TDMA Multiplexing).  " -- (a) it's obvious that you need to look at the NDPs for the RSTA in question (b) the concept of "TDMA Multiplexing" is not descibed anywhere (c) the figure makes it look as if ISTA #1 relays the RNDPA and the R21 NDP to ISTA #2			Delete the cited text and the figure it refers to			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:46:42Z)

Revised
(a) tried to clarify that if there are multiple ISTA-RSTA pairs, they will use their dedicated I2R NDP for t1/t2 and the “shared”R2I NDP for t3/t4.
(b) is described in first paragraph of this subclause
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:47			EDITOR


			3706			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			142			3			T			Y			142.00			3			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"The  I2R  power  control,  timing  and  frequency  synchronization  requirements  of  associated  and  3
unassociated STAs performing TB ranging shall follow the same rules as those of any associated  4
HE STA .  " -- I2R power control is not defined, and the rest is obvious/default			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:47:52Z)


Revised
I2R power control is meant to be “UL power control”, was replaced erroneously.
The point of the text is that this behaviour is not specified for unassociated STAs in HE baseline.
Changed to “The uplink power control, timing and frequency synchronization requirements of unassociated STAs performing TB ranging shall follow the same rules as those of associated HE STAs.”
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:48			EDITOR


			3707			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			142			6			T			Y			142.00			6			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"A RSTA maintains a trigger poll counter. Before transmitting a Trigger poll frame, the RSTA  6
shall increase trigger poll counter by one (modulo 16) and set the Token field of the Trigger Poll  7
per the value in trigger poll counter. (#1888) " -- it is not clear what Token field is being referred to.  There's one in Figure 9-61c.x--The STA info field when AID11/RSID11 has value 2044 but that's only 3 bits, so it can't be that one.  Ditoo Figure 9-61d.x--Trigger Dependent Common Info subfield for the Ranging Trigger  6
variant (#1888).  And the "modulo 16" has the wrong font size.  And anyway no behaviour is specified for the receiver of any Token field			Delete the cited text.  Change "Token" to "Reserved" in Figure 9-61c.x--The STA info field when AID11/RSID11 has value 2044  and delete the last para of the subclause; ditto for Figure 9-61d.x--Trigger Dependent Common Info subfield for the Ranging Trigger  6
variant (#1888).  Delete the para at 142.15			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:49:20Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:49			EDITOR


			3708			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			There are references to "Trigger Poll frame" but these are not defined			Delete the cited text in 6.3.56.1 General, 9.3.1.19 VHT/HE/Ranging NDP Announcement frame format  (2x), 9.3.1.22.10 Ranging Trigger variant (#1707) (3x), 11.22.6.4.3.3 Measurement Sounding Phase of TB Ranging (#2158)  (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:01:44Z)


Revised.
Agree in principal, refer to discussion below.

TGaz editor, make changes identified below (total of 7 occurances).			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:02			EDITOR


			3709			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			There's a "Sounding Dialog Token Number" field and a "sounding dialog token counter" but neither of these actually get used on reception for anything			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:03:35Z)

Reject.
This field is part of 802.11ac and 802.11ax NDPA frame, commenter should review those amendments for the full descriptive behavior of use of the field.
For the benefit of the commenter refer also to discussion in submission 11-20-0256 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:03			EDITOR


			3710			Mark RISON			249			2			9.3.1.19			44			22			T			Y			44.00			22			9.3.1.19						V			Christian Berger			366r2			20510			"proceeds" should be "precedes" (I assume)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:35:08Z)

Revised
See changes related to #3222 in document11-20/0366			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:35			EDITOR


			3711			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			142			20			T			Y			142.00			20			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"when adjusting TSF[21:6]" -- there has been no discussion of anyone adjusting their TSF timer so far, so this makes no sense.  Also "the start of subsequent TB based measurement service period" should be "...periods", "less than Partial TSF" should be "less than the received Partial TSF", and I suspect 2<sup>16-1</sup> should be 2<sup>16</sup>-1			Delete the NOTE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:49:58Z)


Revised
Rephrased to make clear that STAs will not ”adjust” their local TSF, but track the difference between their local TSF and the RSTAs TSF in some implementation specific way.
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:50			EDITOR


			3712			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.3			142			20			T			Y			142.00			20			11.22.6.4.3.3						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			This para seems to be causing the ISTA to fiddle with its TSF, but per the baseline the TSF is supposed to track information received in beacons (/probe responses).  This is likely to lead to some kind of ping-ponging of the TSF between the beacons and the Trigger Poll frames			Delete the para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:50:55Z)

Revised
Agree in principle, the ISTA maintains a TSF synchronization per FTM session, which is separate from the associated AP-STA.
See resolution of #3711			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:51			EDITOR


			3713			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			142			45			T			Y			142.00			45			11.22.6.4.3.4						A			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			This is not really a shall			Change to "can"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:54:10Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:54			EDITOR


			3714			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			143			10			T			Y			143.00			10			11.22.6.4.3.4						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"All the RSTA2ISTA LMR frames are  10
carried in one HE MU PPDU" -- what if there are too many ISTAs for this to be possible?  E.g. maybe the BSS bandwidth has narrowed since the TF Ranging Poll was sent			Change to "The RSTA2ISTA LMR frames are carried in one or more HE MU PPDUs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:52:00Z)

Revised
By design, there will always be enough RUs available. 
This is because the ISTAs that will receive feedback are a strict subset of the ISTAs that were polled uing a single TF poll and allocated RUs for their UL-OFDMA response, assuming the AP keeps the same bandwidth (SIFS separated sequence). If the AP decides to reduce bandwidth after polling, it is required to plan to fit all LMR into one HE MU PPDU.
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:52			EDITOR


			3715			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			143			12			T			Y			143.00			12			11.22.6.4.3.4						V			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			"If  ISTA2RSTA  LMR  was  negotiated,  the  RSTA  shall  assign  I2R  resources  to  the  12
ISTAs  using  a  Trigger  frame  of  variant  Ranging,  subvariant  Report;  see  subclause  9.3.1.22.9  13
(Ranging  Trigger  variant)." -- it's not clear what I2R resources are being allocated here			Change to "If  ISTA2RSTA  LMR  was  negotiated,  the  RSTA  shall  obtain this  using  a  Trigger  frame  of  variant  Ranging,  subvariant  Report;  see  subclause  9.3.1.22.9  13
(Ranging  Trigger  variant)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:39:28Z) 

Revised
This was a typo due to query-replace all UL with I2R. It should refer to “UL Resources” as in RU allocation in an UL OFDMA frame.
TGaz editor make changes as in document 11-20/0368			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:39			EDITOR


			3716			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			There's lots of talk of allocating resources, but it's not always clear what this really means			When it just means "schedule for UL MU", say that; when it just means "transmit to using DL MU", say that (see e.g. sentence at 143.19)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:04:17Z)


Reject.
This is an invalid comment, see further discussion below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 23:04			EDITOR


			3717			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			143			21			T			Y			143.00			21			11.22.6.4.3.4						V			Ali Raissinia			1723r1			201112			"In  response to the TF, each addressed  ISTA  shall  respond  by  transmitting  an
ISTA2RSTA LMR frame. If an ISTA negotiated delayed ISTA2RSTA LMR reporting, and if the
TOA  measurement  for the  previous  availability  window  is  not  ready,  then the  ISTA  shall  not
respond  to  the  TF  Ranging  Poll  in  the  polling  phase  of  any  availability  window  until  the
ISTA2RSTA LMR is ready. " seems self-contradictory			Modify to say send QoS Null if TOA not available			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 22:53:01Z)

Revised
To clarify that the TF in thosw two sentences is not the same, we spell out TF Ranging LMR in the first sentence and make new paragraph for the second sentence.

TGaz editor make the changes depicted in 11-20/1723r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:14			EDITOR


			3718			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.4			143			30			T			Y			143.00			30			11.22.6.4.3.4						V			Ali Raissinia			1723r1			201112			"Figure 11-36h--TB Ranging measurement reporting phase with Bidirectional LMR " implies only OFDMA can be used, but presumably MU-MIMO can be too			In the figure change Frequency to Frequency and/or spatial stream.  Ditto in Figure 11-36u--Passive TB Ranging measurement reporting phase (#1578)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 22:53:53Z)


Revised
Added a sentence clarifying that non-overlapping RUs will be used, i.e., OFDMA only.

TGaz editor make the changes depicted in 11-20/1723r1			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:15			EDITOR


			3719			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.3.1									T			Y									11.22.6.4.3.1						A			Christian Berger			368r2			20511			It's not clear what "OFDMA/Frequency" is supposed to mean on the vertical axis			Delete the cited text in Figure 11-36b--TB Ranging availability window with two instances of  3
polling/sounding/reporting triplets within a single TXOP  and Figure 11-36a--TB Ranging availability windows each with one instance of a  25
polling/sounding/reporting triplet and Figure 11-36c--TB Ranging availability window with two instances of  7
polling/sounding/reporting triplets in separate TXOPs			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:42:34Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:42			EDITOR


			3722			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			145			9			T			Y			145.00			9			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			The concept of "this round" has not been defined			Change to "the immediately preceding measurement sounding phase".  In next entence previous round -> "the measurement sounding phase before the immediately preceding one"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:35:34Z)


Revised
Agreed in principle
Change “this round” to “current measurement exchange”

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:36			EDITOR


			3727			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			145			29			T			Y			145.00			29			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The  value  in  the  counter  is  filled  in  the  Sounding  Dialog  Token  29
Number  subfield  in  its  transmitted  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  frame." -- weird wording			Change to "The Sounding  Dialog  Token
Number  subfield  in  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  frames sent by the ISTA is set to the value of this counter."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:38:42Z)

Revised
Agreed in principle
Change current paragraph to “ The ISTA maintains a sounding dialog token counter modulo 64 for each RSTA corresponding to a Non-TB Ranging session. When transmitting a Ranging NPD announcement frame to an RSTA, the  the Sounding Dialog Token Number subfield in the Sounding Dialog field is set to the value of the corresponding counter; after which the counter is  incremented by 1” 

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:39			EDITOR


			3728			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			145			31			T			Y			145.00			31			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"after each new transmitted Ranging NDP Announcement" -- what does "new" mean here?  Is this something about retransmissions?  But an NDPA isn't retransmitted, is it?			Change to "after each transmission of a Ranging NDP Announcement frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:39:28Z)


Revised
Agreed in principle
Change current paragraph to “The ISTA maintains a sounding dialog token counter modulo 64 for each RSTA corresponding to a Non-TB Ranging session. When transmitting a Ranging NPD announcement frame to an RSTA, the  the Sounding Dialog Token Number subfield in the Sounding Dialog field is set to the value of the corresponding counter; after which the counter is  incremented by 1.” 

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:39			EDITOR


			3730			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			146			3			T			Y			146.00			3			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"the ISTA shall  4
conclude that the transmission of the Ranging NDP Announcement frame + I2R NDP has failed" ... and what does it do in that case?			Append "and shall halt and catch fire"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:40:18Z)

Revised
Add a sentence saying current measurement exchange shall be aborted

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:40			EDITOR


			3731			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			146			6			T			Y			146.00			6			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"If  a  PHY-RXSTART.indication  primitive  occurred  during  the  time  interval,  the  ISTA  tries  to  6
receive  the  I2R  NDP  and  the  LMR  frame  from  the  RSTA  addressed  by  the  Ranging  NDP  7
Announcement frame. If the LMR is received from the RSTA, the frame exchange initiated by  8
the Ranging NDP Announcement is complete. " ... and what if the LMR is not received?			Append "Otherwise, the ISTA shall halt and catch fire."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:41:03Z)


Revised
Add a sentence saying current measurement exchange has failed from ISTA perspective

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:41			EDITOR


			3732			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			146			14			T			Y			146.00			14			11.22.6.4.4.2						A			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"according to  14
the rules of multiple frame transmission in an EDCA TXOP (see 10.22.2.7), i.e., not exceeding  15
the bandwidth of the NDPA, I2R NDP and R2I NDP." -- the i.e. bit is liable to spec rot			Delete from ", i.e." onwards			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:41:47Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:42			EDITOR


			3733			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			146			14			T			Y			146.00			14			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			This smells like duplication (at least the last sentence of the first bullet does)			Delete duplication			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:42:23Z)


Revised
Agree with the commentor
TGaz Editor make the changes to the section 11.22.6.4.4.2 below			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:42			EDITOR


			3735			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			146			40			T			Y			146.00			40			11.22.6.4.4.2						J			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The timestamp values t2 and t3 shall be measured according to the RSTA's clock (i.e.,  40
without applying any frequency offset correction to the time basis).  " but that's obviously the case for the RSTA, and inapplicable to the ISTA since it doesn't measure t2 and t3			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:43:09Z)


Reject
The measurements t2,t3 is conveyed to ISTA for RTT computation and it needs to specified whether CFO is corrected or not			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:43			EDITOR


			3738			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			148			1			T			Y			148.00			1			11.22.6.4.4.2						A			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The TOA field is" -- the TOA field of what?  Nothing discussed above in this subclause has a TOA field			Prefix "In an LMR,"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:43:49Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:44			EDITOR


			3739			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.2			148			1			T			Y			148.00			1			11.22.6.4.4.2						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The TOA field is a timestamp that represents the time, with respect to a time base, at which the  1
start  of  the  preamble  of  the  corresponding  NDP  frame  (#2774)  arrived  at  the  receive  antenna  2
connector. The TOD field contains a timestamp that represents the time, with respect to the same  3
time base, at which the start of the preamble of the corresponding  NDP frame appeared at the  4
transmit antenna connector.  (#1160, #1161) ".  Does it contain a timestamp or is it a timestamp?  Does a timestamp represent a time or indicate one?			Change to "The TOA field indicates the time, with respect to a time base, at which the
start  of  the  preamble  of  the  corresponding  NDP arrived  at  the  receive  antenna
connector. The TOD field indicates the time, with respect to the same
time base, at which the start of the preamble of the corresponding  NDP frame appeared at the
transmit antenna connector.  (#1160, #1161) "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:44:31Z)


Revised
Changed the sentence to
“TOA field contains timestamp”

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:44			EDITOR


			3742			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			148			23			T			Y			148.00			23			11.22.6.4.4.3						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			It is not clear what an "Empty LMR" contains			Specify that the TOA is all-zeroes, or that the Invalid Measurement field is set to 1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:49:08Z)


Revised
Add sentence to “The invalid measurement bit in an empty LMR is set to 1 indicating that it doesn’t contain valid TOA/TOD fields.”

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:49			EDITOR


			3743			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			148			33			T			Y			148.00			33			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"An RSTA that indicated delayed reporting shall provide TOA feedback to the ISTA,  when the  33
ISTA  initiates  another  measurement  sequence  after  MinTimeBetweenMeasurements,  (#2276,  34
#2278)  and  completes  the  measurement  sequence  but  before  MaxTimeBetweenMeasurements" -- hm, so what does the RSTA do outside this window			Add "If the ISTA initiates the measurement sequence outside this window, the RSTA shall halt and catch fire."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:49:54Z)


Reject
This case is described in section 11.22.6.6.2 TB ranging and non-TB ranging session termination			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:50			EDITOR


			3745			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			149			4			T			Y			149.00			4			11.22.6.4.4.3						A			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The  Dialog  Token  field  of  the  LMR  frame  shall  be  copied  from  the  Sounding  Dialog  Token  4
subfield in the Ranging NDP Announcement frame" -- surely it's the number subfield?			Change to "The  Dialog  Token  field  of  the  LMR  frame  shall  be  copied  from  the  Sounding  Dialog  Token Number
subfield in the Ranging NDP Announcement frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:50:33Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:50			EDITOR


			3746			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			149			17			T			Y			149.00			17			11.22.6.4.4.3						J			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			"The feedback type of ISTA2RSTA LMR could be either immediate or delayed.  " -- can the type differ from the R2I type?			Change to "The I2R feedback type, immediate or delayed, shall be the same as the R2I feedback type."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:51:11Z)


Reject
I2R feedback type can be different from R2I feedback type			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:51			EDITOR


			3747			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.4.3			149			26			T			Y			149.00			26			11.22.6.4.4.3						V			Niranjan Grandhe			379r1			20509			" of  26
the corresponding LMR frame" -- what corresponding frame?			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 20:53:27Z)


Revised
Removed the word corresponding

TGaz editor make the changes identified below in 11-20-0379			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 20:53			EDITOR


			3754			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.1			154			7			T			Y			154.00			7			11.22.6.4.6.1						V			Ali Raissinia			1649r5			201121			This is confusing.  In both cases the LTF_SEQ is being set to "the Secure-LTF-bits-I2R", so there's no need for two bullets.  Ditto R2I below			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-11 00:09:35Z)

Revised.

TGaz editor, make the changes identified in submission https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1649-05-00az			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:16			EDITOR


			3758			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			You don't need to say which sublayer issues the primitive since it's known from the primitive (e.g. PHY-blah.request is always from the MAC)			Just say the STA issues the primitive in 11.22.6.4.2.1.6 Secure measurement exchange for EDMG STAs, 11.22.6.4.6.1 Secure Non-TB ranging mode, 11.22.6.4.6.2 TB Ranging measurement exchange for Secure LTF			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:13:21Z)


Rejected.
REVmd as well as the 802.11 style guide does not make this requirement.
As a result this is a preference choice. 
There are many examples of the opposite to the proposal existing in REVmd.
In addition since this is an internal operation simply saying the STA generates it is incorrect because its non-observable at the STA level.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:14			EDITOR


			3760			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.1			155			37			T			Y			155.00			37			11.22.6.4.6.1						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"The LTF Generation SAC and its associated Secure LTF Counter (#2289) parameters are carried  37
in an initial Fine Timing Measurement  frame and a Location Measurement Report frame." but the figure doesn't show the counter			Show the counter in Figure 11-36n--Normal secure measurement exchange in Non-TB mode			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 21:44:20Z)


Revised.

Suggested change is done for both non-TB and TB mode			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3761			Mark RISON			249			2			8.3.4.3			37			15			T			Y			37.00			15			8.3.4.3						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			Table 8-3 only shows the LTFVECTOR containing the secure LTF counter but Clause 11 indicates it can contain a "Secure-LTF-bits-R2I" or I2R, or a null			Change the bottom right cell of Table 8-3--PHY SAP service primitive parameters to "See 27.2.3a"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:53:28Z)


Revised- 
Agree in principle. 
LTFVECTOR includes  LTF_SEQUENCE, LTF_OFFSET, LTF_N_STS, LTF_REP parameters. 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-20/1354r1 for CID 3761.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 5:53			EDITOR


			3762			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1189r3			20902			27.2.3a indicates the LTFVECTOR contains a bunch of stuff, but pp. 154, 155, 160 suggest it just contains a Secure-LTF-bits-R2I or Secure-LTF-bits-I2R			Fix p. 154 etc. to refer to specific parameters of the LTFVECTOR			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 05:50:45Z)

Revised.
Agree in principle with commenter.
D2.2 section 9.3.1.22.10 Ranging Trigger variant was revised, and the duplication was removed. 
TGaz editor no further changes to D2.2 needed.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 5:51			EDITOR


			3764			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1189r3			20902			It is confusing for LTF_REP and LTF_OFFSET to be both TXVECTOR and LTFVECTOR parameters			Call them different things in the LTFVECTOR			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 05:51:36Z)


Resolution: Revised.
TGaz editor make changes described in 11-20-1189 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 5:51			EDITOR


			3768			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.2									T			Y									11.22.6.4.6.2						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			The technical comments on 11.22.6.4.6.1 also apply to 11.22.6.4.6.2			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:32:14Z)


Revised.

Changes coming from the following CIDs resolutions address the comments. TGaz editor incorporate the changes appearing in 11-20-0340 for the following CIDs

CID 3760 – revised,
CID 3842 – Accepted
CID 3843 – Accepted

11.22.6.4.6.1  and 11.22.6.4.6.2 sections upated			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3771			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.2			158			37			T			Y			158.00			37			11.22.6.4.6.2						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"The RSTA that sends the Ranging NDP Announcement frame shall set the Offset subfield in the  37
STA  Info  field  corresponding  to  AID/RSID  of  the  ISTA  in  the  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  38
frame to values meeting the Equation (11-aa)" -- there's only one field so only one value can be passed.  Ah, is this because the equation has indices?  The wording is odd anyway			Change to "A RSTA shall set the Offset subfields in the
STA  Info  fields in  the  Ranging  NDP  Announcement
frame to values that satisfy Equation (11-aa)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 21:58:23Z)

Revised

Repetation of Ranging NDP Announcement removed. 

Reference of AID/RSID in the description is required since it is acting as an index associated with multiple ISTA

TGaz editor make the changes identified in 11-20-0340 below			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3772			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.2			158			41			T			Y			158.00			41			11.22.6.4.6.2						V			Christian Berger			1684r3			201104			This equation is fairly incomprehensible.  OK, so k goes over each member of the MaxOffset set.  But it's not clear how i or j relate to k, nor is it clear which j is used to pick a particular member of the MinOffset set.  Can I just pick one j, or does the equation need to hold for all possible js?			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-30 05:37:16Z)


Revised
TGaz editor, make the changes as depicted below in
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1684-03-00az-comment-resolution-lb249-cid-3772.docx document			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/4 0:49			EDITOR


			3773			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.2			159			46			T			Y			159.00			46			11.22.6.4.6.2						V			Assaf Kasher			1687r3			201105			I don't think three PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.request  primitive are issued			Reword as "shall issue a PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.request  primitive with: a) a  LTFVECTOR  parameter LTF_OFFSET that" etc.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-30 20:59:17Z)


 Revise: TGaz Editor make the changes as in 11-20-1687r3


https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1687-03-00az-lb249-some-dmg-cids-part-iii.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/4 0:52			EDITOR


			3775			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.2			160			20			T			Y			160.00			20			11.22.6.4.6.2						V			Ali Raissinia			1649r5			201121			"When an RSTA sending an HE Ranging NDP sets the TXVECTOR parameter LTF_SEQUENCE  20
to either the bit string (e.g., the Secure-LTF-bits-R2I or Secure-LTF-bits-I2R) for generating any  21
secure HE-LTF or null (#1828, #1831)" -- a bit string or null are the only two things it can be set to, as far as I can tell			Delete the para at the referenced location, and the next 3 paras			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:41:43Z) - 

Revised

TGaz editor, make the changes identified in submission https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/20/11-20-1649-05-00az			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:41			EDITOR


			3777			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			162			7			T			Y			162.00			7			11.22.6.4.6.3						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			KDF-Hash-Length -- Hash and Length are undefined			Copy from line 6 on next page			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 21:59:01Z)


Revised

Reference added to section 12.7.1.6.2

TGaz editor, make the changes identified in 11-20-0340 as below			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3778			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			162			7			T			Y			162.00			7			11.22.6.4.6.3						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			Having || on the left is confusing and risks misunderstandings			Express SAC and the other thing with separate equations using the L() operator (see baseline)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:00:04Z) - 

Accepted

Text is Annex J also updated based on comment for section 11.22.6.4.6.3

TGaz editor, make the changes identified in 11-20-0340 as below			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3779			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			163			11			T			Y			163.00			11			11.22.6.4.6.3						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			Numbers are already exact			Change "exactly 6 octets" to "6 octets long" and "exactly 2 octets in length" to "2 octets long"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:26:44Z)


Revised

Agree in principle 

TGaz editor make change identified in 11-20-0340			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3780			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			163			10			T			Y			163.00			10			11.22.6.4.6.3						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"Integer to octet string conversion (MSB first) specified in 12.4.7.2.2 shall be used to encode the  9
Secure-LTF-Counter input to the KDF as well as in the transmitted LTF sequence information. It  10
shall be padded with leading (MSB) 0s to be exactly 6 octets." -- what is "It"?  The Secure-LTF-Counter?  The transmitted LTF sequence information?  Something else			Replace "It" with what it actually refers to			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:27:24Z)


 Revised

Agree in principle 

TGaz editor make change identified in 11-20-0340			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3782			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			163			18			T			Y			163.00			18			11.22.6.4.6.3						V			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"For each measurement, the maximal numbers of bits in Secure-LTF-bits-R2I  and Secure-LTF- 18
bits-I2R shall be derived by Equations (11-yy, shown including the SAC bits (underlined)) and  19
(11-zz), respectively." -- I have absolutely no idea why I can't be told the number of bits rather than the "maximal" number of bits, nor what the significance of the underlined SAC bits is			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:28:52Z)

Revised

”Underlined” is removed from text. 

Please refer resolution of CID3777 / CID3778


Number of bits depends on parametes P’, DL_NHE-LTF  and DL_NREP . These pareameter will change based on use case. Equation is better way to indicate number of bits required than adding table for all possible values. 

TGaz editor, make the changes identified in 11-20-0340 as below			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3783			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.3			164			1			T			Y			164.00			1			11.22.6.4.6.3						A			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			" bitwise 1's complement" is an odd way to say what I think it is			Change to " bitwise NOT operator"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 22:29:46Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3789			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			165			30			T			Y			165.00			30			11.22.6.4.8.1						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			A list of "example exceptions" is not useful			Give the full list of exceptions			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:10:33Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:10			EDITOR


			3790			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			165			30			T			Y			165.00			30			11.22.6.4.8.1						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			A list of "example exceptions" is not useful			Change to a "NOTE--Examples of cases where passive TB ranging where does not follow the rules for TB ranging are: "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:11:17Z)

Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:11			EDITOR


			3791			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			165			30			T			Y			165.00			30			11.22.6.4.8.1						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			Doesn't this duplicate 11.22.6.1.3, which is also about passive TB ranging?			Delete 11.22.6.4.8			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:42:09Z) 

Revised. The draft has some of the same content in 11.22.6.1.3 which are changed to be included in notes. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:42			EDITOR


			3800			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			168			13			T			Y			168.00			13			11.22.6.4.8.1						J			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"Figure 11-36t--Example Timing diagram of a Measurement Sounding phase in Passive  13
TB Ranging (#1575, #1576) " needs to show the LMRs, which the PSTA needs to receive to find out t1-t4			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:59:47Z)

Reject. We don't need to show the LMR reporting. The point of the diagram is to show the ranging and tranmsissions, reception and time-stamping. We are not showing the LMR reporting in Figure 11-36i-1 for Non-TB Ranging, Figure 11-36g for TB Ranging, and Figure 11-36f for TB Ranging.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:00			EDITOR


			3801			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			169			15			T			Y			169.00			15			11.22.6.4.8.1						J			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"At the PSTA, the mechanism by which t2' and t3' is derived from t2, t3, and the PSTA's CFO  15
measured with respect to the RSTA, is implementation dependent.  " -- missing the CFO (cf. prev sentence)			After "t3, " add "the RSTA's reported CFO,"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:00:39Z)

Reject. The RSTA does not report its CFO so the PSTA cannot use such a report. It’s the PSTA’s CFO w.r.t. the RSTA that should be used.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:00			EDITOR


			3804			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.1			170						T			Y			170.00						11.22.6.4.8.1						V			Erik Lindskog			1502r3			2001006			"alternatively in addition" -- well, is it alternatively or in addition?			Delete "and alternatively in addition" (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 05:28:21Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1502.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:12			EDITOR


			3808			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.8.5									T			Y									11.22.6.4.8.5						J			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			Technical comments on 11.22.6.4.8.3 on the figure and equations also apply to 11.22.6.4.8.5			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:01:29Z)


Reject. 
The comment does not provide sufficient detail to identify a specific problem in a meaningful way. It is not possible to understand what specific issue is identified.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:01			EDITOR


			3811			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.5			174			6			T			Y			174.00			6			11.22.6.5						V			Dibakar Das			607r1			20603			At least the case where a Fine Timing Measurement Parameters element is present is duplication of baseline behaviour			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:30:37Z)

Revised. 

Agreed in principle with the commenter. The new text relative to baseline is now underlined as per 11-20-0607.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:30			EDITOR


			3813			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.5.1			174			24			T			Y			174.00			24			11.22.6.5.1						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			There is no such thing as an "FTM frame", and a Fine Timing Measurement frame is an Action frame			Change " The FTM frame is of type Action no Ack" to " The Fine Timing Measurement frame is modified from being an Action frame to an Action No Ack frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:03:44Z)


Revised. 

We clarify in Section 9.6.7.33 when the FTM frame is of type Action and when it is not. See 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3814			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.6.2			175			18			T			Y			175.00			18			11.22.6.6.2						V			Dibakar Das			1394r1			20915			" in the Ranging addressed to it Parameters field" -- wut?			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:16:44Z)


Revised. 
Agree with the commenter refer to revised text in 
11-20-1394.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:17			EDITOR


			3815			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.6.2			175			25			T			Y			175.00			25			11.22.6.6.2						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			A Fine Timing Measurement frame is an Action frame			Change "a Fine Timing Measurement frame with the Dialog Token field set to zero and of type Action no
ACK" to "a Fine Timing Measurement frame with the Dialog Token field set to zero and modified from being an Action frame to an Action No Ack frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:04:15Z)

Revised. 

We clarify in Section 9.6.7.33 when the FTM frame is of type Action and when it is not. See 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3816			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.6.2			175			30			T			Y			175.00			30			11.22.6.6.2						V			Dibakar Das			1394r1			20915			A Ranging Parameters field is present in a Ranging Parameters element and nowhere else, right?			Change "field" to "element"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 21:17:26Z)

Revised. 

See 11-20-1394.
TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 21:17			EDITOR


			3823			Mark RISON			249			2			12.2.11			177			33			T			Y			177.00			33			12.2.11						V			Assaf Kasher			167r1			20107			"The Info field is a fixed string unique to this protocol" -- well, err, which fix string is it then?			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:04:42Z)


 Revise: See 11-20-0167			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:05			EDITOR


			3825			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1189r3			20902			It is not clear whether the things after "Note that" are normative or not			If they are informative (i.e. do not express normative behaviour that is not normatively stated elsewhere) change them to start "NOTE---".  If they are in fact normative delete the "Note that "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 05:52:35Z)


Revised.
See discussion in 11-20-1189.

TGaz Editor, make the changes depicted by document 11-20-1189 identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 5:52			EDITOR


			3826			Mark RISON			249			2												G			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			Some comments on D1.0 were rejected on the basis that "The issue is no longer exist in D 1.5" or similar.  If that's the case, then they should have been REVISED, with an explanation of the change that was made, since they were clearly valid on D1.0, which was what the ballot was on.  Do not do the same thing again now with D2.0			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:47:25Z)


Reject.
The comment does not identify any specific issue with the draft nor responding to the question of the ballot. 
To the commenter: in at least some cases moving from D1.0 to later draft complete clauses were re-written to not allow identification of the issue in the minor draft. Since changes were unable to be made it would be inappropriate to give it a revise.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:32			EDITOR


			3827			Mark RISON			249			2			9.3.1.22.10.2			48			22			T			Y			48.00			22			9.3.1.22.10.2						A			Dibakar Das			788r2			20609			"Target RSSI" -- no such subfield			Change to "UL Target RSSI"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-18 02:18:13Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/18 2:18			EDITOR


			3828			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.296			74			13			T			Y			74.00			13			9.4.2.296						V			Jonathan Segev			1719r5			201109			"The Immediate R2I Feedback and Immediate I2R Feedback subfields are each one bit wide.  The" is duplication of the figure			Change to "For the Immediate R2I Feedback and Immediate I2R Feedback subfields,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:46:51Z)


Revised.
Agree with the commenter, changes were made to D2.5 to remove this redundancy and the sentence does not include statement of the field width anymore.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/13 5:14			EDITOR


			3829			Mark RISON			249			2						46			2			T			Y			46.00			2									V			Jonathan Segev			256r1			20507			", and the size of this field
is one octet" is duplication, as is ", and the size of this field is two octets" at line 10.  Also "The CFO parameter field is a signed value of length 2 octets." at 97.4			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:59:15Z)


Revised.
TGaz editor make the changes identified by submission 11-20-0256 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:59			EDITOR


			3830			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.302			84			30			T			Y			84.00			30			9.4.2.302						V			Erik Lindskog			1020r8			20910			"The CFO element indicates the reporting ISTAs carrier frequency offset with respect to the RSTA.  30
The CFO element is a 2 octet long signed integer in two's-complements format indicating the  31
CFO in units of 0.01 ppm. " is duplication and misnaming			Change to "The CFO field indicates the reporting ISTA's carrier frequency offset with respect to the RSTA, as signed integer in two's-complements format and in units of 0.01 ppm. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 05:35:35Z)


Revised. Agree in principle with the commenter.
TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1020.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 5:35			EDITOR


			3832			Mark RISON			249			2			12.2.11			177			14			T			Y			177.00			14			12.2.11						V			Assaf Kasher			167r1			20107			"The Secret Key is 32 bit octets" -- well, which is it?			Change to "The secret key is 32 octets"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:05:37Z)


 Revise: See 11-20-0167			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:07			EDITOR


			3833			Mark RISON			249			2			12.13.5			191			14			T			Y			191.00			14			12.13.5						J			Nehru-Bhandaru			255r1			20601			"The AP sets the Wrapped Data in the second PASN frame, as shown in the figure below, to be the  14
concatenation of " -- this is self-referential duplication!			Change "The AP sets the Wrapped Data in the second PASN frame, as shown in the figure below, to be the  14
concatenation of [...]  Second Authentication frame body with a Confirm message. " to just "The AP sets the Wrapped Data in the second PASN frame, as shown in Figure 12-54b."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 22:54:01Z)

 Reject.

The text provides some additional information about the contents of the authentication frame body that can be used to correlate with the SAE protocol – Commit/Confirm…			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/16 22:54			EDITOR


			3839			Mark RISON			249			2			6.3.56.2.3			32			14			T			Y			32.00			14			6.3.56.2.3						V			Nehru-Bhandaru			1225r4			20908			"Note  that  the  sounding  exchange  initiation  will  be  according  to  the  14
MinProcessingTime  and  MaxToaAvailable  thresholds  that  are  defined  when  the  15
corresponding FTM session was established. " -- neither MinProcessingTime nor MaxToaAvailable are defined			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:42:42Z)

Revise.

Agree with the commenter. This is resolved in 11az D2.2 – references to MinProcessingTime   and MaxToaAvailable   are replaced with 
Min Time Between Measurements and Max Time Between Measurements .

No further changes are needed to the 11az draft.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:42			EDITOR


			3840			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.296			78			16			T			Y			78.00			16			9.4.2.296						A			Ganesh-Venkatesan			198r2			20110			"The  range  of  valid  values  for  Max  Session  Exp  is  0  to  15  with  corresponding  16
maximum time duration values ranging from 256 milliseconds to 140 minutes." -- this is obvious for a 4-bit field.  This would only be needed to be stated if not all possible 4-bit values were allowed, but they are			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:41:26Z)


Accept.
Incorporate the editor instructions corresponding to CID #3840 in submission 11-20/0126.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:41			EDITOR


			3841			Mark RISON			249			2			9.6.7.50			98			9			T			Y			98.00			9			9.6.7.50						V			Erik Lindskog			1502r3			2001006			"the  current valid Passive TB Ranging LCI Table" -- the concept of passive TB ranging LCI tables is not defined, nor is the determination of which should be considered valid			Delete the sentence at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 05:32:30Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown in document 11/20-1502.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:12			EDITOR


			3842			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.1			155			32			T			Y			155.00			32			11.22.6.4.6.1						A			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field" is ambiguous.  It might mean "the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall not set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field", or it might mean "the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field", or it might mean "the STA shall  32
not both use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field"			Change "the STA shall
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field" to "the STA shall
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall set the Invalid Measurement Indication
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 21:45:20Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3843			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.6.1			155			32			T			Y			155.00			32			11.22.6.4.6.1						A			Girish-Madpuwar			340r8			201007			"the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field" is ambiguous.  It might mean "the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall not set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field", or it might mean "the STA shall  32
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field", or it might mean "the STA shall  32
not both use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication  33
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field"			Change "the STA shall
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and set the Invalid Measurement Indication
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field" to "the STA shall
not use the TOA value of the HE Ranging NDP and shall set the Invalid Measurement Indication
subfield to 1 in the TOA Error field".  Make similar changes at 160.28 and 160.40			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 21:45:54Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 18:46			EDITOR


			3844			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															V			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			IntegrityCheckError needs to be added to the Value cell for RXERROR in Table 8-3--PHY SAP service primitive parameters			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:14:23Z)


Resolution: Revised.
Agree in principle with the commenter.
TGaz editor, please make the changes identified submission 11-20-1257 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:14			EDITOR


			3847			Mark RISON			249			2			8.3.4.2			37			5			T			Y			37.00			5			8.3.4.2						J			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			Need Xs in the Confirm cells, since both those primitives have a .confirm			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:52:32Z)


Rejected- 
According to the following comment (CID 3869), 
“ PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.confirm  is not used anywhere so has no value (nothing is on hold until it comes back, nothing happens when it comes back).  Ditto PHY-RXTRNSEQUENCE.confirm”, 
PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.confirm and  PHY-RXTRNSEQUENCE.confirm primivites are deleted.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 5:52			EDITOR


			3848			Mark RISON			249			2			9.3.1.19			43			29			T			Y			43.00			29			9.3.1.19						V			Christian Berger			366r2			20510			I have no idea what is going on here.  The "set to 1 to prevent a non-HE VHT STA from  30
wrongly  determining  its  AID  in  the  NDP  Announcement  frame.  The  Disambiguation  subfield  31
coincides with the MSB of the AID12 subfield of an expected VHT NDP Announcement when  32
the  Ranging  NDP  Announcement  frame  is  parsed  by  a  non-HE  VHT  STA.  The  MSB  of  the  33
AID12  subfield  is  always  0  for  a  non-HE  VHT  STA  due  to  the  limitation  of  the  AID  to  a  34
maximum of 2007. " from the baseline should not be deleted.  "The  Disambiguation  subfield  is  defined  the  same  as  in  the  STA  Info  field  in  an  HE  NDP  29
Announcement Frame shown in Fig. 9.61b" is broken because Fig. (sic) 9.61b does not show an HE NDP Announcement Frame			Revert all changes to this para			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-17 21:30:46Z)

Revised
This text was replicated from 11ax draft and subsequently deleted from 11az draft (should not be shown as strike-through, chang to baseline).
Added title of figure reference for clarity.
TGaz Editor see document11-20/0366			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/8/17 21:31			EDITOR


			3850			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.21.10			55			28			T			Y			55.00			28			9.4.2.21.10						V			Qi-Wang			1654r1			201102			" the  Number  of  Antenna  subfield" -- no such subfield			Change to " the  Number  of  Selected Antennas  subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 00:06:22Z)

Revise. 
“The number of Antenna subfield” should be revised to “The number of Selected Antenna subfield” to be consistent with “Figure 9-256c –Antenna information field format” 
TGaz editor: make the changes included in submission 20/1654r1 for consistency and clarity.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:33			EDITOR


			3851			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.21.10			55			28			T			Y			55.00			28			9.4.2.21.10						V			Qi-Wang			1654r1			201102			"indicates  N Tx_sel" -- N Tx_sel is not used anwyhere			Delete "N Tx_sel,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 00:07:37Z)


Revise. 

N Tx_sel is used in “Figure 9-256d – Antenna Placement and Calibration field format”. 

TGaz editor: make the changes included in submission 20/1654r1 to improve clarity.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:33			EDITOR


			3852			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.21.10			55			28			T			Y			55.00			28			9.4.2.21.10						V			Qi-Wang			1654r1			201102			"indicates  N Tx_sel" -- the encoding is not clear (without further clarification it would only be able to encode 0 to 3 antennas)			Change "the  total number  of  the antennas selected for transmission" to "the  total number  of  antennas selected for transmission minus one"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-28 00:08:45Z)


Revise. 

TGaz editor: make the changes included in submission 20/1654r1 to improve clarity.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:33			EDITOR


			3853			Mark RISON			249			2			9.4.2.296			71			14			T			Y			71.00			14			9.4.2.296						A			Ganesh-Venkatesan			183r1			20108			"The Ranging Parameters element contains a set of fields and optional subelements." is utterly content-free			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-01-28 06:29:32Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/1/28 6:29			EDITOR


			3854			Mark RISON			249			2						76			25			T			Y			76.00			25									A			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			"The Element ID and Length fields are defined in 9.4.3 (Subelements). " -- no Element ID field in a subelement			Change to "The Subelement ID and Length fields are defined in 9.4.3 (Subelements). "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:15:37Z) - REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:09:03Z)



Revised. Motion 20506
TGaz editor make changes identified in submission 11-20-0159 below.			EDITOR						motion passed			First motion - 159r1												2020/9/21 18:16			EDITOR


			3855			Mark RISON			249			2						79			11			T			Y			79.00			11									J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			"The Secure LTF Counter (#2289) field (#1129) is present in the RSTA2ISTA (#1664) Location  11
Measurement Report frame and is reserved otherwise.   " -- the field is always present, the only question is when it is reserved			Change to "The Secure LTF Counter (#2289) field (#1129) is reserved in frames other than the RSTA2ISTA (#1664) Location
Measurement Report frame.   ".  At 79.17 change "This field is used in the
Location Measurement Report frame transmitted from an RSTA and is reserved otherwise.   " to "This field is reserved in frames other than a
Location Measurement Report frame transmitted by an RSTA.   "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:17:29Z)

Resolution: Reject.
It is common practice in baseline spec to have a field present or alternatively not present in which case the bits are reserved. 
Example: 
Indication Multicast Address field in the Location Indication Parameters subelementm, refer to REVmd D3.0 P.1221 L.20.
FMSID field in the FMS subelement, WNM sleep interval…
Total of 160 occurrences of the quote “field is reserved” in REVmd.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:17			EDITOR


			3857			Mark RISON			249			2			9.6.7.48			96			19			T			Y			96.00			19			9.6.7.48						V			Erik Lindskog			1020r8			20910			"The  Invalid  Measurement  field  contains  an  invalid  indication  for  the  TOA  field." is confusing			Change to "The  Invalid  Measurement  field  indicates whether the  TOA  field contains a valid value."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 05:38:37Z)


Revised. Agree in principle with the commenter.
TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1020.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 5:38			EDITOR


			3858			Mark RISON			249			2			9.6.7.51			99			5			T			Y			99.00			5			9.6.7.51						V			Erik Lindskog			1487r4			20912			"an Action No
Ack  frame  of  category  Ranging" -- there is no such category (see Table 9-53--Category values)			Add a row <ANA>, Ranging, -, Yes, No to Table 9-53			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-09-22 20:48:48Z)


Revised. TGaz editor, make the changes as shown below in document 11/20-1487.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/22 20:49			EDITOR


			3860			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			There are 7 references to a "measurement instance".  This term is not used in the baseline, and is not defined here			Define the term as being a point in time where a ToA and ToD were measured			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:18:12Z)


Resolution: Reject.
See discussion in 11-20-1257 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:18			EDITOR


			3861			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.1.2			110			26			T			Y			110.00			26			11.22.6.1.2						V			Dibakar Das			1392r2			201005			F11-35a seems to suggest that FTM frames cannot be sent at times where both RSTAs are available, but there is no justification and indeed the text below suggests either RSTA would be available if addressed during those times			Show one double-ended arrow overlapping with one dotted bubble.  (Note: resolution to CID 2121 was "Agree that two RSTAs may be available to initiate measurement exchange with an ISTA. However, an ISTA at any point in time can initiate measurement exchange with one (and only one) RSTA (and when two or more RSTAs become available, the ISTA will have to make a determination to choose one and send the FTMR to initiate the measurement exchange).

In addition, the referred figures in Clause 11 are exemplary illustrations and are not intended to address all possible scenarios.".

The first para is exactly agreeing with the comment.  The second para is going down the wrong way because (a) F11-35a is not specified to be an "exemplary illustration" and (b) TGmd was warned off having informative material in normative clauses)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-26 17:04:52Z)

Revised.

We clarify that this is just an exemplerary figure. See 11-20-1392.

TGaz editor make the changes identified below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/10/30 17:09			EDITOR


			3862			Mark RISON			249			2						111			4			T			Y			111.00			4									J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			"availability window instance " is not defined			Change to "availability window"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:19:04Z) - REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-08-16 23:06:28Z)

Resolution: Reject. Motion 20506
See discussion in 11-20-1257 below.



Revised.
TGaz editor make the changes identified by submission 11-20-0159 below.			EDITOR						motion passed			Motion 200506 - 159r1												2020/9/21 18:20			EDITOR


			3863			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			"in the Ranging Parameters field" -- but there might not be such a field.  Ditto "the Ranging Parameters field" below			Maybe change "the" to "a", or say "if present".  This was rejected in CID 2137 because "The comment is asking a question." but there was no question			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:21:00Z)



Resolution: Reject. 
See discussion in 11-20-1257 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:21			EDITOR


			3864			Mark RISON			249			2			26.5.2.5			196			20			T			Y			196.00			20			26.5.2.5						V			Jonathan Segev			1437r2			201011			"unless  20
one of the following conditions is met:." -- suggests if both met then doesn't apply.  Also spurious full stop			Change to "if none of the following conditions is met:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2020-10-27 23:48:00Z)


Revised.
The condition is that one of the following conditions is met and NOT “one and only one” of conditions.

11az amendment changes the 11ax amendment which uses the same language for the CS required subfield, for consistency better to leave the same language as to not create ambiguity as to the intent.
See discussion below.

Recommend resolving the language issue if any in TGax first and then percolate into later amendments. 

TGaz editor remove redundant period (‘.’) from 
D2.3 P.206 L.21:
“An RSTA that transmits a Ranging Trigger frame shall set the CS Required subfield to 1 unless 20 one of the following conditions is met:.’			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/12 5:33			EDITOR


			3867			Mark RISON			249			2												T			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			1257r1			20903			Follow-up to CID 2176: there should be something stating that "if it is delayed feedback, you'll never get the last measurement"			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2020-09-21 18:21:38Z)


Resolution: Reject. 
See discussion in 11-20-1257 below.			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/9/21 18:21			EDITOR


			3868			Mark RISON			249			2			11.22.6.4.5			150			30			T			Y			150.00			30			11.22.6.4.5						V			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			TXVECTOR NUM_STS is 1-based, but the R2I  N_STS  and  I2R  N_STS  subfields are 0-based.  So there's going to be an off-by-one error in "The NUM_STS parameter is set as follows:   30
o  In  the  non-secure variant of the TB  ranging  measurement  exchange,  set to  the
same  value  as  the  R2I  N_STS  field" (and also 152.15 " The NUM_STS parameter is set to the same value as the I2R N_STS subfield in the STA  15
Info field in the preceding Ranging NDP Announcement frame " etc.)			Make NUM_STS 0-based, or say "set to indicate the same value" rather than "set to the same value"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-01-14 00:43:27Z) 

Revised- 
Agree in principle. 

TGaz editor makes changes as specified in 11-20/1354r1 for CID 3868.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/1/14 0:43			EDITOR


			3869			Mark RISON			249			2			8.3.5									T			Y									8.3.5						A			Yongho-Seok			1354r1			201110			PHY-RXLTFSEQUENCE.confirm  is not used anywhere so has no value (nothing is on hold until it comes back, nothing happens when it comes back).  Ditto PHY-RXTRNSEQUENCE.confirm			Delete 8.3.5.21 and 8.3.5.23			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2020-11-05 05:51:42Z)			EDITOR						motion passed															2020/11/5 5:52			EDITOR








LB253 Unsatisfied Tech


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			5218			Chunyu Hu			253			3			9.4.2.298			78			3			T			Y			78.00			3			9.4.2.298						J			Dibakar Das			967r2			210704			In order to allow for more sounding, reduce the units of Max Time Between Measurements field to a value less than 10 millisecond			Change "...in units of 10 millisecond" to "...in units of X millisecond", where X is a TBD value to be discussed by the 802.11az participants			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-06-27 21:28:43Z)

Rejected. 

The frequency of sounding is lower bounded by the Min Time Between Measurements field whose lowest value is 100us.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/7/14 17:07			EDITOR


			5219			Chunyu Hu			253			3			11.21.6.3.7			133			36			T			Y			133.00			36			11.21.6.3.7						V			Assaf Kasher			564r2			210405			AoA Results could be used for non-DMG devices			Add text that enables AoA for non-DMG devices			REVISED (EDITOR: 2021-05-03 03:32:31Z)

 Revise,
TGaz Editor: perform the instructions in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-0564-02-00az-lb253-resolution-to-cid-set2.docx			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/5/3 3:33			EDITOR


			5220			Chunyu Hu			253			3			9.6.7.49			98			26			T			Y			98.00			26			9.6.7.49						J			Erik Lindskog			929r3			210706			The SFD stated that "Support of TOA and TOD is mandatory and CSI report is optional for both iSTA and rSTA and is agreed upon during negotiation"			Add CSI report to LMR to be consistent with SFD			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-06-27 21:39:40Z)

Rejected. At some point the group considered adding CSI feedback to the LMR feedback but no proposal has been put forward that the group has agreed upon.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/7/14 17:13			EDITOR


			5221			Chunyu Hu			253			3			9.6.7.49			100			25			T			Y			100.00			25			9.6.7.49						J			Erik Lindskog			929r3			210706			CFO parameter is mandatory to be sent in LMR and is being set to 0 in R2I LMR.  The 2 bytes could be filled with useful information. In R2I LMR, the CFO Parameter should be sent to help align oscillators between 2 devices.			Remove the sentence : "In R2I LMR, 24 the value of the CFO Parameter field is reserved."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-06-27 21:40:16Z)


Rejected. The requested feature lies outside the scope of what 802.11az is set out to accomplish. Also, it is reasonable to ask for a more detailed proposal before we make use of these reserved bits.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/7/14 17:13			EDITOR


			5222			Chunyu Hu			253			3			11.21.6.4.4.2			156			23			T			Y			156.00			23			11.21.6.4.4.2						J			Ali Raissinia			505r1			210402			To avoid ambiguity and prevent unnecessary ranging requests, the I2R N_STS field should be set to exactly the value in either I2R STS <= 80 MHz or I2R STS > 80 MHz			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-05-03 03:59:05Z)


Reject

The specification provides ISTA the flexibility of selecting the value of N_STS parameters up to the maximum negotiated values just in case one or more or its antennas are dynamically taken away for other coexistence use-cases such as BT/LTE.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/5/3 3:59			EDITOR


			5223			Chunyu Hu			253			3			9.6.7.49			100			25			T			Y			100.00			25			9.6.7.49						J			Erik Lindskog			929r3			210706			CFO parameter is mandatory to be sent in LMR and is being set to 0 in R2I LMR.  The 2 bytes could be filled with useful information. Consider adding Angle of Arrival information to be embedded here.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-06-27 21:40:48Z)

Rejected. The draft spec already have a field in the LMR to report AOA.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/7/14 17:13			EDITOR


			5224			Chunyu Hu			253			3			11.21.6.4.4.3			160			17			T			Y			160.00			17			11.21.6.4.4.3						J			Ali Raissinia			505r1			210402			It would be good to elaborate on how RSTA adjusts T1,T4 timestamps based on CFO parameter included in I2R LMR.			Add informative text to clarify how RSTA adjusts T1 and T4 timestamps.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2021-05-03 03:59:50Z)


 Reject

The clock rate correction between the peers seem obvious as it has been prescribed in REVmc specification without needing to include an informative text. Essentially, the RTT calculation needs to include the clock rate diefferences for the measurement to be meaningful (see 11.21.6.4.4.2 for further details.)			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/5/3 4:00			EDITOR








LB255 Unsatisfied Tech


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			6031			Mark Hamilton			255			4			12.12.3.1			216			25			T			Y			216.00			25			12.12.3.1						J			Roy Want			1495r3			210905			The last paragraph of 12.12.3.1 is an incomplete sentence.			Complete the sentence.			Reject. 
This is a formatting problem for an intended bulleted list. As a result, this comment has been passed to the TGaz technical editor for consideration during preparation of a subsequent draft.			EDITOR						motion passed															2021/9/14 21:51			EDITOR












Submission


doc.: IEEE 802.11-21/1501r5


Unsatisfied Technical Comments – Topics


Chunyu Hu (Facebook) – reporting format of TOA. (3 emails sent the commenter failed to respond with which 
comments are unsatisfied).
Chris Hartman (Apple, inc) – ISTA2RSTA LMR negotiation. (no valid email address, tried contacting through 
social media with no response). 
Mark Hamilton (Ruckus/CommScope) – PASN key establishment (1 unsatisfied/under clarification).
John Buffington (Self) – clause references; incorrect subclause name (1 under clarification). 
Mark Rison (Samsung) – various topics; (3 emails sent; no response received).


Slide 8 Jonathan Segev (Intel Corporation)


October 2021







Submission


doc.: IEEE 802.11-21/1501r5


IEEE-SA Mandatory Editorial Coordination


Mandatory Draft Review (MDR) and Mandatory Editorial Coordination 
(MEC) completed in the final report doc.: IEEE 802.11-21/0329r7:


https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-0329-07-0000-tgaz-mdr-report.docx
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TGaz Projected Timeline
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Open Close
First SA Ballot Oct. 6th Nov. 5, 2021 (30 days)
Second SA Ballot March 2022 Apr. 2022
Third SA Ballot July 2022 August 2022
EC to Revcom Sep. 2022
REVcom to SASB Dec. 2022





		P802.11az Report to EC on Unconditional Approval �to go to SA Ballot

		Introduction

		Status Summary

		802.11 WG Letter Ballot Results – P802.11az

		802.11 WG Letter Ballot Comments – P802.11az

		Unsatisfied Technical comments by commenter

		Unsatisfied comments

		Unsatisfied Technical Comments – Topics

		IEEE-SA Mandatory Editorial Coordination

		TGaz Projected Timeline






Treasury Update 
October 2021


George Zimmerman
(AS OF) 10/5/2021 7:53 AM


10/5/2021 8:49 AM 1ec-21-0231-00-00EC







July 2021 Session Estimate Update


2ec-21-0231-00-00EC


Session Result July 2021 T2 July 2021 T2
STATUS ESTIMATE ESTIMATE
AS OF DATE 2020-07-07 2020-10-05
Session Income 61,125 61,125
Session Expense -$22,625 -$27,156
Session Surplus/Loss $27,375 $27,375
Sponsorships 0 0
Net Session 
Surplus/Loss $27,375 $27,375


10/5/2021 8:49 AM


Notes:
1. July 2021 Expense includes actual meeting planner work on contract + estimates from SOW for 


electronic meeting + estimate of fees from registration service 
2. Updated Estimate includes actual income and an estimate of expenses for collection still to be 


invoiced


7/7 Estimate of Expenses included 
successful collection on 100 
attendees and unsuccessful 
collection for 50 attendees


10/05 Estimate includes successful 
collection on 31 attendees with 28 
unsuccessful







“Deadbeat” Processing


• A total of 61 (or 59, there is some confusion) individuals required 
‘follow up’


• 31 resulted in collection of late registration fees
• 28 were not collected and will be forwarded to WG chairs under the 


existing ‘deadbeat’ policy.
• These individuals should not be permitted to register or vote or accrue voting 


rights under the rules (please see the Ops Manual 5.4)
• “Any person who attends any portion” has an obligation to register and pay required fees
• Penalty of lost participation credit, membership status (& voting), and ability to register 


in future


10/5/2021 8:49 AM ec-21-0231-00-00EC 3
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IEEE 802 LMSC
Executive Committee 


05 October 2021
Electronic Meeting
19:00-21:00 UTC
15:00-17:00 ET


DCN ec-21-0233-00-00EC







• 1.00 Meeting called to order/role call
• 2.00 Review/modify/approve agenda
• 2.01 Participation Slide Set URLs:
https://ieee802.org/sapolicies.shtml 
https://standards.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-standards/standards/web/documents/other/Participant-Behavior-Individual-Method.pdf


• Participant behavior is guided by IEEE Code of Ethics & Conduct
• Participants shall act independently of others, including employers
• Standards activities shall allow the fair & equitable consideration of all viewpoints
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https://standards.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-standards/standards/web/documents/other/Participant-Behavior-Individual-Method.pdf

https://standards.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-standards/standards/web/documents/other/Participant-Behavior-Individual-Method.pdf





3.00 Chair’s Announcements
Reminder #1: Use IMAT to log your attendance


Reminder #2: Please enable mute when you are not speaking


Reminder #3: Please use the Chat function to request being put in the queue


Reminder #4: Next 802 EC telecon


Reminder #5: Next 802/SA Task Force meeting:
tentatively 4-5pm ET Monday 18 OCT 2021
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3.05 802 Restructuring Ad Hoc update
Next meeting: 1-2pm ET Tuesday 19 October 2021


1. Operational Efficiency sub-ad hoc.  BenR to host further discussion via EC reflector or telecon and report status at next ad 
hoc meeting.


2. Quality Standards sub-ad hoc.  GeoffT and ApurvaM to host further discussion via EC reflector or telecon and report status 
at next ad hoc meeting.


3. External Influence ad hoc. TuncerB and JayH volunteered to lead discussion topic prior to the next restructuring ad hoc 
meeting.


4. Strategy sub-ad hoc. PaulN leading discussion on this topic.
5. Technical Coherence sub-ad hoc, RogerM to lead discussion on this topic prior to the next restructuring ad hoc meeting.
6. Mixed Mode Meeting Evaluation sub-ad hoc split into two tracks 


- Near Term Transition options led by George Zimmerman 
- Long Term Future Meeting options led by Andrew Myles.


7. PaulN to capture the mission/purposed statement in the 802 Chair’s Guideline, with the direction that it be made publicly 
visible (e.g., on the www.ieee802.org home page).
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3.05 802 Restructuring sub-ad hoc updates


1) Operating Efficiency ad hoc Chair: Ben Rolfe


6a) Mixed Mode Best Practices ad hoc Chair: George Zimmerman


6b) Future meeting vision ad hoc Chair: Andrew Myles
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3.05 Strategy Sub-ad hoc update
"802 next gen coordination/brainstorm workshop" 19:00-20:30 UTC Wed 03 November 2021


The tentative agenda for the workshop is as follows:
a) have the leader of each 802 next gen group present 5-10 minutes on their activities: 
- Roger Marks on 802.1/Nendica,
- Jon Lewis on 802.3/New Ethernet Applications,
- Jim Lansford on 802.11/WNG,
- Ben Rolfe on 802.15/WNG and
- Tim Godfrey on 802.24 VNA.
b) spend 10-15 minutes exploring collaborative next-gen opportunities across 802, 
c) invite academic/corporate researchers to brainstorm with 802 participants on new next gen topics 
d) organize next steps to continue next gen 802 work


Goals: 
a) provide a platform for 802 groups to exchange information on their next gen activities
b) Provide an 802-wide platform for developers of early-stage technologies (e.g., academic and industrial 
researchers), to introduce the technologies to the 802 community well before they may be ready for 
incorporation into an 802 technical standards project. 6







9.0 EC Action Item Status Review
07 Sept 2021 Action item review
1. Nikolich to publish notice of November 2021 becoming an all electronic plenary session
2. Rolfe to provide update by Oct 802 EC telecon regarding the Operating Efficiency sub ad hoc


7
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Adjourn EC Meeting
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IEEE 802 LMSC
September 2021 interim
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Process


• To progress work items without a face-to-
face 802.1 WG session, the 802.1 WG 
chair has initiated a series of 10-day 
electronic ballots using ePoll
– https://mentor.ieee.org/802.1/polls


• Motions for WG and EC approval follow



https://mentor.ieee.org/802.1/polls
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Agenda 


• PARs to NesCom
– 4.01 - P802.1ACct PAR extension
– 4.02 - P802.1ABcu PAR extension


• Drafts to RevCom
– 4.03 - P802.1ABcu RevCom conditional
– 4.04 - P802.1BA-Rev RevCom conditional


• Liaisons
– 4.05 - Communication to IETF
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4.01 - Motion – ePoll 59 & 60
• Approve forwarding P802.1ABcu PAR extension 


documentation in 
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/cu-PAR-
extension-0921-v01.pdf to NesCom


• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-
802-1abcu.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: János Farkas, Second: Scott 
Mansfield
– PAR (y/n/a):  67, 0, 0 
– CSD (y/n/a):  63, 1, 3


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>


WG electronic ballot ended on Oct 1st



https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/cu-PAR-extension-0921-v01.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf
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4.02 - Motion – ePoll 61 & 62
• Approve forwarding P802.1ACct PAR extension 


documentation in 
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/ct-draft-PAR-
extension-0921-v00.pdf to NesCom


• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0155-00-ACSD-
802-1acct.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon, Second: James Gilb
– PAR (y/n/a):  65, 0, 2
– CSD (y/n/a):  64, 0, 3


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>


WG electronic ballot ended on Oct 1st



https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/ct-draft-PAR-extension-0921-v00.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0155-00-ACSD-802-1acct.pdf
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4.03 - Motion – ePoll 63 & 64
• Conditionally approve sending P802.1ABcu to RevCom
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf
• P802.1ABcu D2.2 had 100% approval at the end of the last SA ballot


• In the WG, Proposed: János Farkas
Second: Scott Mansfield
– Sending draft (y/n/a): 63, 1, 3
– CSD (y/n/a):  65, 1, 1


WG electronic ballot ended on Oct 1st



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf
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4.03 - Motion
• Approve sending P802.1ABcu to RevCom
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0158-00-ACSD-802-1abcu.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1ABcu
• SA ballot closed: 


• 1 October 2021
• All SA ballot requirements are met
• The ballot resulted in 


• 0 Disapprove votes
• 0 Must Be Satisfied 


(MBS) comments


• Comment resolution: 
• 19 July - SA Ballot
• 23 August - Recirculation 1
• 20 September - Recirculation 2 
• 4 October - Recirculation 3


https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/abcu-drafts/d2/802-1ABcu-d2-3-dis-v01.pdf 



https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/abcu-drafts/d2/802-1ABcu-d2-0-dis-v01.pdf

https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/abcu-drafts/d2/802-1ABcu-d2-1-dis-v01.pdf

https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/abcu-drafts/d2/802-1ABcu-d2-2-dis-v01.pdf

https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/abcu-drafts/d2/802-1ABcu-d2-3-dis-v01.pdf
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4.04 - Motion – ePoll 65
• Conditionally approve sending P802.1BA-Rev to RevCom
• [Maintenance PAR, no CSD]


• P802.1BA-Rev D2.0 had 95% approval at the end of the last SA ballot


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon Second: Norm Finn
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  66, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>


WG electronic ballot ended on Oct 1st
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Supporting information P802.1BA-Rev
• SA ballot closed: 


• 26 September 2021
• All SA ballot requirements


are met
• The ballot resulted in 


• 4 Disapprove votes
• 2 Must Be Satisfied 


(MBS) comments


• Comment resolution:  
• 28 September – SA Ballot


https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/ba-rev-drafts/d2/802-1ba-rev-d2-0-dis-v01.pdf


• Recirculation underway until 8 October with comment resolution in Maintenance 
TG meetings (next scheduled 12 October).  A possible final recirculation in 
October/November if required with comment resolution in Maintenance TG 
meetings.



https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/ba-rev-drafts/d2/802-1ba-rev-d2-0-dis-v01.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1BA-Rev


2 Must Be Satisfied (MBS) comments
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4.05 - Motion – ePoll 66


• Approve 
https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/liais
on-ietf-YANGkeystore-0921-v01.pdf as 
communication to IETF, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license.


• In the WG, 
Proposed: Mick Seaman 
Second: Karen Randall 
• Sending draft (y/n/a): 53, 0, 2


• In EC, for information
WG electronic ballot ended on Oct 4th



https://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2021/liaison-ietf-YANGkeystore-0921-v01.pdf
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Agenda Item 3.01 - II


• Future Venue Update 
– Future Venue Contract Status
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Future Venue Contract Status
• 2021 – Nov 14-19 – Hyatt Regency Vancouver, Vancouver, BC, Canada
• 2022 – Mar 13-19 – Hilton Orlando Lake Buena Vista, Orlando, FL, United States
• 2022 – July 10-15 – Sheraton Le Centre Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
• 2022 – Nov 13-18 – Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park, Bangkok, Thailand (Nov 2020)
• 2023 – March 12-17 –Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, GA, United States (1 of 2 – March 2020)
• 2023 – July 9-14 – Estrel Berlin, Berlin, Germany
• 2023 – Nov 12-17 – Hawaiian Village, Oahu, Hawaii, United States
• 2024 – March 10-15 – Hyatt Regency Denver at Colorado Convention Center, 


Denver, CO, United States (March 2021)
• 2024 – July 14-19 – Sheraton Le Centre Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada (July 


2020)
• 2024 – Nov 10-15 –Hyatt Regency Vancouver – in process. (Nov 2021)
• 2025 – March 9-14 –Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, GA, United States (2 of 2 – March 2020).
• 2025 – July 13-18 –Marriott Madrid Auditorium, Madrid, Spain (July 2021)
• 2025 – Nov 9-24 -- COVID Cancelled Session Rebook potential:


Hilton Orlando Lake Buena Vista - on Hold
• https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/20/ec-20-0001-05-00EC-802-plenary-future-venue-contract-status.xlsx



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/20/ec-20-0001-05-00EC-802-plenary-future-venue-contract-status.xlsx
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Nov 5-19,2021 Registration Reminder
– Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the November 2021 IEEE 802 Plenary 


will be held electronically.
Participating Working Groups: 802.1, 802.3, 802.11, 802.15, 802.18, 
802.19,802.24


• REGISTRATION FEES & DEADLINES
Early Registration: now through October 21, 2021:             $US 50.00


Standard Registration: Oct 22 through November 5, 2021: $US 75.00


Late Registration: After November 5, 2021:                         $US 125.00


• REGISTRATION FEE POLICY:
– An individual who attends any portion of a technical meeting that is part of 


an IEEE 802 LMSC plenary session must pay the registration fee.
– Registration Fees are Non-Transferable and Non-Refundable


• REGISTRATION WEBSITE: https://cvent.me/4xn8Ql



https://cvent.me/4xn8Ql
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Items to Consider for In-person Sessions


1. Safety of Attendees
2. Travel authorizations from/to Countries
3. Travel authorizations from Companies
4. Number possible to attend
5. Social Distancing impacts on meeting space.
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March 2022 - Orlando
• 2022 – Mar 13-19 – Hilton Orlando Lake Buena Vista, 


Orlando, FL, United States


• Addendum to reduce block has been initiated – Pending


• 2nd advanced deposit is due 10/09/2021 for $43,216.45


• Go/No Go date set for Dec 7, 2021


• Working with Venue for potential Hybrid (Mixed Mode) 
options.
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Future Sessions


• All New Future Sessions are generally on 
hold.


• Finalizing Berlin, Madrid and Vancouver 
will continue.





		Executive Secretary Report for �2021 October Interim Telecon

		Agenda Item 3.01 - II

		Future Venue Contract Status

		Nov 5-19,2021 Registration Reminder

		Items to Consider for In-person Sessions

		March 2022 - Orlando

		Future Sessions
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Motion – Approve ITU-R WP 1A
Visible Light Communications Liaison


• Jay Holcomb
• 802.18 / RR-TAG - Chair


• jholcomb@ieee.org
• 05 October 2021



mailto:jholcomb@ieee.org
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• Approve ITU-R WP 1A Liaison response in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0109-06-0000-liaison-response-to-
itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx, For review and approval for submission to 
ITU-R WP 1A  before contribution deadline for WP 1As next meeting. With the 
Chair of 802.18 authorized to make editorial changes, as necessary.


• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for communication with 
government bodies”


• Move: Jay Holcomb
• Second: John D’Ambrosia
• Y/N/A:    


Background Information
• The Liaison:   https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0080-00-0000-


request-for-information-itu-r-wp-1a.docx


• Approved In the RR_TAG, on 30Sept21:  (y/n/a): _19_ / _0_ / _0_;  


Motion – Approve ITU-R WP 1A
Visible Light Communications Liaison



https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0109-06-0000-liaison-response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.18/dcn/21/18-21-0080-00-0000-request-for-information-itu-r-wp-1a.docx
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ITU-R WP 1A VLC 
Liaison Contribution


Background Information, additional


• Working Party 1A (WP 1A) - Spectrum engineering techniques
• ITU-R VLC, WP 1A next e-meeting is 03-12nov21 
• Deadline for contributions 1600 hours UTC Wednesday, 27 October 2021


• .11 & .15 worked on a responses, then combined into .18 version 
– This was during the September IEEE 802 Wireless Interim;


i. https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-1457-02-0000-liaison-
response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx


ii. https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/dcn/21/15-21-0434-01-0000-liaison-
response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx


• RR-TAG approved r05 that was marked up during final review for voting.  .18 chair 
accepted markups and other minor cleanup for r06.



https://www.itu.int/go/ITU-R/wp1a

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/21/11-21-1457-02-0000-liaison-response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/dcn/21/15-21-0434-01-0000-liaison-response-to-itu-r-wp-1a-on-vlc-standards.docx
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WG Policies and Procedures Status
•WG P&P has been updated and submitted to NesCom
•Check list has not been uploaded as of 10/4/2021
•Subclause 6.2, Procedure for Establishing a Directed 
position in the OM has been put in the approved  WG 
P&P as Clause 14
•Process for declaring a interim to be used for attendance 
is now defined.
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Changes to the OM
•Delete Subclause 6.2, Procedure for Establishing a 
Directed Position as it is in the WG P&P as Clause 14
•Add new subclause 5.3 IEEE 802 EC interim 
teleconference meeting using text from 4.4 in the Chair’s 
Guideline.
–The above 2 changes are in ec-21-0169-01-00EC
•Other items
–Define start and end of plenary meeting
–Define when WG electronic plenary meetings can 
happen
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Changes for electronic meetings
•WG meetings are in person if the plenary is.
–“All Working Group meetings during an in-person each
Plenary Session shall be exclusively in-person.”
•Use “in-person” instead of “face-to-face” to be consistent 
with P&Ps
–“The Working Group Chair may designate specific 
individual experts who are allowed to participate in 
Working Group discussions via electronic means during 
an in-person a face-to-face meeting for the benefit of the 
group.  
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Plenary meeting
•Add to 5.1
–“A plenary session begins with the IEEE 802 LMSC 
Opening Meeting and ends with the IEEE 802 LMSC 
Closing Meeting.  The IEEE 802 LMSC determines the 
times and dates for the IEEE for these meetings
–Working group plenary sessions may begin after the end 
of the IEEE 802 LMSC Opening Meeting and shall end 
prior to the start of the IEEE 802 LMSC Closing Meeting.
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PAR and ICAID plenary review
•In 9.3 and 10.3, fourth paragraph, change
–Not later than 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday of the an in-person
plenary session, or as determined by the IEEE 802 LMSC 
during an electronic plenary session.
•In 9.3 and 10.3, fifth paragraph, change
–not later than 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday of the an in-person
plenary session, or as determined by the IEEE 802 LMSC 
during an electronic plenary session.
•Leave 30 days in advance of opening meeting in 9.2 and 
10.2
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